Influential armed groups continue to confound policymakers, diplomats, and analysts decades after their transformational arrival on the scene in the Middle East and North Africa.

The most effective of these militias can most usefully be understood as hybrid actors, which simultaneously work through, with, and against the state.

This joint report from The Century Foundation identifies the factors that make some hybrid actors persistent and successful, as measured by longevity, influence, and ability to project power militarily as well as politically. It finds that three factors correlate most closely with impact: constituent loyalty, resilient state relationships, and coherent ideology.

The authors of this report examined cases in Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq, drawing on years of fieldwork, to distinguish between hybrid actors, classic nonstate proxies, and aspirants to statehood—all of which merit different analytical and policy treatment. The report demonstrates the ways that groups can shift along a spectrum as they adapt to changing conditions.
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Executive Summary

The fragmentation of the state in the Middle East and North Africa has become an increasingly urgent topic of study, as so-called nonstate actors have proliferated across the region in the past two decades. From Libya to Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Yemen, and beyond, countless militias, parties, “brigades,” “forces,” “battalions,” and “detachments” have emerged to directly challenge the formal state’s hegemony over legitimate violence. These groups’ emergence signifies more than simply a region beset by civil conflict and insurgency. It is also the result of a change in the political superstructure. The state is being challenged for its primacy as a political unit.

These new realities of the Middle East have stretched the existing nomenclature to its limits. The term “nonstate actors” is simply too large a basket to hold these diverse types of armed groups. Today, there is a need for more precise terms and categories, for policymakers and for those who study conflict and armed groups. In zones of eroded state authority, armed movements have played a transformative role. Some are simply shadowy arms of the state, even when they are designed to operate as if they were autonomous groups. Others are classic proxies, militias set up by a sponsor government, which operate with a veneer of independence but are in fact wholly controlled by their sponsor and serve their sponsor’s policy aims.

This report is concerned with a third category: the hybrid actor, a type of armed group that sometimes operates in concert with the state and sometimes competes with it. Hybrid actors depend on state sponsorship and benefit from the tools and prerogatives of state power, but
at the same time enjoy the flexibility that comes with not being the state. Hybrid actors seek to harness and control some but not all spheres of the state’s authority. Those that survive over many years tend to penetrate the state and carve out official fiefdoms within its architecture. They engage in war, diplomacy, politics, and propaganda. They build and maintain constituencies, providing not just security but also services and ideological guidance. Though almost all hybrid actors have some relationship with an external patron, they are more than mere proxies, and have some latitude to make their own policies and decisions.

This report analyzes hybrid actors along two vectors: their “state-ness” (the extent to which they seek to assume state functions) and their autonomy (the degree to which they function as proxies subservient to their patron). Part I develops the concept of the hybrid actor in more detail, situating it in existing theory. Part II presents seven case studies of armed groups and movements: The Popular Mobilization Units (PMU) of Iraq, Hezbollah of Lebanon, the National Defence Forces of Syria, Amal of Lebanon, the Kurdish parties of Iraq, the Iraqi Awakening, and the Islamic State. Some of these cases fully meet the definition of a hybrid actor; others fall short of it, but still exhibit some hybrid traits. Taken together, the case studies flesh out our understanding of the hybrid actor concept. Part III investigates the role of state sponsorship in the creation and evolution of hybrid actors, focusing especially on the case of Iran, which has enjoyed singular success in partnering with such groups. Part IV concludes with recommendations for how policymakers can draw on the hybrid concept to enhance rule of law, incorporate hybrid actors into state and other institutional and legal frameworks, and design more realistic strategies to support weak states in conflict zones.

Hybrid actors have established themselves as an enduring feature of the landscape in the Middle East and North Africa, and may be the single greatest impediment to the reconstitution of state authority. This report seeks to deepen our understanding of such groups and their relationship with weak states—and thus illuminate options for policies that will bring more peace and stability.
Decades after their decisive arrival on the scene in the Middle East and North Africa, nonstate actors continue to confound policymakers, diplomats, and analysts. Today, we have clearer definitions and analytical frameworks that allow us to distinguish between nonstate proxy actors, which operate under the control of a sponsor while allowing plausible deniability, and hybrid actors, which develop domestic support by building a local constituency. Both types of actors may attract external sponsorship, usually from a state, and profess a distinct ideological identity. But hybrid actors are distinct in the way that they not only serve a security function, but also play a role in politics and economics—that is, hybrid actors assume some of the functions and autonomy of a state.

Others have produced comprehensive surveys of armed groups and have created taxonomies. In this report, we are specifically interested in armed groups that have acquired enduring political and military significance by creating constituencies, while holding territory and engaging in armed conflict. The most important of these groups often capture state institutions and participate, to varying extents, in formal governance. However, these groups also develop structures parallel to the state, affording them extralegal autonomy. These hybrid groups engage in war, diplomacy, politics, propaganda, and constituency building. They are not states as such, and yet they manage long-term relationships with states, and in many cases shape their host states through symbiotic or combative relationships. This report analyzes hybrid actors along two vectors: their “stateness” (the extent to
which they seek to assume state functions) and their autonomy (the
degree to which they function as proxies subservient to their patron).²

Hybrid actors are powerful but difficult to define; as a result,
alysts and policymakers often overlook them or mistakenly con-
sider them to be something they are not, typically a state institution
or a classic proxy. The emergence of hybrid actors is a worldwide
phenomenon of conflict zones from Colombia to Libya to the Dem-
ocratic Republic of Congo to Southeast Asia. At the current historical
moment, hybrid actors are most prominent in the Levant, an
intensely contested region. Several factors have contributed to the
vast number of experiments by and with hybrid actors, as defined
here, as well as with other proxies and militias: eroded state struc-
tures and institutions; open-ended civil and regional wars; sustained
interference by competing foreign powers; the resource curse; and
the instrumentalization of identity and ideology by local elites. Inter-
ventionist powers continue to support nonstate actors and hybrids,
sometimes in opposition to states, sometimes as hedges against states
that they also support, and at other times as an expedient option to
accomplish policy goals. Recent conflicts in Syria, Iraq, Yemen, and
Libya all feature foreign intervention on behalf of hybrids—even by
governments that also are allied with the state in question. Hybrids
thrive where the state is weak and interventionary powers tolerate
or even prefer dynamic instability to central authority. At present,
Iran is the power most heavily invested in hybrid actors—in part as
an ideological function of its revisionist and revolutionary agenda,
and in part as a practical function of its limited options for both
power projection and state-to-state partnerships in the Middle East
and North Africa. Competitor powers in the region, including Israel,
the United States, and the Arab states of the Gulf, have all engaged
with proxies and hybrids. However, these competitor powers face
structural constraints that have limited or undermined their ability
to cultivate effective and sustainable partnerships with such groups.

This report identifies some of the key conditions that have
made certain hybrid actors successful and persistent, including
constituency cultivation, secure relations with their host state, and steady foreign support. Hybrids have assumed geopolitical significance, and are likely to have a wide range of effects across the myriad underlying policy interests that shape the region and its conflicts. If we are to understand the forces at play in conflict zones and design policy responses to those conflicts, we must understand hybrid actors and the ways in which they differ from states and other non-state actors.

Hybrid actors are pivotal drivers of conflict, insecurity, and the governance challenges that hobble the Middle East and North Africa. In many cases, hybrid actors arose in response to state failures to provide security or services. Today, those same actors, now mature, are a primary obstacle to state efforts to reestablish authority. In this sense, hybrid actors are both a symptom and a driver of state fragility, poor governance, and insecurity.

This report examines cases in Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq because these countries have seen a proliferation of armed groups and disproportionate investment by outside governments. Their conflicts have played host to classic proxies, pretenders to state power, and enduring hybrid actors. A closer look at these cases allows us to pinpoint the distinctions between these categories, and the ways in which some groups evolve along that spectrum. We measure a group’s “success” according to its longevity, influence, and ability to project power militarily as well as politically. We also explore types of autonomy, evaluating the varying abilities of proxy or sponsored groups to deviate from their sponsor’s orders. We believe the evidence from repeated experience with hybrid actors (and comparisons to other types of militias, armed groups, and pretenders to statehood) suggests the conditions that correlate with success for hybrid groups: constituent loyalty; resilient state relationships, including with sponsors; and coherent ideology, in the most compelling examples converging with that of their sponsors. We also believe that descriptive rigor makes it easier to distinguish between hybrid actors (such as Lebanon’s Hezbollah), classic nonstate proxies (such as Iraq’s Kata’eb
Hezbollah), and aspirants to statehood that seek to fully destroy the existing state and fashion a radically new one (like the Islamic State). All merit different analytical and policy treatment. This report does not intend to be exhaustive; however, it uses case studies from Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon to present the relationships of actors at three different levels: with their constituents; with their host states; and with the international system, including states and nonstate actors beyond the borders of their host state.

This report concentrates disproportionately on hybrid actors supported by Iran, because such groups currently are preeminent in the region. Such a focus helps us systematically unpack this useful new concept. Compelling cases in Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon allow us to refine the concept of the hybrid actor and show how its various forms can change how policymakers understand armed groups. We believe the hybrid actor concept can be applied to other cases—to groups in Syria like Tahrir al-Sham (formerly known as the Nusra Front) and other Sunni armed opposition groups, and the Kurdish People's Protection Units (known by its Kurdish initials, the YPG [Yekîneyên Parastina Gel]). It also can be applied to state sponsors of nonstate and hybrid groups, including Turkey, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United States, and to regions beyond the Middle East and North Africa.

The range of examples in these case studies highlight recent relevant facets of hybrid actors. Some illustrate the pathways to establishing successful hybrid groups, and others show the ways in which potential hybrid actors evolve beyond hybridity or fall short of that level. They also present the ways in which consequential nonstate actors fail to meet the criteria for hybridity. In Lebanon, for example, the experience of the political party Amal can be compared to that of Hezbollah. Both groups emerged decades ago as militias, but Amal has grown into being a traditional political actor, whereas Hezbollah has become a true hybrid actor. Although the two groups arose in similar circumstances, their trajectory reflects the variable pressures
and influences that can produce distinct results, including moving beyond hybridity and into formalized political life.

This report seeks to illuminate the ways in which influential armed actors can amass power and then project it through, with, and against the weak states in which they arise. Hybrid actors, after all, are not simply proxies or nonstate groups. Understanding their distinctive outside-in approach to the state is critical to understanding power relations within weak states and the ways in which policy responses to them should be formulated.
I. The Hybrid Actor Concept

An overweening focus on the state as a unit of analysis has overshadowed another important force: the hybrid actor. Since at least the late Cold War period, policymakers and academics have acknowledged the importance of “nonstate actors,” a loosely defined category that included multinational corporations, terrorist groups, criminal syndicates, liberation movements, and many other types of entities. Nonstate actors have grown in importance, in some areas surpassing weak states in authority. But in certain contexts, “nonstate actor” is not a meaningful label for the myriad entities the term sought to describe. The current political environment requires more discerning and precise terms to categorize a broad spectrum of actors.

In zones of eroded state authority, armed movements have played a leading and transformative role. Some are simply shadowy arms of the state, even when they are designed to operate as if they were autonomous groups. Examples of such stealth state bodies include the Fedayeen Saddam, an Iraqi paramilitary group from the Saddam Hussein era; the various Syrian progovernment militias, including some of the groups working under the National Defence Forces umbrella; and Russian operatives, disguised as local militias, deployed in former Soviet republics. Others are classic proxies—militias set up by a sponsor government, which operate with a veneer of independence but are in fact wholly controlled by their sponsor and serve their sponsor’s policy aims.

This report is concerned with a third category: the hybrid actor, a type of armed group that sometimes operates in concert with the
state and sometimes competes with it. Hybrid actors depend on state sponsorship and benefit from the tools and prerogatives of state power, but at the same time they enjoy the flexibility that comes with not being the state and not being responsible for governance. Hybrid actors seek to harness and control some but not all spheres of the state’s authority. Those that survive over many years tend to penetrate the state and carve out official fiefdoms within its architecture. Hybrid actors cannot be understood merely as proxies, or as militias. They have established themselves as an enduring feature of the landscape in the Middle East and North Africa, and may be the single greatest impediment to the reconstitution of state authority.

Any meaningful understanding of politics and security depends on a clear understanding of the physical world in which policy is exercised. Today, the state system is a woefully inadequate construct for analysis and policymaking, since it overlooks the entire spectrum of hybrid actors. To be sure, states are and continue to be important, but as a unit of analysis they do not tell the whole story. Those who study the state system have made well-intended but incomplete efforts to account for the transformed reality in conflict zones. Since the 1990s, Western policymakers have focused on fragile and failed states, which they perceive to be the root of conflict and humanitarian disaster in the Middle East and North Africa. They argue that these “failed,” “failing,” or “fragile” states are national security threats and represent instability in the region. In 2004, for instance, U.S. secretary of state Colin Powell formed the Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and Stabilization, which was intended to support Washington’s ability “to respond to crises involving failing, failed, and post-conflict states and complex emergencies.” For international policymakers, then, state-building is a form of political intervention aimed at upholding de jure states (those with an internationally recognized legal basis) with an eye to preserving international peace and security. At times, however, this approach is at odds with new realities on the ground, where armed actors challenge internationally recognized governments.
To understand the emergence of state, nonstate, and hybrid actors, we must first define the state, which remains a contested concept. The seminal definition of the state that guides policymakers interacting in the Middle East and North Africa comes from German sociologist Max Weber, who defined the state as a fixed territorial entity, ruled by a central authority that has a monopoly over the legitimate means of violence. The British sociologist Michael Mann adds that the state cannot only include despotic power (over society), but must also include infrastructural power, which he defines as “a cooperative relationship between state and society.” American scholar Charles Tilly adds other criteria to his definition: that the state must be able to go to war, to remove internal strife, to protect the population, and to collect taxes. In Tilly’s model of the state, the relationship between citizen and ruler is a transactional social contract in which protection is exchanged for taxation. To add a legal perspective, the 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States—a foundational treaty in modern international law—defines a state as any entity with a permanent population, a defined territory, a government, and the capacity to enter into relations with other states. All these authors and documents, in different ways, perceive the state as an empirical entity—a political system whose existence is self-evident. As a practical matter, a state can be said to exist simply by exhibiting the features of the definition.

However, Western state-building efforts since World War II have moved away from these definitions and focused more on international recognition as a prerequisite for statehood. Under this trend, policymakers today prefer to keep failing or failed states (in other words, entities that lack the abovementioned empirical criteria) on life support rather than to recognize new entities on the ground. Yet a growing number of internationally recognized de jure states with formal borders and governments lack empirical statehood, or the capacity to implement the most basic functions of governance. This type of actor is what political scientist Robert Jackson calls a “quasi-state.” Such entities have the juridical features of a state—flags, national anthems,
and United Nations membership—but not the empirical qualities described above. Quasi-states are stuck in a game of dependence upon external support structures, or top-down legitimization. They lack the “positive sovereignty” needed to be masters of their own fate or the “negative sovereignty” needed to be free from external interference. In these states, actual authority in a territory has fragmented, even as that territory nominally remains a state under international law.

Often, nonstate actors have filled the vacuum caused by the retreat of quasi states. Nonstate actors perform state-like functions and enjoy the empirical habits of statehood, but lack de jure recognition. In countries across the Middle East and North Africa, political opposition networks, local communities, and identity groups (including, for example, Salafi and jihadist groups) provide basic services that existing states have failed to supply. The lines between the formal and informal are blurred because there is a gap between de facto realities and what is established under law.10

International policymakers’ insistence on supporting quasi-states and refusal to fully support nonstate actors (other than in temporary moments of convenience, such as with the People’s Protection Units, or the YPG, in Syria) has stalled transformations. In the past, warlords who achieved de facto authority over a territory and expressed an interest in forming a state could become a state, without the need for juridical recognition. This process no longer exists. Today, nonstate groups—whose transition to states the international system has stalled—may serve as a lasting feature. Some of the actors within this political order even perform state-like functions, but are not recognized under international law. Instead, they become hybrid actors.

Armed Nonstate Actors

When defining the concept of states, international policymakers who focus on the Middle East often cite part of the Weberian logic that rests on the notion of monopoly over legitimate violence. However, as Mann wrote, “most historic states have not possessed
a monopoly of organized military force and many have not even claimed it.”11 Such an absence of a monopoly on force has persisted in the Middle East and North Africa. Scholar Yezid Sayigh argues that there is a clear pattern of duality or multiplicity of “legitimate” or state-recognized armed actors, which is part of the deeper processes underway in affected Arab states. In more stable states, the multiplicity of armed actors is a lasting feature that emerged from an original political settlement that formalized militias into the state structure. One such formalized entity is Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), created by Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini in 1979 to consolidate the paramilitary groups loyal to the Islamic revolution as a counter to the regular military, which had been loyal to the shah. The Iranian state, after the revolution, would then consist of the traditional military (the Artesh)—which included the ground forces, the navy, the air force, and the air defense force—with its own command structure and joint staff—as well as the IRGC. Although the IRGC would become more powerful than the traditional military, legitimate violence was not centralized.

In states marred by stalled transformation where a political settlement has not yet been achieved—such as Iraq, Syria, Libya, Lebanon, and Yemen—a duopoly on the use of force, or competition between multiple actors, reflects the weakness of the unitary state, the decline of the social contract, and to some extent the erosion of national identity. In these countries, the de jure actors are not the only entities providing for the needs of a population or claiming to represent a population. Instead, a variety of nonstate entities and actors emerge to fill in for the receding state, and take de facto authority away from the de jure actors. The real-world distribution of power and force far exceeds any framework defined solely by the state.

Criminals, Insurgents, and Warlords

In many areas of the Middle East, the unitary state has retreated to the point where nonstate armed actors have supplanted their authority.
The literature traditionally has divided these actors into three distinct categories: criminal organizations, insurgents (or terrorists), and warlords (or militias). All three types of actors use actual or threatened violence to achieve their aims. The differences lie in their ultimate objectives. Criminal organizations and gangs evade or break the law for financial (but not political) gains. Insurgent groups, at times also referred to as terrorist organizations, use violence for political ends, by challenging the existence of the state in pursuit of a new legal order.

Warlords, by contrast, do not threaten to take over the state, nor do they seek to merely exploit the collapse of legal authority for monetary gain. Instead, they are more interested in their own local governance model. Warlords, whether in antiquity or modern times, are charismatic leaders who operate in areas where the state’s capabilities and legitimacy do not extend. The warlord wields some degree of political power, but also pays allegiance to the state or other stronger powers, in return for being left alone to govern his constituents in the periphery.

Local communities have their own reasons for supporting warlords in place of the unitary state. In the context of violence or recent violence or the threat of violence, local populations value security above all, and consent to the actor who can protect them or move them away from violence. Warlords promote themselves as the most reliable protectors of their local communities from external threats, including the state. Another way that warlords develop their constituencies is by using ideological markers, such as religion, ethnicity, or sectarianism, to tie their communities together and to gain legitimacy within their chosen group. That said, most warlords restrict their ambitions to local power, even if they have a coherent ideology or social engineering project. By providing employment or even basic services for their constituencies when the state is no longer able to do so, they are able to secure the support of their local power base in the face of potential opponents.

Over the centuries, observers have noted that at a certain point, warlords may gain enough power to allow them to transform from
locally and economically minded strongmen to become—or strive to become—a state actor. In the Arab world, the thirteenth-century sociologist Ibn Khaldun noted that tribes that developed a strong sense of common purpose (what Ibn Khaldun called “asabiyya”) eventually were able to conquer and take over the state. Although different from a tribe, authors often have argued that warlords operating in the environment of a weaker state will, similarly, at some point challenge for the state. Most states, after all, are initially created by armed leaders who turn into statespeople.

These observations about the development of warlords give some insight into how modern hybrid actors emerge. Many hybrid actors begin first as warlords who provide security and basic services for their constituents at a local level. Their access to arms and ability to mobilize fighters allow them to solidify their position. Their fighters join for both ideological and economic reasons. Ideological motivations are often based on ethnicity or sect, and relate to a fight against an external threat. Economic motivations include gaining employment, such as at checkpoints, which warlords use to outsource labor costs and build patronage. Some armed actors go even further, building social networks of organizations that provide services and build constituencies.

A Change in the Relationship with the State

The forces of a warlord—or an armed group with a different kind of leadership structure that functions as a warlord—transform into a hybrid actor when the group begins to express a more national mandate and interest in the state. Prior to this point, the warlord’s group provides services and protection, including protecting his community from the state. But at some point, the group becomes interested in the state for economic, geostrategic, ideological, and historical reasons. This process manifests in varying forms.

Foreign support for leaders in Middle Eastern capitals has stifled politics and foreclosed transformations. As a result, in many
cases warlords are unable to fully transition into state actors. They cannot take over the government, nor, in some cases, openly join it. As a result, many such warlords evolve into hybrid actors. The hybrid actor thus represents a space between the locally minded warlord and the formal state actor.

Transforming into a hybrid actor, a group that once represented a warlord marks itself not only as the protector of a local community but also as the protector of the state itself. In Iraq, for instance, tens of predominantly Shia militias rose up in 2014 to fight against the so-called Islamic State in Sunni areas of the country. In this capacity, these warlords fought on behalf of the state, which faced an existential threat from the self-styled caliphate of the Islamic State that occupied up to one-third of Iraq's territory. In Lebanon, Hezbollah has similarly marked itself as the only reliable protector of the state, even though it exists beyond state control. In times of conflict, the ability to provide security becomes an important marker of the hybrid actor.

When the hybrid actor is unable to take over the state, it begins to develop different mechanisms to maintain its capability, legitimacy, and power, even without full integration. This process includes keeping one foot in the state and one foot outside it. At times, the hybrid actor cooperates with state authorities; at other times, it competes with the state for legitimacy, capability, and ultimately, power. Hybrid actors seek both to build local structures that run parallel to those of the weakened state and to gain a footing within the state.16

At some point, hybrid actors may desire to become participants in the state, for two primary reasons. First, in the context of many countries in the Middle East and North Africa, the state represents resources, particularly in rentier states. Control over a government ministry or agency (and its coffers) is financially rewarding. Second, the state also imparts a sense of legitimacy. In public opinion polls conducted across the region, respondents often claim that they would prefer to be ruled by government or state authority than by a nonstate actor.17
To gain more state power, hybrid actors often develop formal political parties that compete in local and national elections. For instance, in the 2018 Iraqi elections, the PMU formed an electoral bloc, the Fatah Alliance (also known as the Conquest Alliance), and placed second. Fatah’s leader was Hadi al-Amiri, the long-time head of the Badr Brigades paramilitary group. Only Muqtada al-Sadr’s coalition, Sa’iroun, placed ahead of Ameri in the elections. Sadr also controls a paramilitary group called the Peace Brigades (in Arabic, Saraya al-Salam). These paramilitary armed actors and their organizations ran in the elections, and then worked together to form the new government. Electoral success gave them more capital to send their proxies into government positions and thus to benefit from the wealth, legitimacy, and power associated with the state. Similar trends can be found in other countries of the region, where armed actors seek a slice of the national pie. Ultimately, the state offers more opportunities than local control for riches, patronage, and coercive power.

However, the inability to completely take over the state means that the hybrid actor also operates outside the state to maintain its capability, legitimacy, and power—even as it seeks certain inroads into the state apparatus. It develops parallel structures that can act as a check on the state, if certain state actors decide to check the hybrid actor’s power. Operating outside the state is also crucial for the hybrid actor’s role in the political economy of conflict. These armed groups benefit from patrolling their own checkpoints and taxing (or extorting) populations to generate revenue. These processes would be more complicated if the state interfered and enforced additional mechanisms of accountability. The gray area between state and nonstate, therefore, allows the hybrid actor to prosper.

Proxy or Ally? Relationships with External Patrons

Hybrid actors often are closely aligned with an external sponsor. In most cases, this external actor helped support the hybrid actor from
its earliest days, providing resources, training, and opportunity to the group’s leadership. The current framework for understanding these hybrid actors treats them as “proxies” for their patrons, which in the Middle East and North Africa are primarily Iran, the United States, Turkey, and the Arab states of the Gulf. However, analyses that treat hybrid actors simply as proxies deny them their agency; hybrid actors do have agency, and at times domestic political considerations force them to deviate from or reinterpret their patron’s demands. In fact, many hybrid actors are more consumed with internal competition within their countries than with the demands of their external patron.19

For instance, Iran is widely regarded as the most successful implementer of the proxy model. From Hezbollah in Lebanon to paramilitary groups in Syria and Iraq (the PMU), the common narrative is that these groups must comply with Tehran’s demands. However, as this report details in each case, hybrid actors at times stray from their patrons’ priorities when their local legitimacy, capability, or power would be threatened. At other times, the hybrid actor will comply, particularly when its interests converge with those of its patron. In most cases, it is therefore best to understand the relationship between the hybrid actor and the patron as an alliance.20 “Proxy-ness” exists on a spectrum, and the degree to which each hybrid actor is a proxy varies greatly. The hybrid actor is neither a puppet nor a wholly independent power. Crucially, it can shift back and forth over time—at times behaving like a proxy, at others like an autonomous state, and at still others like something in between.

Characteristics of Hybrid Actors

Hybrid actors are, at their core, armed bodies, and they come into being by having the capacity to provide security and services to their constituents. They provide security by employing fighters, creating security checkpoints in cities, and fighting armed insurgencies (such as that of the Islamic State). When a hybrid actor successfully uses
such measures to fight off an insurgency that the state has failed to confront, the group gains a significant amount of power and legitimacy with its constituents. The state may even end up depending on it. In Lebanon, for example, many came to see Hezbollah as the only reliable defender of the nation. And for its members, Hezbollah has even become the protection from the state itself—part of the nation but above the rule of law. Other features of Hezbollah’s provision of security are more general characteristics of hybrid actors: securitized zones, shared security agreements, no-entry zones, military training zones, permission of illegal trade for members and allies, no legal repercussions for crimes committed by members, and military engagement in neighboring countries.

Another characteristic of hybrid actors is their economic self-sufficiency, which allows them to survive—even at those times when they chose not to hew to their patrons’ wishes. For instance, the PMU receives money from the state, but also engages in formal and informal economic activity (discussed in greater detail in the case studies below). Similarly, Hezbollah members and supporters head municipalities in their areas of control, have multiple dealings with international aid and development organizations, control key ministries, and have representatives in parliament. But Hezbollah also has a parallel social service and economic network (both legal and illegal) that acts as a shadow economy and a source of power outside state control. With this mix of activities, hybrid actors are able to choose their proximity to the state while maintaining a flexible position: They insist on autonomy but do not openly refuse to pledge loyalty to the state. They participate in the political process but nonetheless have their own spaces where they enjoy a degree of sovereignty.

Hybrid actors also are able to provide basic services for their citizens, at times when the state fails to do so. For instance, the PMU in Iraq has taken over garbage contracts to clean the streets of Basra, in an effort to gain popularity. Beyond waste management operations, the PMU provides public services and infrastructure such as hospitals, clinics, schools, and roads; it also supports the families
of “martyrs” who lost their lives in conflict against the PMU’s opponents. These civic initiatives are inextricably connected to the PMU’s military operations. Like a state, which provides security as well as services to the citizens that it governs, a hybrid actor views its mandate as encompassing the entire spectrum of human needs. Furthermore, the provision of social services enhances the hybrid’s military capability. Service networks are embedded into the social fabric. For example, Hezbollah does not make a distinction between a Hezbollah fighter and a Hezbollah engineer—the individual may be employed as an engineer but fight in Hezbollah’s forces on the weekend. Hezbollah is more than a security organization; it is a social, political, and economic network. Hybrid actors’ provision of social services is also an efficient way to shore up constituents’ commitment to their ideology, whether religious or otherwise.

To cement their power, hybrid actors rely on ideology. The most successful hybrid actors have a social mandate and a coherent, mobilizing ideology. But ideology is not the hybrid actor’s distinguishing trait; other nonstate actors that lack the characteristics of hybridity still have social engineering projects and ideology. Most commonly, hybrid actors instrumentalize ethnosectarian identity to build constituencies and gain support. For instance, the PMU recruited Shia fighters by invoking the image of the June 2014 Camp Speicher massacre, in which the Islamic State executed 1,566 Shia Iraqi Air Force recruits. This ideological message appeared in speeches, posters, and other media. Hybrid actors tend to emphasize their ideology at times of heightened conflict. However, their commitment to ideology oscillates according to necessity, as does the character of the ideology. Hybrid actors often do not have one single governing ideology, but rather multiple intertwined grand narratives that can be highlighted at different junctures.

The rise of hybrid actors problematizes states’ accountability and capacity. The hybrids evolved as a response to state failure, which is often the result of the long-term erosion of central power, competing power centers, and shared sovereignty. Hybrid actors
have been able to fill a need that the state was responsible for providing but which it could not provide (or was not interested in providing). The mature hybrid actor, however, becomes an impediment to inclusive, equitable, and effective governance. It is immune from the state’s wider burden to govern all its citizens. If the hybrid fails to adequately provide health care, security, or a sense of belonging, it is essentially off the hook—those are the state’s responsibility, after all, and if the hybrid is able to furnish any degree of those goods it can be considered a bonus.

A stronger hybrid actor does, however, display a much greater level of legitimacy and recognition, as compared to earlier iterations that focused primarily on armed force and the wielding of brute power as a result. Hybrid actors retain flexibility linked to their use of force and violence; that need is not all-consuming, but all the same it is a lever for those seeking to incrementally influence the evolution of such groups. For outside actors, recognizing distinctive traits is essential for the crafting of coherent policy. Proper categorization and analysis can help lead to more appropriate and realistic policy choices.
II. Case Studies

The cases chosen for this report reflect a variety of nonstate activity, with some of the groups clearly functioning as durable hybrid actors. The examples of the Popular Mobilization Units (PMU) and Hezbollah offer a staggered view of how the phenomenon of hybridity has evolved over time and the linkages that exist between these related phenomena. The factors that have produced hybrids are separated by decades but largely have remained constant, though actor and sponsor capacities have only increased over time as expertise and opportunity have increased.

The report also includes cases of nonstate groups that appeared poised to become hybrids, or possessed some traits of hybridity, but did not fully translate those circumstances into sustainable hybridity. In the case of Syria’s National Defence Forces (NDF), the group or some of its elements could have evolved in the direction of becoming a PMU-like, Iranian-backed parallel power as the Damascus government’s authority diminished during the most testing periods of the Syrian war. In fact, however, the NDF remained attached to the state, and more firmly so as the government’s military momentum increased. Amal, by contrast, represents a different model of evolution, that of voluntary transformation into traditional party politics. Amal is now fully invested in the Lebanese state and does not function as an armed group or militia.

In the case of the main Iraqi Kurdish parties, the KDP (Kurdistan Democratic Party) and the PUK (Patriotic Union of Kurdistan), these groups have achieved a unique hybrid status within both the
autonomous Kurdish region (which some scholars identify as an unrecognized state) and the Iraqi state. Despite their links to the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) and Baghdad, the parties retain some of their flexibility beyond the limitations and institutions imposed by Iraq’s various levels of governance. The Iraqi Sahwa, by contrast, sought to parlay its military advances into political power, but failed to do so as it lacked the ability to project power without the continued support of its outside patron and the outright hostility of the host state.

Finally, the phenomenon represented by the Islamic State is, in many ways, sui generis. The Islamic State clearly was not a hybrid actor, and it made no pretensions or efforts at achieving that kind of status. Armed with its ideology and transnational ambitions, the Islamic State sought to directly supplant and replace the state, and in so doing raised direct questions about statehood and stateness. As a result of its catastrophic impact on the region and its singular vision, the Islamic State merits discussion as a contrasting phenomenon to the hybrid actor model discussed in this report.

Some cases that have arisen within the geographic boundaries of this inquiry were not included in this report, but are worthy of further analysis using the model and criteria proposed here. The examples of the People’s Protection Units (YPG) and Tahrir al-Sham, in particular, offer an opportunity to examine patterns of behavior arising with varied forms of outside state support. Further studies of hybridity ought to look at these and other actors, including in other MENA conflict zones and in other regions.

The Popular Mobilization Units of Iraq

The swift rise of the Islamic State, which conquered one-third of Iraq in the summer of 2014, mobilized tens of thousands of Iraqi men to defend their country. Rather than joining the retreating and collapsing Iraqi army or police, most of these men enlisted in paramilitary groups under the newly formed Popular Mobilization Units (PMU, or
al-Hashd al-Sha’abi in Arabic). The Iraqi Shia cleric Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani issued a religious decree (fatwa) calling on volunteers to rise up to fight the Salafi-jihadist organization. Although Sistani’s decree only mentioned the Iraqi state’s armed forces, most volunteers chose to join the PMU. An umbrella organization of some fifty paramilitary groups with 110,000 fighters on paper (and closer to 80,000 active fighters on the ground), the PMU would become the main fighting force to defend Iraq from further Islamic State advances and to begin reclaiming territory in 2014 and 2015. Although the Iraqi armed forces have since recovered, the PMU remains a powerful military force with an unparalleled ability to mobilize fighters, generate millions of dollars each month from both state salaries and illicit trade, and influence Iraqi politics at the national and local levels.

As a hybrid actor, the PMU’s emergence is a consequence of the weakness of the Iraqi state, which was on the brink of collapse when a few thousand Islamic State fighters established the capital of their “caliphate” in Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city. Today, the PMU at times fights to defend the state and at other times competes with the state over legitimacy, capabilities, and power. As such, in definitive hybrid actor fashion, it has gained political influence inside the state and set up parallel state networks. Rather than placing the PMU under the Ministries of Defence or Interior—as the Iraqi constitution mandates for any armed force—Nouri al-Maliki (prime minister 2006–14) placed the PMU under the supervision of the prime minister’s office, where it has remained ever since. The PMU formally answers to the chairman of the prime minister’s National Security Council (NSC), but its de facto leader is Jamal Jafaar Mohammed Ali Ebrahimi, popularly known by his nom de guerre, Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, or simply Abu Mahdi.

Seven of the PMU’s paramilitary groups had been operating in Iraq for several years before the group’s formal creation in June 2014. These groups included the Badr Organization, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq, Kata’eb Hezbollah, Kata’eb Sayyid al-Shuhada’, Harakat Hezbollah al-Nujaba’, Kata’eb al-Imam Ali, and Kata’eb Jund al-Imam. Additionally,
the Peace Brigades (Saraya al-Salam), formed by Muqtada al-Sadr in June 2014, was in fact the remobilization of the notorious Mahdi Army, the major predominantly Shia armed group during the first civil war (2006–8). Many of the other armed groups, such as Asa‘ib Ahl al-Haq and al-Nujaba’, were also remnants of the Mahdi Army. The Badr Organization was the oldest group, formed in Iran in 1982 as an Iraqi paramilitary group (then known as the Badr Brigades) to fight against Saddam Hussein during the 1980–88 Iran-Iraq war. After the U.S.-led invasion in 2003, Badr emerged as a dominant armed actor in Iraq. It eventually captured the Ministry of Interior and maintained an armed presence outside the state apparatus.

In the summer of 2014, the establishment of the PMU began a formalization process that brought in the existing paramilitary groups and invited many more groups to form. According to several PMU leaders, 2014 marked the beginnings of the second Iraqi republic, after the failure of the first republic (2003–14) in the wake of the Islamic State’s announcement of a caliphate.

From 2014 to 2018, the PMU was not a monolithic group. Although the fight against the Islamic State united all of its members, the paramilitary groups within the PMU had different ideologies and ideas for their role with regard to the Iraqi state. The PMU was split according to the source of emulation (“taqlid”) they subscribed to—between groups that primarily answered either to Iranian supreme leader Ali Khamenei, Sadr, or Sistani. The PMU’s fighters could support more than one of these leaders, but this categorization serves as an important tool to understand the diverging ideologies within the umbrella organization.

At the start, the strongest groups within the PMU were those closely allied to Khamenei. These groups became the primary drivers of the PMU’s state-building program, and as such they were the architects that transformed the PMU from merely an armed group to a hybrid actor. Beyond military capabilities, the groups allied closely to Iran developed (or maintained) political platforms, competed in the 2018 national elections, administered economic policies, and
generated revenue. More recently, however, various PMU members have asserted their independence from Iran, sometimes actually condemning Tehran’s interference in Iraqi affairs. This change underlines the degree to which the PMU is not a mere proxy for Iran. Instead, it is a fully hybrid entity, driven at least as much by local political concerns as foreign patronage.

The strength of the PMU has clear implications for policy and for the state. The PMU’s state-like powers arose in part because of a vacuum left by the weak Iraqi state. Now, however, the PMU is nearly impossible to dislodge or to fully integrate into state institutions. Thus, the PMU has established itself as a fundamental limit on the state’s ability to exercise its functions. Furthermore, the PMU has achieved legal status and secured funding from the state, while retaining its autonomy, entrenching its militias as competitors to the state’s armed forces, and deepening the fragmentation of the monopoly of legitimate violence.

**Relationship with the State**

The 2003 invasion of Iraq not only dislodged the Ba’athist leadership from power, but also changed the structure of the Iraqi state, which had been built by British political officers in 1920. The Coalition Provisional Authority stripped the state of institutional legacies when it disbanded the Iraqi security sector and the top tiers of the civil service across government ministries, agencies, and affiliated institutions. This “de-Ba’athification” process, which sought to purge senior Ba’ath party members from public employment, weakened the state. For some armed actors, this policy presented an opportunity to gain power, while still keeping independent formations outside the state. It was the birth of the hybrid actor in Iraq.

Immediately after the invasion, the Badr Brigades moved from Iran to Iraq. The group would become both part of the state and separate from the state. Its primary geographic location, in the initial years after the invasion, was along the eastern governorates bordering Iran, from Diyala to Kut (Wasit). When the Coalition Provisional
Authority issued an order to dissolve militias in 2004, the Badr Brigades moved around the law by rebranding itself as the Badr Organization and partly merging with the state. From 2005 to 2008, the organization integrated some of its fighters into state bodies, primarily into the Ministry of Interior. Many fighters joined the federal police, which is housed within the ministry. As a result, Badr increasingly took control of the ministry, installing its own minister, deputies, and directors general. However, at the same time, Badr maintained a separate armed wing outside the state. Thus, Badr became one of the first hybrid actors to emerge. In 2014, with more than a decade of experience operating inside and outside the state, Badr became the largest paramilitary group of the PMU.

The Mahdi Army also emerged after the 2003 invasion. It initially resembled an insurgency or warlord, contesting the state and refusing to work with it. Based on the legacy of Muqtada al-Sadr’s father, Mohammad al-Sadr—a popular Baghdad cleric assassinated in 1999 for his defiance of Saddam Hussein—the Mahdi Army quickly rose to prominence in 2003 and mobilized up to 60,000 fighters, making it the main armed group in Iraq at the time. It became notorious for major human rights violations and war crimes, including brutal “death squads” and frequent raids, abductions, and arbitrary killings in Sunni neighborhoods. It was deeply involved in the sectarian war of 2006 and 2007. After the bombing of the Askari Shrine in Samarra, one of the holiest sites in Shia Islam, Mahdi fighters initiated a wave of attacks against the Sunni population.

In contrast to Badr, the Mahdi Army’s insurgency made the group a threat to the state. Sadr became associated with sectarian rhetoric and anti-state activity. In the initial years after the 2003 invasion, the Shia Islamist parties, which had come from abroad, worked with Sadr to keep the Shia house united. But eventually, as these Shia Islamist groups gained control of the state, Sadr lost favor with them. The Mahdi Army began as a militia led by local warlords loyal to Sadr and opposing the regime, with several leaders ideologically opposed to Sunni groups.
Maliki’s first term (2006–10) was defined by a drive to strengthen the state and flush out insurgencies and anti-state armed groups, especially the Mahdi Army. In 2008, Maliki sensed an opportunity to bring down the Mahdi Army and directly fought Sadr in the Battle of Basra in 2008 (also known as Operation Charge of the Knights). The Mahdi Army was subsequently disbanded. However, Sadr kept a small force underground.

Maliki had little chance to bask in victory. In 2010, his State of Law Coalition lost the parliamentary election to Ayad Allawi’s Iraqi National Movement (also known as the al-Iraqiya List), which was more secular and also included Sunni groups. To maintain the premiership, Maliki sought help from Iran as well as from paramilitary allies, including Badr and remnants of the Mahdi Army that had moved away from Muqtada al-Sadr. Maliki tested the limits of the law by working with these armed groups. He also set a new precedent by bringing them under the purview of the prime minister’s office. These PMU armed groups thus become hybrid actors, working with the state but outside the constitution.

To court Badr—the primary hybrid actor at this point—Maliki made its leader, Hadi al-Amiri, his minister of transport. In his second term, which began in 2010, Maliki also relied on the existing pro-Iranian militias. He worked with these groups to bring down potential challenges to his rule, including the 2011 protests in Sunni parts of Iraq—known as the Harak al-Sha‘abi. These paramilitary groups, which served as hybrid actors that worked with the state as well as outside the state, eventually formed the core nucleus of the PMU. Maliki brought them together as a way of providing an initial state cover to the mobilization of militias against the Islamic State—militias that many Iraqi commentators argued were illegal.

Since the PMU’s founding in 2014, Abu Mahdi, its de facto military head, has been preoccupied with legitimizing the PMU as a state institution while maintaining independence from the command structure of the central government. The PMU leadership’s desire to become a state actor is based on pursuit of both financial
rewards and the legitimacy that comes with state recognition. From its inception, its leaders despised being referred to as militias; they claimed that they were fighting for the state in order to defend and recapture Iraqi territory from the Islamic State. The key to Abu Mahdi’s hybrid model, therefore, has been to become a state actor so far as it is financially and politically rewarding, but to maintain a line of independence from state accountability. This preoccupation reflects a concern with legitimacy and stateness that is common to many hybrid actors and often distinguishes them from warlords and classic proxies.

The rewards for becoming a state actor are clear. Financial gain is an obvious one. As an oil-rich rentier state, the Iraqi central government is a major source for revenue. Its annual budget, $111.8 billion in 2019, is one of the largest in the region. As a PMU checkpoint commander put it: “You can make a lot of money from checkpoints. But if you control one ministry in the government, you can make ten times more.” Becoming a state actor also entails another layer of legitimacy that the PMU sorely needed after the main fight against the Islamic State ended, because of the constitutional prohibition of militias. Even Sistani’s carefully worded fatwa, which PMU leaders used for recruitment, called on all Iraqi citizens to volunteer to join the armed forces rather than militias. According to various national polls, Iraqis in general reject the presence of nonstate militias and prefer state-recognized actors. For all these reasons, the PMU’s leadership perceived becoming a state actor as a top priority.

The PMU’s relationship with Maliki allowed the group to claim that it was not a militia, but rather a state institution. In reality, the legal standing of the PMU was still in question, particularly following the abrupt end of Maliki’s premiership. Maliki had built the alliances with the paramilitary groups, but his successor, Haider al-Abadi (prime minister 2014–18), was fundamentally opposed to the idea of the militias. At varying points in his premiership, Abadi signaled his desire to integrate the paramilitary groups into the state armed forces.
Abadi presented a challenge to the PMU leadership, which felt the need to solidify its institutional presence during—and not after—the fight against the Islamic State. Abu Mahdi pushed for greater official recognition of his group by using the PMU’s role in protecting the state as his bargaining chip. During the heavy part of the fight against the Islamic State, as the Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Interior struggled to recover, Abadi needed the PMU’s help. But the PMU leadership was suspicious of Abadi’s future intentions for their organization. They sought a greater legal standing, and their position was made stronger by their popularity, fighting prowess, and daily sacrifice of martyrs in the struggle to defend Iraq from the Islamic State. Abu Mahdi’s capitalized on this popularity to publicly challenge Abadi with a letter, sent in October 2015, complaining that Baghdad was not paying the PMU as much as other fighters, and was thus jeopardizing the fight against the Islamic State. Eventually, Abadi was forced to concede. In February 2016, he passed an executive order that stated that the PMU would “be an independent military formation and a part of the Iraqi armed forces, and attached to the general commander of the armed forces.” This wording was met Abu Mahdi’s intentions of transforming the organization into a state-recognized force that nonetheless would be an “independent” military unit. In November of the same year, the Iraqi parliament passed a law that established the PMU as “an independent military formation as part of the Iraqi armed forces and linked to the Commander-in-Chief [the prime minister].

With this law, the PMU leadership had cemented its status as a hybrid actor. It was part of the state but not under the constitutionally mandated armed forces. It had its own chain of command that did not go through the prime minister (it was only “linked” to him) but rather through Abu Mahdi. And with this law, Abu Mahdi also preempted future concerns for his organization about what could happen if changes in the executive branch reduced the PMU’s influence or if a victory over the Islamic State led to renewed calls for demobilization.
The PMU as a Political Actor

Along with its military activities, the PMU has been a political actor. In the 2018 national elections, several major PMU groups ran together under the Fatah Alliance (or Conquest Alliance), headed by Badr Organization leader Hadi al-Amiri. Since Iraqi law strictly prohibits armed actors from running for office, the PMU groups changed their electoral names, repeating a practice they had used in earlier elections. Badr ran as the Badr Organization, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq ran as al-Sadiqoun, Ansar Allah ran as the Honesty and Loyalty Movement, Sayyid al-Shuhada’ ran as the Victorious Bloc (Muntasiroun), and the Khorasani Brigades ran as Vanguard (Tali’aa). Fatah finished second in the election, with forty-seven seats, losing to Muqtada al-Sadr’s Sa’iroun coalition, which had fifty-two seats. This election revealed the patronage strength of both the PMU and the Sadrist movement.

The leading groups within the PMU were not new to politics. Since 2003, many of these leaders had moved back and forth between the front lines and the government offices in Baghdad. As discussed above, for instance, Ameri was a minister from 2010 to 2014. In the 2014 election, Badr had won some twenty-two seats, and Sadiqoon had one seat. To lobby the government and participate in elections, the PMU has thus required a political wing. Although the political blocs have different names, the line between security and politics remains blurred. Abu Mahdi remains the driver of the PMU’s influence over the government.

The PMU uses its power in parliament as a tool to lobby for friendlier policies and greater legal standing. Its strong political representation in the 2014–18 parliament, including its twenty-four seats and its allies in Maliki’s State of Law Coalition and other members of parliament, helped the PMU’s politicking efforts for the November 2016 law, which formally recognized it as a security organization. The PMU’s even greater representation in the 2018–22 parliament has allowed Abu Mahdi to successfully lobby for a greater share in the national budget. In March 2019, the PMU scored a success when
parliament agreed for it to have pay parity with other security institutions. In effect, the parliamentary budget increased the PMU's own budget by 54 percent. The PMU's allocation from the budget is now nearly $2.2 billion (some 2.6 billion Iraqi dinar), which is allocated to 122,000 fighters.

After the 2018 elections, the PMU's strong showing meant that it played a major role in selecting the new prime minister and council of ministers, along with Sadr's Sa’iroun. As such, the PMU's leadership was instrumental in the appointment of new prime minister Adil Abdul-Mahdi. The main priority for the PMU leadership seems to be to avoid a strong and adversarial prime minister. Compared with Abadi, Al-Mehdi is in a weaker position as prime minister: he lacks political party backing and owes his power, at least in part, to the PMU. To further maintain influence, Abu Mahdi supported the appointment of Mohammed al-Hashimi (known by his nom de guerre, Abu Jihad) as the prime minister’s chief of staff. Abu Jihad, a strong PMU ally and close to Iran, helps oversee the PMU’s relations toward the state. Abu Jihad has outlined his plans to tackle the post-2003 state by removing officials—deputy ministers and directors general who are known in Iraq as part of the private grades and wikala system. Under this system, since 2003, Iraqi political parties have been sending appointees to staff government ministries and agencies with an eye to gaining influence.46

The PMU has also sought influence over Iraqi governorates and their councils, and state institutions. From predominantly Shia to predominantly Sunni and mixed governorates, the PMU leadership has focused these efforts in key governorates, including Diyala, Basra, and more recently even Nineveh (Mosul). In several governorates, the PMU has appointed its own candidates as governor—the highest position at that level.47 Part of the PMU’s interest in controlling local governance is to pressure the central government. The PMU can use its influence over local officials to lobby for its priorities in Baghdad. In Basra, for example, the PMU convinced Governor Assad al-Eidani to openly lobby against Abadi in a parliamentary session in
September 2018. Eidani criticized the prime minister for his failure to send sufficient and promised funds to Basra. This lobbying ultimately ended Abadi’s chances of reelection that year. Further, focusing on the local level has allowed the PMU to develop local patronage networks that become important during elections. In Diyala, the PMU’s strong patronage networks supported the Conquest Alliance to win the 2018 elections with 20 percent of the vote.

**Relationship with Constituents**

From its inception and throughout the fight against the Islamic State, the PMU remained popular among constituents, particularly in predominantly Shia governorates. In a National Democratic Institute poll over the summer of 2015, 99 percent of Shia respondents claimed they supported the PMU. Most residents recognized the sacrifices made by many of their own local volunteers fighting to liberate their cities in the north. They even referred to the group as the “Holy Mobilization Units” (“al-Hashd al-Muqadis”). Much of the PMU’s popularity at the time stemmed from its ability to provide both security and services to its constituents. Its leaders showcased their ability to do so by using mainstream media outlets, social media, and other communications tools. The PMU website focuses on the group’s provision of services. The PMU sometimes provides security and other services in cooperation with the state, and at other times acts outside of it.

The end of the Islamic State’s caliphate as a territory has led to questions about the PMU’s continuing relevance as an autonomous hybrid security and services provider. Many Iraqis, including the PMU’s own constituents, argue that the organization needs to fully transform into a state actor. In Basra, for instance, residents and civil society activists said that they had a general distaste for militias operating outside the Iraqi armed forces, including the PMU. Although almost one-third of PMU fighters came from Basra, the 2018 protests also featured attacks on PMU member offices, including those of the Badr Organization.
Facing calls to demobilize and integrate, Abu Mahdi has instead focused on maintaining hybridity. He has transformed the PMU from a wartime to a peacetime organization by carving out a space for it in the state. Part of this move includes addressing the concerns and demands from constituents by offering a vision for the PMU role as a security and services provider in a “post-Islamic State Iraq.” As a hybrid actor, the PMU responds to the government’s direct calls for assistance but also operates outside the government’s command structure. However, in both cases, maintaining a popular base and constituency is important to the PMU leadership.

Whether during the war with the Islamic State or afterward, the provision of security has been a cornerstone of the PMU’s relationship with its constituents. In the early years of the fight against the Islamic State, when the state’s security apparatus was in a state of collapse, the PMU was the first on the front lines to defend the northern and western approaches to Baghdad, including areas such as Jurf al-Sakhar and Abu Ghrab, where the Islamic State was advancing. Eventually, the PMU had a free hand in liberating territories from the Islamic State outside of Baghdad. Its ability to defend Baghdad and other areas from the Islamic State, at a time when the Iraqi army and police were withdrawing, gave the PMU greater popular legitimacy.

Although the main fight against the Islamic State has ended, it remains a threat in certain governorates. In this context, Abu Mahdi’s model for the PMU’s relationship with the state has been to use the group as a sort of national guard, which will continue to fight the pockets of the Islamic State that still exist. As such, the PMU commander works with local fighting groups, including Sunni, Shabak, Turkmen, Yazidi, and Christian PMU groups in northern Iraq. The other main PMU groups help reinforce these local brigades. The continuing insecurity in certain pockets of the country allows the PMU to justify its strong military presence and operations in those areas. The PMU also works to protect mosques and religious institutions, as well as religious pilgrims and festivals, such as Ashura.
Another part of Abu Mahdi’s peacetime transformation of the PMU is to maintain the group as a crime-fighting organization. This move allows him to showcase its security provision capabilities while also cleaning up the image of the organization, which many Iraqis have begun criticizing for partaking in criminal activity, from oil and gas smuggling to racketeering and the drug trade. Previously, the urgency of the campaign against the Islamic State took precedence, and so the PMU could exist as a loose umbrella organization that housed a few criminal factions because its contribution to the war effort helped constituents overlook any corruption. But peacetime has brought new scrutiny, necessitating a cleanup. In August 2019, the PMU announced the arrest of Hamza al-Shammari, known as “Hamza Roulette” for his gambling empire. Shammari was close to Maliki and certain PMU groups such as Kata’eb al-Imam Ali.\(^{58}\) As part of its communications campaign, the PMU showcased its shutdown of casinos, roulette, gambling mafias, drug dealers, and the sex trafficking markets in Baghdad and other parts of Iraq.\(^{59}\) The PMU has also released news of its units capturing oil and gas smuggling fields in northern Iraq.\(^{60}\)

The PMU’s crime-fighting turn fits with Abu Mahdi’s centralization and consolidation of power, turning the PMU into a sustainable hybrid actor. He can remove problematic groups and leaders under the banner of combating criminal activity.\(^{61}\) Senior PMU leadership can also consolidate power and centralize its command structure, both jailing criminals (and internal enemies) and burnishing its image as capable police. This process began with the arrest of prominent paramilitary leader Aws al-Khafaji in February 2019.\(^{62}\)

That said, the PMU’s security provisions are not always in line with the state’s command structure. For instance, according to a source inside the PMU, in September 2017 Prime Minister Abadi initially rejected Abu Mahdi’s decision to take Kirkuk from the Kurdish peshmerga.\(^{63}\) However, when Abadi realized that the PMU was already moving for Kirkuk, he quickly changed his position to maintain leadership over the security campaign. In this case, then, the
PMU dictated a security agenda that was later accepted by the state’s command structure.

The PMU’s communication campaigns have also highlighted its ability to provide essential services to citizens—services that the state has failed to deliver. Over the past few years, protesters in southern and central Iraq have demanded better services from their government—especially better electricity and water—as well as employment. The 2018 Basra protests were in part a response to water contamination in the city that sickened many residents and placed the governorate on the brink of a cholera outbreak. Protesters went to the streets to demand change. The PMU engineering units, in response, began building pipes to deliver clean water. Many Iraqis also are concerned about the electricity supply, which becomes particularly problematic in the summer months when the country’s scorching heat requires power to generate fans and air conditioners. In the summer of 2019, the PMU announced that different state actors were calling for PMU help in providing electricity—help the PMU was happy to say it would provide.

More generally, the PMU has positioned itself as an emergency response unit that can quickly provide services after disasters, and as a quasi development agency that can help war-battered areas rebuild. Following flooding in the summer of 2018, the PMU’s engineering unit publicized its efforts to rebuild tens of kilometers of potholes and roads between Basra and Maysan. PMU engineering units are also active in providing services in many parts of Diyala governorate where the state is absent and unable to. In February 2019, after more flooding, the PMU repaired a bridge in Diyala within hours of its collapse. The PMU has also stressed the importance of rebuilding factories and reviving Basra governorate’s local industrial production, including its famous date industry. It has begun rebuilding schools, public squares, swimming pools, sports clubs, and youth and student clubs. The PMU also provides other essential goods and services, including medicines.
Despite its emphasis on providing security and services, the PMU is not always able to completely satisfy many Iraqis. And when it faces protests that threaten its power and legitimacy, the PMU at times responds with force. Civil society activists throughout Iraq argue that the PMU has ramped up its repression of dissent. According to a humanitarian worker who operates a nationwide telephone helpline, a majority of the calls that the worker’s organization receives are from victims who report violations by PMU fighters or leaders.73

The PMU’s policy of repression became evident during the 2018 protests in Basra, in which citizens demonstrated against the continued lack of basic public services. On September 8–9, 2018, according to multiple sources inside the city, twenty-three protesters were shot and killed, and many more wounded. Several activists and analysts claimed that the perpetrators of the killing were supported by the PMU. Since then, activists in Basra have argued that the PMU is responsible for quieting the demonstrations by killing protesters. Indeed, after these incidents, protesters stopped going to the streets. Since then, Basrawis who refuse to protest say that the main reason they abstain is the memory of violence from September 2018.74

**Relationship with Patron (Iran)**

The PMU has never operated as a monolithic group. Instead, it is an umbrella organization of groups with varying ideological standpoints and relations with the main patron, Iran. Some groups, such as Kata’eb Hezbollah, Harakat Hezbollah al-Nujaba’, or Saraya al-Difa’a al-Sha’abi, take direct orders from the elite Quds Force of the IRGC, led by Qasem Soleimani. As a Nujaba’ fighter put it, “we are ready to fight the United States in Syria, for example, but we cannot move without the green light from Iran.” These groups would be considered proxies, insofar as they serve Iranian interests in Iraq. However, these groups are paramilitary organizations that either support or challenge the state, depending on the circumstances. For instance, when Prime Minister Adil Abdul-Mahdi issued a decree in July 2019 to integrate the PMU into the government, some PMU member groups, including...
Kata’eb Hezbollah, rejected the decision. As such, these groups are hybrid in that they are state-recognized actors that are not accountable to the state and, at the same time, operate as nonstate actors.

The main PMU groups—whether they are closest to Khamenei, Sistani, or Sadr—lie on different parts of the proxy spectrum. In a hallmark trait of hybrid actors that perform state-like functions, these groups must sometimes decrease the degree to which they act as proxies for sponsors. These actors often seek to gain local power, popularity, and legitimacy from their constituents, which often proves incompatible with complete fealty to a sponsor.

Over the years, polling data suggests that Iraqis have become wary of Iran—the main patron of the PMU. Iraqi pollster Munqith al-Dagher has found that “the percentage of Iraqi Shiites who have favorable attitudes toward Iran decreased from 88 percent in 2015 to 47 percent in the fall of 2018. During the same period, those who have unfavorable attitudes toward Iran increased from 6 percent to 51 percent.”76 Thus, a public perception that the PMU acts as a mere proxy for Iran hurts the group’s standing with constituents. PMU leaders undoubtedly are aware of this concern, and in recent years have moved away from sectarian or Shia-centric discourse and toward a nationalist Iraqi discourse.77 Part of this shift is in response to growing resentment among Iraqi Shia against Iran. In Basra, this resentment was clear in the summer of 2018 when protesters burned down the Iranian consulate. Any PMU leader looking to become a political actor—and a hybrid actor—must therefore account for these changing trends in Iraqi public opinion.

Ever since the invasion of 2003, Shia armed leaders who transition to politics have tended to distance themselves from Iran as part of their transition. Sadr and his Mahdi Army, for instance, were at one point aligned with Iran in the fight against the occupying U.S. forces, but over the years moved away from Iran and turned into an Iraqi nationalist actor against Iran. This switch became evident when Sadr returned to Iraq (from exile in Iran) in 2011. Sadr’s rhetoric had dramatically shifted. He now openly condemned Iran for its
destabilizing role in Iraq. In some ways, Sadr’s defiant independence from foreign sponsors has been a lynchpin of his appeal. Today, Sadr continues to stake out an anti-Iran position as part of his bid to represent the Iraqi street and protest movement, which has been known to chant, “Iran, out, out.”

Even among the pro-Khamenei PMU members, there are those like the Badr Organization’s Ameri who have had to make local compromises—and maintain the appearance of greater independence from Iran—in pursuit of national office in Iraq. Ameri was once considered a direct Iranian proxy for his role fighting with Iran against Iraq during the war between the two countries in the 1980s. But Ameri, too, began shifting his rhetoric during the fight against the Islamic State as he became a national figure and sought further institutional power in Iraq. He similarly employed more Iraqi nationalism and opened up to relations with the West. Ameri also began deviating from Iran’s orders. For instance, one month after the 2018 national election, he decided to form an alliance with Sadr’s anti-Iranian Sa’iroun coalition, in his pursuit to become a greater Iraqi leader. This move upset Iran, which then began working with Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq leader Qais Khazali to undermine Ameri and upset the alliance, which ultimately fell apart. Any leader of a hybrid armed group who seeks a greater role in Iraqi politics has at some point had to consider more local (and national) factors and as a result move away from direct control as a proxy of Iran.

In short, many PMU members rely on a foreign patron when necessary or convenient—in other words, when doing so enables them to receive funds, weapons, training, and access to equipment—but will move away from the foreign patron when the group becomes more self-sustaining and politically minded.

**Hezbollah of Lebanon**

Lebanon’s Hezbollah is often held up as the exemplar of nonstate actors or proxies. It has played a decisive role in Lebanon since its
establishment in 1982, and it has evolved into a savvy and influential regional force. Iran’s long-term investment in Hezbollah appears to have paid handsome dividends. Hezbollah has developed a durable, loyal following in Lebanon, and a military capability without parallel in the region. Hezbollah’s intelligence, expeditionary, and command-and-control capabilities match those of many state militaries with far greater resources. The tight collaboration between Iran’s leadership and Hezbollah is frequently cited as a model of what a clever patron can produce. But no other hybrid actor in the region has achieved Hezbollah’s stature. Iran has failed to replicate its Hezbollah success elsewhere, although it has identified best practices based on Hezbollah’s development as a powerful hybrid actor.

A close study of Hezbollah’s trajectory suggests that a unique set of circumstances led to its development. Hezbollah originated in equal measure from indigenous local forces and foreign intervention by its patron—since its foundation, it has been hybrid. Hezbollah’s enduring power as a hybrid actor also reflects Lebanon’s special status as a weak state whose authority and legitimacy are distributed among a large number of warlords and religious and identity groups, none of which is strong enough to dominate all the others. Lebanon’s fragile equilibrium has not been replicated in other countries, despite the echoes of Lebanon’s approach to sectarian power-sharing in Iraq’s apportionment system. The fragmentation and lack of capacity inside the Lebanese state have contributed to Hezbollah’s endurance as a hybrid actor. Competitors of Hezbollah have, for the most part, been uninterested in strengthening state institutions as a way of constraining or balancing Hezbollah, because any such move would also limit their own room for maneuver.

**History and Founding**

Hezbollah was founded in 1982 (although the group kept its existence secret until 1985), at a time when the newly established Islamic Republic of Iran had a policy of trying to actively export its theocratic revolution to the rest of the Islamic world. Iranian state agents were
working overtly and covertly with groups and individual activists whom it considered potential allies of the Islamic Republic’s activist agenda. In the early 1980s, Lebanon was a particularly inviting recruiting ground. Since 1975, the country had been in the throes of a stop-and-go civil war. It hosted a vast array of militant groups that had developed pipelines for financing, weapons supply, and training. Every state that had an active foreign policy in the Middle East was involved in the Lebanon conflict. Every armed group had at least one foreign sponsor state. Furthermore, Lebanon’s historically marginalized Shia community had achieved demographic, economic, and political heft such that its members expected—at a minimum—parity with the country’s Sunnis and other confessional communities. Finally, Lebanon held a special symbolism for Iran’s Shia clergy. When Persia adopted Shia Islam as its official religion in the sixteenth century, clerics were brought from Jabal Amel, in southern Lebanon, to teach the new faith. Commercial and educational ties continued to connect the Shia population centers of Jabal Amel to Persia and then Iran until the present day.

Musa al-Sadr, the cleric most credited with leading the Shia political awakening and propelling Lebanese Shia to organize political parties and militias, was himself born in Iran but made his name in Lebanon. He established the Supreme Islamic Shia Council in Lebanon in 1969, and the Amal Movement in the 1970s, both of which still play important roles in Lebanese Shia life today. Sadr disappeared in Libya in 1978, and is believed to have been killed by the regime of Muammar Qaddafi. By the early 1980s, the politicized and militant Shia activist class that Sadr helped catalyze had fractured. Some young Shia fighters and clerical students fought on behalf of the Palestinian factions that were dominant in the Lebanese Civil War in the early 1980s. Some stayed with Amal, a Shia political force that was not committed to Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini’s theocratic principle of the Rule of the Jurisprudent (“Wilayat al-Faqih” in Arabic, rendered “Velayat-e-Faqih” in Persian, and sometimes translated as the “Guardianship of the Jurist”). Some established a theocratic offshoot
in Lebanon, which they called Islamic Amal. Some left Lebanon altogether to study in the seminaries of Qom or Najaf, or to organize underground with groups like the Shia Iraqi Islamic Dawa Party.

In 1982, Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) soldiers assembled a group of willing militants in Baalbek, Lebanon for training. This group became the nucleus of Hezbollah. The group has never fully accounted for its operations between 1982, when it was founded, and 1985, when it publicized its existence under the name Hezbollah (meaning “Party of God,” a phrase from the Quran). It eventually took responsibility for some attacks, like the suicide bombing of an Israeli base in Tyre in 1983, while it has encouraged ambiguity and never taken direct responsibility for attacks in Beirut the same year, on the U.S. Embassy and American and French barracks.

Throughout the 1980s, Hezbollah evolved militarily and politically. Syria supported the Amal movement while Iran backed Hezbollah, and at the time Syria was significantly stronger in Lebanon. Hezbollah earned the unremitting enmity of the United States and of some European governments because it kidnapped and sometimes killed Western civilians. Although other groups pioneered the use of suicide bombings in Lebanon, Hezbollah emerged as the most frequent utilizer of the tactic. Hostage taking, suicide bombing, and an early focus on soft civilian targets prompted Western governments to label Hezbollah a terrorist group, a designation that has followed Hezbollah even as it matured into a quasi-governmental hybrid actor.

Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, Hezbollah established itself as an increasingly effective military force and as the most persistent opponent of Israel’s nearly two-decade occupation of Lebanese territory. After occupying Beirut in 1982, Israeli forces had retreated to the southern portion of Lebanon by 1986. Most Lebanese parties and militias rhetorically opposed the continuing Israeli occupation, with the exception of some Christian factions that were directly allied with Israel. But it was Hezbollah, virtually alone, that continued to fight Israel. In 1992, Hezbollah made a decision to enter electoral politics, standing candidates for parliament. In 2000,
Israel withdrew from almost all the territory it occupied in Lebanon, as a direct result of Hezbollah's military campaign. By that time, Hezbollah itself had largely forsworn the tactics that had prompted many Western governments to designate it a terrorist group. Nevertheless, it still resorted to assassinations of Lebanese rivals and occasional terrorist attacks against civilian Israeli targets.

Syria took de facto control of Lebanese politics and much of its territory in the settlement that ended the civil war in 1990. In 2005, some Lebanese revolted against Syria's heavy-handed control, after the assassination of former prime minister Rafik Hariri, in a plot most likely linked to Hezbollah and the Syrian government. A Hezbollah raid into Israeli territory in 2006 sparked a month-long war in which Israel destroyed much of Lebanon's infrastructure. The war killed approximately 1,300 people in Lebanon and 165 Israelis. Hezbollah emerged from that period stronger and more autonomous than ever, with renewed political legitimacy and public support. The weakening of Syria's position greatly increased Hezbollah's room for maneuver. Since its founding, the group had relied on Iranian funding and weapons supplies, but it needed Syria's logistical backing in order to train, travel, and receive money and weapons shipments. After Syria was forced out of Lebanon in 2005, the balance subtly shifted in Hezbollah's favor—now Syria's regime needed Hezbollah in order to exert influence over Lebanon.

That balance shifted further in Hezbollah's favor in 2011, when the Arab uprisings spread to Syria. Popular anger against Bashar al-Assad's regime flared in Syria. Hezbollah initially tried to stay above the fray, and its secretary general, Hassan Nasrallah, offered to mediate between disaffected Syrians and the regime. But the Assad regime violently suppressed peaceful protests, and by 2012 faced an armed revolt. Hezbollah and Iran, the regime's only reliable supporters at that stage, agreed to extend military and financial support. At the time, it was not clear even to supporters of the Assad regime whether it was possible to preserve the family's rule or even the existing state institutions. Instructively, another hybrid actor, the Palestinian
faction Hamas, broke with the Assad regime after enjoying its support and protection for decades.\(^8^4\)

For Hezbollah, the uprisings created a dilemma. The group had developed legitimacy and popularity in Lebanon and across the entire Middle East and North Africa through its support for the “dispossessed” against rapacious rulers. Despite its Shia religious identity and support for Rule of the Jurisprudent, Hezbollah claimed a non-sectarian and trans-sectarian identity as a militant actor fighting for the oppressed, regardless of their identity, against “imperialist aggressors” like the United States and Israel. And the initial revolt in Syria was neither sectarian nor religious in nature. The Syrian regime is dominated by members of the Alawite sect and relatives of the Assad family, but it is not a sectarian regime as such. Syria’s population is majority Sunni, but Syrian Sunnis are anything but a monolithic bloc; they include secular and religious people, supporters of the regime as well as leaders of the revolt. In general, Hezbollah sided rhetorically with the poorly governed people of the Arab world against the authoritarian dictators who ruled them. Hezbollah claimed to have created a counterexample, by providing better services to its constituents, avoiding corruption, and subscribing to an ideology that connected the organization to its community. Hezbollah intrinsically opposed power for power’s sake. All these positions might at times have reflected the party’s rhetoric more than its practice and motivations, but they nevertheless formed Hezbollah’s core political appeal. Based on these factors, Hezbollah might have been expected to support the Syrian uprisings, as it did almost all the public uprisings against Arab dictators. But Syria, where the dictator was a key ally, was an exception. Hezbollah was not sure whether the Syrian government could survive, but considered its support critical enough that it was willing to publicly yoke itself to the Assad regime.\(^8^5\)

Hezbollah supplied critical military support to the Syrian regime, including thousands of its own infantry soldiers. Hezbollah fighters, or Hezbollah military planners working closely with IRGC officers, led many of the sieges and urban military campaigns in Syria. It created
a new network of bases for supply and training on Syrian territory, and in a departure from practice before 2011, Hezbollah and Iranian forces had autonomy from Syrian oversight in areas under their control. Reports and public statements suggest that Iran and Hezbollah shared a common strategic and tactical vision for the Syrian war, but that their plans often encountered resistance from Syrian officials, who could veto the proposals of their backers despite their weak position.

By 2018, the military conflict in Syria was limited to a few zones in the east, northeast, and the northern governorate of Idlib. Syria’s principal allies—Hezbollah, Iran, and Russia—reduced the tempo of their military operations. Hezbollah has withdrawn some of its troops from Syria and has renewed its rhetorical emphasis on the conflict with Israel, which has remained more or less frozen along the lines of the settlement of the 2006 war. Hezbollah also speaks regularly of its support for the Houthi government in Yemen.

Inside Lebanon, Hezbollah’s position is as dominant as it has ever been. Its principal Christian ally, the Free Patriotic Movement, controls the Lebanese presidency and the cabinet. Hezbollah and its allies can steer government policy, although Lebanon’s consensus system empowers the minority to hold veto power over cabinet decisions, so even the dominant group cannot override a minority or opposition veto. Militarily, Hezbollah is stronger than the Lebanese Armed Forces, and in any case the leadership of the Lebanese state’s military coordinates with Hezbollah and in no way opposes it.

However, this strategic, political, and military concentration of power has come at a cost. Hezbollah has had to direct a great share of its resources to the war in Syria, and has had to recruit at least twice as many fighters to maintain its militias. The organization has gained a great deal of experience in urban combat, and in coordinating with other militias, but it has been forced to neglect its vast network of social services. Hezbollah’s leadership found it more difficult to persuade its supporters that the war against fellow Arab Muslims in Syria was part of its core mission, although this argument gained traction once the Islamic State and al-Qaeda offshoots gained strength and Hezbollah could portray the
uprising in Syria as part of a transnational “takfiri” jihadist plot to destroy pluralism in general and the Shia community in particular.87

**Relationship with Constituents**

Hezbollah's strength is built on the deep trust and credibility it has cultivated with its constituents. By the 1990s, Hezbollah had evolved and adapted its message and organizational identity, styling itself as a protector of dispossessed Lebanese Shia, of Lebanon against Israel, and of Arab independence against foreign intervention. Hezbollah did an effective job crafting a compelling ideology, delivering services to its supporters, and providing a security umbrella through its highly committed military forces. The organization thus was able to win profound loyalty, despite the obvious internal contradictions in its message. Hezbollah's leaders openly bragged about the support they received from Iran, while deriding their rivals for receiving support from other outside powers. The thrust of their appeal rests on three axes of constituency building: identity, security, and services.

**Ideology and Identity**

The first axis is Hezbollah’s “resistance ideology,” which includes elements of religion, governance, and ambition for state building.88 Hezbollah has thrived with state backing from Iran, which supplies the ideological core through the Rule of the Jurisprudent. Along with Zionism, the ideology of resistance has been one of the most successful political, social, and state-building projects in the modern Middle East, as measured by hard power accrued, followers recruited, and ability to steer culture and geopolitical events. Resistance ideology often has evolved in explicit opposition to Israeli policy, while at the same time borrowing mobilization and state-building techniques from Israel and the Zionist movement.

Hezbollah's ideology has bound its followers into a coherent community and also governs its relationship with its state patron. Hezbollah's Shia-inflected ideology of resistance enables it to mobilize its core supporters—devoted believers from the Lebanese Shia religious
community—around a project of building a faith-based society. The same ideology appeals to people who identify as Shia but are not so pious. Finally, with a slight shift in emphasis from religion to resistance, Hezbollah can appeal to a wider and looser population of constituents who either are not Shia or, in some cases, are not religious at all.

In a 2016 speech thanking international supporters of “the resistance,” Hassan Nasrallah emphasized constituency as a central ingredient in Hezbollah’s ability to thrive in the face of better-armed and better-funded adversaries:

One of the main elements of strength of any resistance is its popular embrace and environment—the people who support this resistance and back it and offer it their children, and hold the funerals of its martyrs with pride, and show tolerance when they are wounded and when their houses are destroyed, and when their fortunes are being blazed down. They tolerate displacement and do not harm the resistance with a word. They [prefer to] support it with all their strength and back it to be able to proceed.89

In a different speech later that year—a decade after the 2006 war—Nasrallah reminded his followers that there was always an enemy to rally around and that, while other groups slackened in their willingness to engage in perpetual war, Hezbollah preferred to fight as a mode of day-to-day existence: “The future of Lebanon is the Resistance, the future of Palestine is the Resistance, and the future of Syria is the Resistance,” he said. “The future of the region is the future of our peoples and our nation and its dignity, pride, and sovereignty.”90 In Hezbollah’s formula, economic benefits are a boon but not a necessity for securing ongoing support.

The resistance axis has prioritized social mobilization since its early years, investing in public art, public spectacles, documentary films, and cultural programming, along with news and music, as vectors of ideology formation.91 Al-Manar television and Al-Nour radio offer strictly controlled official news and programming, including children’s
shows and religious education. Private channels, websites, and social media streams burnish the ecosystem of Hezbollah content.

**Security**

Within Hezbollah’s area of control inside Lebanon, the group has a monopoly on force. Lebanon’s other security forces, which notionally are national, do not set foot in Hezbollah areas unless under special dispensation and with Hezbollah’s permission. Hezbollah has its own intelligence, police, and military forces, in charge of internal and external security. Compared to other communities in Lebanon and the wider region, Hezbollah has managed to deliver a higher level of security than any of its peer competitors. Internally, Hezbollah areas are comparatively safe. Organized crime does not compete with Hezbollah, and mainly exists in Hezbollah areas with the party’s acquiescence—in some cases because organized crime is controlled by powerful clans in the Beqaa Valley or in districts of South Beirut where Hezbollah must tacitly ally with crime bosses in order to consolidate geographical control.

Externally, Hezbollah’s military forces fight effectively under the organization’s chain of command. They have proven an effective deterrent against Israel, as evinced by the relative calm along the Israel–Lebanon border since the 2006 war. (Hezbollah sometimes refers to this mutual deterrence as a “balance of terror”.) Hezbollah infantry and officers have fought in Yemen, Iraq, and Syria, developing a reputation as disciplined fighters and effective field commanders.

For Hezbollah’s constituents inside Lebanon, the party’s security apparatus has brought dividends. Members of Hezbollah’s community enjoy a curtain of protection that makes them less susceptible to violence or extortion from members of rival communities. It also entitles them to a greater share of government patronage or immunity from government rules. Hezbollah’s control of border crossings, for example, has created a vibrant trade in illegally imported goods, which are sold in Hezbollah areas at a lower price than in other parts of Lebanon because the import duties were never paid.
Services

Since the party’s founding, Hezbollah has emulated an Iranian approach of providing services to constituents through foundations that nominally are not under the party’s control but in fact are directly controlled by Hezbollah members loyal to the party leadership, or by clerics close to the Iranian leadership. These service-providing foundations blend with other Shia charitable foundations that are not under Hezbollah’s de facto control, like the Al-Mabarrat Association, established by the late Lebanese cleric Grand Ayatollah Mohammad Hussein Fadlallah.

Hezbollah members can expect a full, high-quality social safety net that enables them to live at a middle-class level and provide their children with a college education. The party runs a network of schools, clinics, hospitals, youth scouting associations (the Mahdi Scouts), and foundations that provide ongoing financial support to the spouses and children of Hezbollah members who are killed in combat. It also supports committees that promote women’s education. Casual supporters enjoy Hezbollah’s security umbrella and access to some of the party’s services, such as clinics, but not the total financial support given to members. Needless to say, Hezbollah links all the services that it provides to its ideological mandate. The web of services and ideology helps maintain loyalty among constituents and buttresses Hezbollah’s ability to mobilize support. When the party’s finances have come under strain because of Iranian cash flow limitations, Hezbollah officials openly discuss their budget constraints. Their comparative frankness in the Lebanese context, and the consistency with which Hezbollah has delivered services to constituents since its founding, enhance the party’s credibility.

Assessing Constituent Dedication

Hezbollah’s constituency has been the group’s cornerstone. In the group’s first decade, Hezbollah experimented with coercion and conversion as it tried to foist an austere model of religious governance on the Shia of Lebanon. That approach backfired, limiting Hezbollah’s
appeal to a small group of ultrareligious Shia who believed in theocratic governance. By the 1990s, Hezbollah had switched to a persuasion model. Without abandoning its core religious beliefs and devotion to the principle of the Rule of the Jurisprudent, Hezbollah put “resistance” at the forefront of its ideological program. The organization’s fighters proved dedicated to the military struggle against Israel and, over time, were increasingly effective. This combination of mobilizing, organizing, and delivering on key promises won a devoted following. Hezbollah’s supporters and members trust the organization and have shown themselves willing to volunteer in service, whether military or civilian, at the group’s behest. Critically, Hezbollah’s followers have been willing to trust the organization’s leadership through acknowledged mistakes, like triggering the 2006 war, or through transitional periods such as 2011–13 when Hezbollah was entering the Syrian war without the full buy-in of its Lebanese supporters.

It is certain that Hezbollah also employs coercion. The group is believed to have detained, tortured, and killed people whom it considers to be working against the organization’s interests, and it suppresses any political challengers within the Shia community. Its only historical rival within the Shia community, the Amal movement, was tamed by the 1990s, and now occupies a role as political interlocutor for Hezbollah with movements and states that refuse to talk to Hezbollah directly. Amal has a patronage network and a significant political network, but its political power is amplified by the support it receives from Hezbollah and by Amal’s role as a conduit to Hezbollah. Unlike other authoritarian movements, Hezbollah tolerates a zone of public criticism within its community, just as it must accept criticism from rivals because of the pluralistic nature of Lebanon’s political system. The result is that Hezbollah prefers to persuade its supporters rather than compel them; usually, it deploys violence only against outsiders who challenge the group directly or constituents who are accused of working as spies.

The loyalty of Hezbollah’s constituents has given the party more political flexibility than its peers. In Lebanese elections, Hezbollah
performs more reliably than any other party. It does not lose public
support from its core constituents even when members are connected
to violence, corruption, or deceit. For example, the murder of former
prime minister Rafik Hariri threw Lebanon into turmoil and for a
time threatened Hezbollah’s political project. Evidence from inter-
national investigators convincingly showed that Hezbollah, working
with the Assad regime in Syria, conducted the assassination. Yet Hez-
bollah members have been willing to believe Hezbollah’s unconvinc-
ing denials because they trust the group to provide a compelling
identity and ideology, safety, and services.

Another and perhaps more important indicator of constituent
loyalty is the support that Hezbollah is able to rally for its military
ventures. According to the group’s own statements, it has at least
doubled the size of its fighting forces since entering the war in Syria
(though it does not disclose an actual number of fighters). Hezbol-
lah has been able to fill its ranks despite the high risk of frontline
deployments in Syria and a steady stream of well-publicized deaths
and casualties—analysts estimate that at least 2,000 Hezbollah fight-
ers have died in Syria. Hassan Nasrallah frequently thanks the party’s
supporters for sticking with it during the “lean times” of the Syria
campaign, when the party had to redirect resources away from the
social safety net in Lebanon and toward the military campaign across
Lebanon’s eastern and northern border.

Relationship with the State (Lebanon)

In a quintessential hybrid actor balancing act, Hezbollah has culti-
vated a track record of operating within the state to acquire assets
for patronage; coopting the state in order to steer its power and
resources; and remaining at arm’s length from the state so that it can
function as a private entity and disruptive critic, taking no actual
responsibility for state policy. This fluid relationship gives Hezbollah
a form of political impunity, at least with its constituents: it can claim
that all the state’s failings are the fault of other Lebanese movements
and coalitions. At the same time, Hezbollah can supplement the
direct support that it receives from Iran with huge direct and in-kind subsidies from the Lebanese state: free electricity, public sector jobs for supporters, and direct support or complicity from state agencies that are supposed to restrict Hezbollah activity.

Hezbollah carefully positions itself as a legal and legitimate entity. Every time a new government is formed, Hezbollah insists that the ministerial statement refer to “the army, the people, and the resistance.” Hezbollah also insists that it is willing in theory to merge its fighters into the national military—if only the national military were willing to act as a deterrent against Israel. These positions are more than just rhetorical gyrations; they reflect Hezbollah’s bedrock desire to be understood as a legal and legitimate part of Lebanon’s state and society, even as it stands just far enough away from the machinery of state so that it can avoid responsibility for governance failures.

The nature of Hezbollah’s relationship with the Lebanese state is exceptional in the region, although there are parallels in Iraq, where a host of hybrid actors have reached maturity alongside the official state-building project. In the case of Lebanon, the state was in shambles at the close of the civil war in 1990. Different warlords and militias held sway in their limited fiefs. Almost all the competing groups defined themselves solely by sectarian identity. Only Hezbollah and its eventual partner, the Christian Maronite Free Patriotic Movement party, published platforms with nationalist, rhetorically inclusive, state-building projects as part of their political agenda. Hezbollah was able to build up its operations and relationship with the state even as the state itself was being reconstituted in the 1990s, after the conflict ended. Helpfully, from Hezbollah’s point of view, the state fell under Syrian tutelage, while Hezbollah itself was working closely with the regime of Hafez al-Assad in Syria. In some cases, the Syrians found it useful to exert direct control over activities in Lebanon; in others, they relied on loyal local partners, including Hezbollah. Until the Syrian withdrawal in 2005, Hezbollah intentionally maintained a low profile within the state, relying on Syria to steer state resources and protection to Hezbollah. Once the Syrians left,
Hezbollah pushed for a greater share of power in state institutions, and its allies worked more actively to secure Hezbollah’s interests. It first secured a plurality and then a majority of the cabinet ministers for its alliance. Its parliamentary delegation took a more forward role in political debates. And beginning with the 2006 war, when Hezbollah’s economic needs dramatically expanded as the group sought to rebuild areas devastated by the war, Hezbollah began to partake more visibly in the looting of Lebanese state resources through patronage and corruption.

Lebanon’s idiosyncratic political system provides built-in constraints on Hezbollah’s rise. Top jobs in the government are dispensed on a sectarian basis through an unwritten understanding that has governed Lebanese politics since independence in 1943. A Maronite Christian serves as president, a Sunni Muslim as prime minister, a Shia Muslim as speaker of parliament, and so on, with sectarian quotas down the line for other key positions, including army chief of staff and central bank governor. Hezbollah has intentionally kept out of this high-profile quota apportionment and has publicly criticized the practice. In this manner, it enjoys the political dividends of criticizing a corrupt system and calling for its replacement with a nonsectarian democracy, while at the same time taking benefits by placing allies in key positions. After the 2018 parliamentary elections, for example, Hezbollah won just 13 seats, in keeping with the historic size of its parliamentary delegation, but its coalition controlled a commanding total of 72 of the 128 total seats. The speaker, Nabih Berri, comes from the Amal movement, but almost never makes a move that counters Hezbollah’s interests.

In rare cases when state institutions threaten Hezbollah’s interests, Hezbollah has not shied away from violence. In 2008, a simmering political standoff broke into violence when a Hezbollah rival tried to end Hezbollah’s control of the Beirut airport. In a similar vein, a string of unsolved assassinations hampered the work of an independent tribunal investigating the Hariri murder—the investigation that uncovered compelling evidence of Hezbollah complicity. The
Lebanese government today is dominated by Hezbollah allies. So is the military. Minor fiefdoms, such as the Internal Security Forces, a sort of high-level national police entity, are loyal to rival parties but have only limited power.

**Relationship with Patron (Iran)**

The partnership between Tehran and Hezbollah anchors the “resistance axis.” It is a coalition of affinity as well as interests. An analysis of Hezbollah as an Iranian proxy misses the normative and ideological dimensions of the partnership. The IRGC actively created Hezbollah out of preexisting indigenous Lebanese organizations. The result is a like-minded, adaptive organization cut from the same cloth as its parent. Hezbollah officially claims the leader of Iran as its religious reference. There is no daylight between Hezbollah and Iran, yet the relationship is not one of subservience. Hezbollah manages its own affairs domestically, and it operates with autonomy (though always in concert) on matters of importance to Iran.

Iran remains Hezbollah’s only patron and appears to be responsible for the group’s entire budget. In the years after the 2006 war, Iran flooded Hezbollah with cash to rebuild war-shattered areas. But the war in Syria has monopolized most of the Iranian support for Hezbollah, which has, in turn, been constrained by the sanctions and U.S.-led pressure campaign against Iran. Nonetheless, the policies of Iran and Hezbollah have been virtually indistinguishable. There is no instance where Hezbollah visibly departed from Iran’s goals in the region or in Lebanon, and Hezbollah’s leaders have been unstinting and public in their declarations of fealty and gratitude to Iran. In almost every speech, Nasrallah thanks Iran for its support and credits the Islamic Republic with building a “resistance axis” across the region that is strong enough to counter the power of the United States, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and their allies. Nasrallah describes any prospective attack against Iran as an attack against all of Iran’s partners. In a typical example of his speech, in a recent speech on International Quds Day—a pro-Palestinian, anti-Israel holiday created by Khomeini in
1979—Nasrallah spent almost the entire speech praising Iran. “Iran is a real state, a promising and rising state. It is progressing at the forefront of this axis. Well, this is our axis. These are very great elements of strength. They are unprecedented.” Later on, he added: “Any war on Iran would mean the whole region [would] be set ablaze.”

At the same time that Nasrallah and other Hezbollah leaders habitually thank Iran, Iran carefully gives its Lebanese partner room to maneuver and, if it so desires, to distance itself from its sponsors—actions that suggest a relationship of trust between Tehran and Hezbollah. A recent example came during a state visit by Iran’s foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, to Lebanon. Nasrallah thanked Iran for supporting “Lebanon, Palestine, and the resistance movements against both Zionism and takfiri extremism . . . despite the conspiracies and pressure Iran has been subjected to as a result. This assistance has led to victories in many arenas and battlefields.” Zarif, in turn, held a press conference with the Lebanese foreign minister, and said that Iran would be willing to support all of Lebanon’s state institutions, not just “the resistance,” if only the Lebanese military were willing to accept help from Iran. (The Lebanese Armed Forces takes support from the United States and maintains at least a nominal distance from Hezbollah and Iran.) “We don’t want to embarrass anyone in Lebanon through the cooperation with the Islamic Republic,” Zarif said.

Iran and Hezbollah have an ideological and strategic confluence that makes their partnership particularly effective. Were Hezbollah to part ways from Iran ideologically—a change that would be hard to imagine given the organization’s roots and history—Iran could withhold funds and weapons and Hezbollah’s power would drop precipitously. Hezbollah has tremendous credibility with its constituents and tremendous power within the Lebanese system, but this power relies on Iranian resources that cannot be replaced by another source. Iran’s financing to Hezbollah has fluctuated over time, but not as a function of a shift in commitment. After the 2006 war, for example, Iran flooded reconstruction funds into Lebanon. The reverse has been true since the Trump administration has intensified pressure on
Iran and suffocated Iran’s economy; Hezbollah has seen a reduction in its budget without experiencing a loss of political clout. “The sanctions and the terror lists are a form of war . . . we should deal with them as if they are a war,” Nasrallah said in a speech in March 2019, in which he solicited donations from supporters. “Their actions will not be able to make us poor, hungry or isolated. Those that support us will continue in their support—be they countries, people or our people and the people of resistance in Lebanon.”

Hezbollah’s position has shifted along a spectrum with respect to Iranian control. At the beginning it operated as a type of pure proxy, but in its current maturity it often operates with state-like functions and as a sort of subsidiary peer. During the 1980s, in its revolutionary phase, Hezbollah sought to extend an Iranian-style theocratic culture to the Shia communities under its control. Such moves proved unpopular, and Hezbollah ultimately opted for a much more restrained approach than Iran’s, promoting Islamic piety as a gradual grassroots process of social change rather than a top-down revolution. Hezbollah’s leadership, and Nasrallah in particular, provide their own Arab, Shia analysis of political imperatives and strategic goals. In Arab contexts such as Iraq, Yemen, and Syria, Hezbollah provides an Arab face for Iranian machinations. There is some evidence that Hezbollah goes further, providing its own proposals and assessments, and shaping Iranian policy. Lebanese journalist Ali Hashem, who for years has been based in Iran, has written extensively about Iran’s consultations with Hezbollah, and argues that Nasrallah’s thinking helped drive Iran’s decisions about how to handle Syria. Hezbollah military officers reportedly work as trainers in Syria, Iraq, and Yemen, consolidating a long-term foothold for both Hezbollah and Iran.

The National Defence Forces of Syria

The National Defence Forces (Quwat al-Difa’a al-Watani; NDF), a network of loyalist militias, was created in 2012–13 as an official, state-backed paramilitary force in support of the Syrian Arab Army
(SAA) and of Syrian president Bashar al-Assad’s government. At its peak it included tens of thousands of armed men, some of whom functioned as frontline infantry soldiers while others were deployed in rear areas as a sort of home guard.

The NDF is an unusual case in that it evolved from both state and nonstate roots, top-down as well as bottom-up, by regularizing fragmented loyalist factions within a state-linked but Iranian-backed institutional umbrella. It developed some of the attributes of a hybrid group and could have evolved in a direction similar to Iraq’s PMU, becoming a semiautonomous security force under Iranian influence. But the Syrian central state acted early on to rein in such tendencies and keep the NDF within its chain of command. The NDF case illustrates the centrality of state authority (or its absence) in shaping a conflict environment that can constrain or enable the growth of hybrids.

Rather than a monolithic organization, the NDF is an agglomeration of lightly armed, semi-integrated local armed groups, tasked with the defense of their home areas and with contributing troops to SAA-led offensives as needed. The group is officially sanctioned by the Syrian government and appears to be linked, in legal terms and possibly also on top leadership levels, to the Ministry of Defense. However, the NDF is not considered part of the SAA under Syrian law, and like many other progovernment militias the government instead refers to it as part of the military’s auxiliary forces (“al-quwat al-radifa”).

Despite its important role in the Syrian war, little has been written about the NDF, and the history of its creation remains shrouded in secrecy. Fieldwork in Syria has not been possible, and the account in this report has been pieced together from a variety of sources, including the NDF’s prolific online propaganda, various progovernment and opposition accounts, and interviews with researchers and others who have insight into Syrian militia operations.

History and Founding

The NDF’s establishment appears to have been motivated by the Syrian government’s desire to control, empower, and restructure
the many irregular militias that by 2012 had emerged in loyalist communities and on the initiative of individual officials. It also was intended to function as a channel for external support from Iran, and the rapid growth of the NDF in 2012–13 reflected efforts of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and Hezbollah to build a militia movement in support of Bashar al-Assad’s government. These two functions of the NDF—a government-imposed restructuring of militias and a conduit for Iranian support—appear inextricably entwined, and each is key to understanding its role.

The NDF’s organization can be divided into three tiers: national, governorate, and local. NDF integration with the Syrian state and regime appears to be high on the national level, but some of the local militias at the bottom end of the structure bear little resemblance to organized military units and may be better understood as nonstate actors incorporated into a state-structured hybrid framework.

Very little is known about the NDF’s organization at the national level, but it appears to take the form of one or more institutions that coordinate activities within the movement and control salary payments. Other support functions, such as ammunition supplies, also may be handled at this level. The central structure seems likely to be affiliated with either the Ministry of Defense, the Republican Guard (one of the government’s most trusted elite units in Damascus), or the presidential administration, and it includes a body known as the NDF’s General Secretariat. Although Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) support helped construct the group, the NDF project appears to have been managed from the Syrian end by Brig. Gen. Bassam al-Hassan, an influential Syrian Republican Guard officer from the Homs region who has served as Assad’s adviser for strategic affairs. Hassan’s nephew, Saqr al-Rustom, was selected to form the first NDF governorate-level center in Homs, and later took office in the General Secretariat.

The most visible level of leadership within the NDF is not the General Secretariat or other national institutions, but rather the governorate-level centers. Their geographic distribution follows
Syria’s standard administrative division into sixteen governorates, with one exception: the Damascus and Damascus Countryside governorates appear to have been combined into a single NDF center. Each center is led by a regional commander who (unlike the secretive national-level leadership) tends to be well known in his area. Typically, this person will either be a retired senior SAA officer or a civilian militia leader with personal links to the Assad family or other relevant power brokers, such as Rustom.

The governorate-level centers are charged with the administration and leadership of local NDF units, which typically are composed of men (or in rare cases, women) from a single city, city district, or village. These groups vary wildly in terms of size, equipment, composition, and professionalism. They originally grew out of the popular committees ("al-ljian al-sha’abiyah"), a form of proto-militia movements created in 2011 and 2012, which the opposition referred to as “Shabiha.”109 According to a defector from Syrian military intelligence, the first committees relied mostly on unemployed Alawite village youth and street toughs ("qabadays"), who were organized by village officials and elders under loose security agency oversight. In 2011 and 2012, his military intelligence unit was stationed in Kassab, near the Turkish border:

Our station in Kassab was manned by eight guys only, but we were responsible for several villages. Our boss . . . was responsible for organizing security in the villages around us. He made contact with the various villages, with the mukhtar [village head] or someone else who could get it done, and told them to form popular committees to manage their own security. What we did was to put up three roadblocks in each village. There would be one at the entrance, one in the middle of the village, and one at the exit on the other side. Then the committees would be in constant contact with him. They could call the station any hour of the day to coordinate. Their job was to search
cars and to look for bombs and guns and things of that sort. They didn’t have a right to go around arresting people. They had no special rights. If they found something suspicious or if there was a problem, they would call us and someone would come down from the station to solve the problem.\textsuperscript{110}

In Homs as on the coast, according to Carnegie Middle East Center researcher Kheder Khaddour, early pro-Assad militancy relied on young, poor, unemployed, and relatively uneducated Alawite men from working-class neighborhoods or nearby villages. “Initially armed with sticks,” he writes, volunteers manned strategically placed checkpoints in residential neighborhoods. They were tasked with controlling vehicle entry to the area and reporting to the secret police, or mukhabarat, “any individual that they found suspicious.” The mukhabarat “would also organize young volunteers from the committees to take part in pro-government demonstrations. . . . The more educated members tended to be the sons of army or secret service officers and it was to them that fell the task of organizing the Shabiha groups.”\textsuperscript{111}

The Assad family and most of the top brass of the SAA and the security agencies are Alawites, a small minority in Syria, and although the Syrian government is formally secular and enjoys some level of cross-sectarian support, it is very disproportionately favored by religious minorities.\textsuperscript{112} Alawites consequently appear to have made up the overwhelming majority of the popular committees on the coast and in all religiously mixed areas with a significant Alawite population, such as Homs. The committees would otherwise “mirror the ethnic, religious and class composition of the neighbourhoods they protect,” in the words of a UN Human Rights Council investigative panel.\textsuperscript{113} In Aleppo, for example, members of a Sunni clan, the Berris, came to the aid of the government in 2011.\textsuperscript{114} In al-Qusayr, members of a Christian family with links to the security apparatus, the Kasouhas, took it upon themselves to run checkpoints on behalf of the government.\textsuperscript{115} In Idlib, local officers relied on a small set of
Sunni businessmen and Ba’athist families to organize popular committees that would beat up demonstrators and help the police track down opposition sympathizers.116

As the conflict grew more intense and violent in the summer of 2011, many of these groups started to evolve into armed militias, clashing with rebels and taking over responsibilities from the overstretched SAA. This development brought its own set of problems, as poorly disciplined committee members began to impose themselves on their local communities and attack rivals with impunity. Nestled inside a broader political conflict between supporters and opponents of the Syrian government, vicious spirals of local and sectarian violence began to emerge, often pitting Alawite popular committees against Sunni opposition fighters who referred to themselves as members of the Free Syrian Army (FSA), a vaguely defined name or brand that many different armed groups appropriated.

As political scientist Stathis Kalyvas notes, the phenomenon of local militias engaging in “predatory” violence is common to civil wars across the world. “Their reputation for atrocity is well established,” he writes in The Logic of Violence in Civil War. “They may cause an escalation in violence because they use their power to fight personal or local conflicts.”117 Syria was no exception, as many of the worst instances of communal violence in the 2011–12 period have been linked to vengeful popular committees. The Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, a United Nations–mandated investigative panel, noted reports that popular committees had engaged in “mass killings” with “sectarian overtones.”118 For example, popular committee militants from nearby Alawite and Shia villages apparently played a central role in the May 2012 massacre of civilians in Houla, a rebel-held Sunni enclave near Homs.119 The government refused to acknowledge or prosecute any such abuses, and the SAA often was complicit in them. Still, at least some senior leaders appear to have been concerned by the chaotic growth of unstructured local militias. Already in April 2011, the Homs Governorate police chief felt compelled to order citizens to
stop forming popular committees and instead call the police in case of disturbances, apparently without much effect.\textsuperscript{120}

It was this diverse, fragmented, and hard-to-manage landscape of hyperlocal militias that began to be restructured with IRGC support in 2012. By mid-2012, a first wing of what would become the NDF had taken shape in Homs, and the program then spread across the country in late 2012 and early to mid-2013. “There are a lot of these young guys, and it was necessary to bring some organization to the popular committees,” a retired officer and leader in the Homs branch of the NDF told the pro-Damascus media outlet \textit{Al Mayadeen} in 2013. “In Homs, wise people came and managed to discipline these people. It was necessary to have a wise leadership, and God blessed us with it in Homs. They managed to organize the guys and called them the National Defence Forces.”\textsuperscript{121}

NDF leaders used existing popular committees as a recruitment pool or simply swallowed them whole into the new NDF movement. Recruits were given light arms, salaries, and two weeks or a month of military drills; some were sent to Iran for specialized training.\textsuperscript{122} Most importantly, they were incorporated into the NDF structure by being placed under the command of one of the governorate-level centers, which in turn linked back to the central node in Damascus. In practice, however, even after years of ostensible integration and streamlining, many local NDF units retained their local-militia characteristics and their original commitment to neighborhood or village. This enduring localism and internal fragmentation continues to shape NDF operations, limiting the state’s ability to mold and direct the movement. At the same time, the loose nature of the structure also seems to prevent the NDF from taking on a more coherent corporate identity and developing collective political ambitions.

\textit{Relationship with Constituents}

It is difficult to identify a distinct popular constituency for the NDF as a whole. Like other Syrian progovernment militias, it seems to have neither the ambition nor the capability to administer territory or
populations—rather, it fights to roll back existing state institutions—and its members operate in separate governorate-level and local contexts. Although the NDF overall is lopsidedly Alawite and it is strongest on the coast and in the Homs region, it contains militias from a variety of political, ethnic, sectarian, or tribal backgrounds. NDF commanders are unlikely to view themselves as collectively representing any coherent national-level interest group, except the loyalist cause in general, and perhaps the interests of their fellow militia fighters in particular.

There is no evidence of an NDF political project either inside or outside Syria’s existing institutional structure. For example, the NDF does not appear to have established political fronts or media mouthpieces, in contrast to what one would expect if the group were seeking influence as an organized entity. There seems to be no NDF newspaper, television channel, radio station, or even a website; its central messaging tool remains a simple Facebook page, which uploads NDF videos, information about battles, and pro-Assad propaganda. Nor does the NDF appear to propagate a distinct ideology, in contrast to doctrinaire factions like the Syrian Social Nationalist Party (SSNP). The group’s online propaganda reveals only the standard tropes of loyalist militancy—nationalism, militarism, and the glorification of Assad and his family—complemented by praise for the NDF itself and for its commanders.

As a collective, then, the NDF does not appear to support any particular constituency in Syria, beyond the loyalist cause generally and the welfare of militia members and veterans. However, many NDF leaders are heavily invested in local politics and commerce, and have developed followings in their home areas. Community members who feel that the NDF has saved them from chaos, Sunni Islamist rule, or massacres may view the militia leaders as heroes, but their relationship to host communities is not always straightforwardly protective or representative. To the contrary, many local NDF groups appear to be heavily involved in organized crime and smuggling, and they are notoriously ill-disciplined. Alawite pro-Assad militants in Homs not only preyed on Sunni neighborhoods for loot and money,
but also forced well-off Alawites to “donate” to their war effort. “After this crisis, there will be a 1,000 more crises—the militia leaders,” a Syrian official told Time in 2013. “Two years ago, they went from nobody to somebody with guns and power. How can we tell these shabiha to go back to being a nobody again?”

Having grown wealthy and powerful in their local context, NDF-linked figures are likely to try to use their local power base as a springboard toward positions of influence in the national economy or in the state’s political and military institutions, whether individually or in interest-based networks. The past few years have in fact seen several examples of NDF-connected individuals rising within Syria’s existing institutional order. For instance, many individuals with connections to militias have sought entry to municipal and governorate assemblies and the national parliament. Elections in Syria are unfree and at best semicompetitive, but nonetheless serve a purpose as a vehicle for the institutional cooptation and platforming of powerful individuals. Wealthy businessmen and tribal sheikhs commonly seek to advance their personal status by either joining the ruling Ba’ath Party or running for office as independents, typically by negotiating for a spot on candidate lists controlled by regime insiders. During the war, militia leaders copied this behavior. For example, the 2018 municipal elections brought an NDF-affiliated candidate into the executive office of the Raqqa Governorate Council. On a higher rung of the political ladder, Fadel Wardeh, an NDF leader in Salamiyah, near Hama, was elected to parliament in 2016 on a Ba’athist ticket and acceded to the party’s Central Committee two years later.

Businessmen with links to militias also play a part in Syrian business, and many commanders enjoy “extravagant lifestyles thanks to their side gigs as war profiteers,” in the words of journalist Nour Samaha. Some NDF leaders have used their money to start companies, whether as a side activity or to transform themselves into legitimate businessmen. For example, the head of the Quneitra NDF center, Khaled Abaza, co-founded Al-Fajr Guard and Protection Services, a security company. In 2017, Rustom (the former NDF
Homs leader and General Secretariat official) and his uncle Hassan (the NDF’s original central organizer) reportedly established a company called Damas Real Estate Development and Investment LLC.\textsuperscript{131} By positioning themselves for a postwar reconstruction phase, they seem well placed not merely to profit but also to cater to the needs of militiamen, their families, and other potential constituents.

A particularly interesting project with links to the NDF is the Martyr Foundation, a humanitarian charity established in 2013. Saqr al-Rustom heads its board of trustees, and the executive director is a man named Nael al-Rustom; there is some evidence that the two are brothers.\textsuperscript{132} Based in Saqr al-Rustom’s hometown and stronghold, Homs, the foundation has branch offices in several other governorates, including Damascus, Tartous, Latakia, Aleppo, Hama, and Suwayda. In April 2014, the Martyr Foundation entered into a partnership with the Syrian Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor, to implement programs overseen by the ministry.\textsuperscript{133} According to a website that is now defunct, the purpose of the foundation is to engage in social and charitable activities intended to defend the culture of martyrdom, to commemorate the efforts of the martyrs, to compile statistics of their exploits, and to keep their memory alive; in addition to caring for the general situation of their families and to compensate them, to the extent possible, in relation to the greatness of the sacrifices that the martyrs have offered and to the suffering encountered by their families after their martyrdom; in addition to caring for the wounded and following-up on their injuries until the healing process has been completed.\textsuperscript{134}

The Martyr Foundation presents itself as a nonpartisan “youth project,” and insists that it does not favor any particular faction of loyalist fighters, but it has specifically run projects to support wounded NDF fighters.\textsuperscript{135} Its connection to the NDF seems to be well understood outside the group: in 2013, the Martyr Foundation’s executive director at the time, Ahed al-Sukkari, had to begin an interview
by refuting allegations that the foundation exists solely to aid NDF members and their families.

“Though not exclusively for NDF veterans, [the Martyr Foundation] plays an important role in providing them services,” writes Khaddour, who reports that it “builds hospitals, arranges funeral services and burials, plans leisure activities for children at schools, and provides material support to the families of members of the NDF.” Organizing hospital care for injured NDF members may be of particular importance to the group, since NDF members have reportedly (as nonenlisted personnel) been forced to pay for treatment at SAA-run military hospitals. Khaddour concludes that the Martyr Foundation works on several levels apart from the purely humanitarian one—it raises the morale of NDF fighters, helps sustain and consolidate the loyalist community, and binds members closer to the group’s leadership:

Members of the [Martyr Foundation] and the NDF come from similar backgrounds; they are civilian, not military, and they come from the same local community. There is a tight linkage between members of the association and the NDF because fighters come from the same region, and often sect, as the local members of the association. The same family will often be involved in both activities—sending fighters to the NDF and supporting or being supported by the association. The presence of this association creates a general feeling of security inside the society for these fighters. It assures them that they are protected and that there is another civilian party that will support them and their families in the event of their injury or death.

In October 2016, the head of the Martyr Foundation’s Damascus branch, Rashad Ali, told an interviewer that the group was supporting a total of 22,645 families across Syria, with most beneficiaries in Tartous (9,116), Homs (5,968), and Latakia (4,187).

It is not clear whether the Martyr Foundation has received Iranian support, but it appears to have been able to tap into several other
funding streams: “Part of the funding is from international institutions like UNICEF or UNRWA [the UN organization that serves Palestinian refugees], and there is also self-funding through the clinics that will in some cases receive citizens for a low fee,” Ali reportedly said. “There are also donors among the civil and economic actors and contributions from the members of the board of trustees.”

According to Human Rights Watch, the Syrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates has placed the Martyr Foundation on a list of approved partners for the United Nations in Syria, from which UN and nongovernmental organization aid programs are obliged to select national implementing partners.

**Relationship with the State (Syria)**

In eight years of war, Syria has witnessed a proliferation of armed factions, including on the side of the SAA. The central government has, in effect, outsourced military tasks to irregular militias, many of which are supported and controlled by specific security agencies, regime-linked businessmen, or even foreign nations. The scholars Antonio Giustozzi and Reinoud Leenders have characterized the diversity of the loyalist armed apparatus as evidence of a “heterarchical” system. “The Syrian regime’s use of militias reduced the ‘statelessness’ of authoritarian governance; yet it did not bring about the state decay, failure or collapse so often associated with the outsourcing of violence,” they write. “State power came to be served, rather, by a heterarchical order, wherein state and nonstate coercive actors proliferated side by side and complemented each other.”

One may argue against the description of Syria’s loyalist militias as nonstate actors, given that “state” activities may be broadly understood to include both routine institutional actions and private, state-sanctioned initiatives on the government’s behalf. In fact, as we will see below, although many militias originally emerged through the mobilization of ordinary civilians and are structured unlike conventional military forces, they are significantly shaped by and linked to the state.
The Syrian government appears to have been aware that arming grassroots supporters and giving the IRGC access to local militias could create an ultimately uncontrollable Frankenstein’s monster, but appears to have acted strategically to preempt such a development. “They have experience, if you go back to the sixties,” said Khaddour, who points to the SAA’s 1976–2005 operations in Lebanon and to now-defunct Ba’athist militias such as the Popular Army (“al-Jaysh al-Sha’abi”). The Popular Army “was created in the sixties after the Ba’ath Party takeover, and it was the same [as today’s militias]. They have their own officers and they recruit people by themselves, but in the end they’re under the army umbrella and that is what allows them to survive.”144

In the case of the NDF, Damascus has sought to ensure loyalty and cohesion by working with and empowering trusted leaders; by keeping militias dependent on state and military institutions; by offering privileges to ordinary fighters; and more generally, by keeping militias embedded in the Assad regime’s institutional, social, economic, and political order. As a result, the NDF appears to have remained consistently loyal to the Syrian government and reliant on its institutional support, which has prevented or disincentivized the development of hybrid attributes such as constituent governance and service provision, ideological distinctiveness, and logistical and practical self-sufficiency.

The primary lever of state control over the NDF is its leadership. The original organizers of the NDF appear to have been senior members in the Republican Guard. The man overseeing the project reportedly was Hassan, an Assad adviser. The process of building the NDF’s governorate-level centers—its main nodes of control—also appears to have involved many retired SAA officers, several of whom played leading roles in the movement. Generally, these officers have held the ranks of colonel (“aqid”) or brigadier-general (“amid”), although at least one major (“ra’id”) appears to have led the Suwayda center.145

The regime’s heavy reliance on ex-military personnel may simply have been a function of how its internal networks are constructed,
or of retired officers’ prominence within the popular committee militias that formed before the NDF was founded. But it also brought practical advantages. “Former officers are an effective means of ensuring the reenlistment of badly needed military manpower and expertise on the regime side, while at the same time acting as ambassadors of the regime in local communities,” writes Khaddour. “Militia recruitment centers are local bodies with recruits often having close personal connections to the officers in charge. This dramatically increases the effectiveness of background security checks on new recruits and helps ensure the loyalty of those who are enrolled.”

Not all NDF leaders have a military background. Some of the most powerful provincial NDF chiefs were civilians with close personal links to senior regime figures. The best-known examples are Rustom and Hilal al-Assad, the president’s cousin, who led the Latakia NDF from 2012 until his death in 2014. Personal contacts with the ruling family also appear to have led to the appointment of Fadi Saqr as head of the powerful NDF branch in Damascus: Saqr was an obscure provincial director of the General Consumption Establishment, which oversees food and fuel distribution and pricing, but he also reportedly was a former bodyguard of Bassel al-Assad, the president’s late elder brother, and a friend of Maj. Gen. Maher al-Assad, the president’s younger brother. Similar mechanisms operated at the governorate level, outside the president’s inner circle. For example, a Druze hotel owner and businessman named Rashid Salloum served as NDF leader in Suwayda governorate from 2012 to 2017, reportedly because of his connections with Brig. Gen. Wafiq Nasser, the governorate’s head of military intelligence.

In some cases, entrepreneurial militia upstarts took over NDF branches that initially had been led by officers. For example, the Aleppo NDF was first set up in early 2013 under the leadership of Col. Hassan Khashir, whose small band of fighters worked out of Khanaser to clear the Aleppo-Hama road. Khashir was killed in August 2013, which seems to have led to a rebooting of the Aleppo NDF. In late 2014, leadership had passed to Sami Oubri, an Aleppo
A car dealer and amusement park owner who had, since 2012, transformed himself into one of the city’s leading militia paymasters. He retained the position until 2017.149

Many if not all of the loyalist figures selected to lead an NDF branch had begun to organize militias on the regime’s behalf before the group’s creation, reflecting their own strong interest in defending the prevailing order. The Quneitra wing of the NDF offers an illuminating example of how pro-regime provincial elites mobilized their personal networks to fight for Assad’s government in 2011, how this helped sustain their relevance to the regime core, and how support from Damascus and Tehran through the NDF has continued to reinforce their dominance on the local level.

In 2012, an NDF center was established in the Quneitra governorate, which encompasses the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights and nearby areas. It later evolved into an NDF-affiliated militia known as the Golan Regiment (Fawj al-Jolan). Its members were Sunni Muslims, and some were in fact rebels who had been drawn back into loyalist ranks.150 For several reasons, the Quneitra NDF might have seemed like a weak link in Assad’s chain of militias: it was a relatively small group that faced great risks, including Israeli attacks; its members were Sunnis from a peripheral area without strong links to the regime and (at least in theory) had the option of switching allegiance to the rebels; and Iran’s strong interest in the Golan Heights might mean that it would seek to build influence there at the Syrian government’s expense. In fact, however, the Quneitra NDF appears to have remained as loyal to Damascus as any other NDF branch. Some clues as to why can be found by looking at its leadership.

The first and thus far only leader of the Quneitra NDF center was Khaled Abaza, a dentist from a prominent Circassian family with impeccable loyalist credentials and considerable influence in the region.151 His father, Brig. Gen. Walid Abaza, was a powerful Hafez al-Assad-era security officer who had helped repress the Muslim Brotherhood uprising in Hama in the 1980s and had ended his intelligence career as second-in-command of the Political Security
Directorate. Now in his sixties, the elder Abaza still wielded great influence in his home region as head of the Syrian Ba’ath Party’s Quneitra branch and as a member of the party’s Central Committee.\textsuperscript{152} The entire family seems to have joined the war effort: Walid Abaza came out of retirement to assist the government, first in Hama in 2011 and then in Quneitra, and his sons Khaled and Anzour took up arms against the rebels in their home region, presumably using support channeled to them by their father. Anzour was killed in 2012, and his mother, Jeansit Qazan, then emerged as a public figure by creating an association called Mother of the Martyr (Umm al-Shahid).\textsuperscript{153} She was elected to parliament as an independent representative of Quneitra in 2016. When Walid Abaza fell ill and finally passed away in 2017, his surviving son Khaled inherited the office of Quneitra Ba’ath Party chairman, and since then has held both political (Ba’ath) and military (NDF) power in the Golan region.\textsuperscript{154}

In other words, even though the Quneitra wing of the NDF was nurtured by Iranian support and relied on non-regime sources of manpower, such as defecting rebels, it remained tightly linked to trusted elites and Assad-controlled institutions: the Abaza family and the Ba’ath Party. At least in its leadership, then, the Quneitra NDF represented less a new and unfamiliar “Iranian” militia whose loyalty to Damascus had to be tested, than a weaponization of the regime’s own prewar networks. This appears to have been the rule across Syria, rather than the exception.

Militias are also bound to Assad’s government by an enduring structural dependence on state and military institutions, which provide their members with salaries, security clearances and permits, health care, and economic support. Indeed, despite an onset of institutional rot in government-held Syria, especially around its militia-infested fringes, everyday life for most of the population—which includes NDF members and their families—continues to be regulated by the politico-bureaucratic authority of the central state. And although the SAA has been hollowed out by the war, it remains in control of military logistics and specialized functions, including air
support, heavy weapons, and ammunition supplies. “For stockpiles of arms, vehicles and basic food provisions the NDF have been fully reliant on supply centres within the regular army structure,” write Leenders and Giustozzi.155

NDF-SAA coordination reportedly is facilitated by the embedding of military liaisons within the militias, without whom they could not function legally or practically in Assad-held Syria. “The army is not what creates the militias, but it structurally allows these militias to exist,” Khaddour explained.156 By way of example, he pointed to what amounts to a basic necessity for any paramilitary recruitment program: training facilities.

The army is the hub or the base where all the militias can get training. It might not even be [Syrian] army training—it might be Iranian or Hezbollah or now also Russian training—but you must be in a base. You need space, simply. You can’t train in a city. You must be outside, somewhere in the countryside. The Syrian military institution is the second biggest land owner after the Awqaf, the religious endowments. Most of these lands outside cities—the military sectors in Homs, Hama, in the south—are officially owned by the army.157

Institutional links to the state may weaken over time, especially if the state itself grows weaker and becomes less able to reward loyalty or punish disobedience. To some extent, this has already happened. For example, inflation has diminished the value of salaries paid in Syrian pounds, which makes militias depend more on alternative sources of income: smuggling, checkpoint taxation, looting, and support from private businessmen or foreign patrons. Already in 2012–13, militias in Homs were taking in protection money from Alawite businessmen and allowed fighters to keep a percentage of the profits from looted property in Sunni neighborhoods as a complement to their salaries.158

In that context, initiatives like the Martyr Foundation may serve to enmesh NDF members in parallel systems of semiprivate
institutions. In turn, it is conceivable that the NDF could take on state-like functions and increase its autonomy from Assad’s government, but such a transformation would require a considerable weakening of the existing order. Unless the Syrian government were to backslide into more serious structural decay, private parallel networks under loyalist control are more likely to be complementary to the state’s own efforts. Indeed, as long as Assad remains in power and the Martyr Foundation remains under the control of solidly pro-Assad elites, its activities seem more likely to increase the connectedness of individual NDF fighters to the regime.

On the official and legal levels, too, the Syrian government has sought to incentivize voluntary recruitment and bind fighters and their families closer to the state. For example, in December 2014, Assad decreed that 50 percent of all public sector vacancies would from then on be allotted to family members of fallen soldiers, including “civilian martyrs . . . working under the orders of the Syrian Arab Army.” In 2018, Assad decreed tax breaks for wounded soldiers wishing to buy locally assembled cars, and offered write-offs for loans of up to 1 million Syrian pounds to disabled former soldiers or militiamen, and families of deceased loyalist fighters. In 2019, local administration and environment minister Hussein Makhlouf decreed that only these wounded fighters and relatives of the dead were eligible to apply for permits to operate roadside kiosks, a ubiquitous type of small shop that sells cigarettes, SIM cards, candy, and newspapers in Syrian cities. Privileges of this type are meaningful and tangible in a country where, as of 2016, six in ten citizens were estimated to live in extreme poverty.

In sum, loyalist militia commanders have a strong incentive to ensure the formal legality of their groups and to win the favor of senior regime figures, since doing so allows themselves and their fighters to access the state’s military, logistical, economic, and social support functions. Once again, the quest for legal status remains a key concern of hybrids, but in a context where the state has retained its
practical and symbolic centrality, its ability to grant or withhold institutional legitimacy may serve as a constraint on their development.

Imperfect State Control

To date, there are no known instances of NDF units turning against the government as such, or adopting anti-Assad positions. There is, however, some evidence that the Syrian leadership has had to struggle to maintain discipline among local militias. Chiefly, this has been a problem of criminality, sectarian aggression, and local vendettas rather than military mutinies or political protest. Still, even these problems have been disruptive at times. In July 2013, for example, Alawite militants in the religiously mixed Talkalakh region reportedly killed seven members of a local reconciliation committee coming from a rebel-held Sunni Turkmen town nestled among Alawite and Shia villages. The dead included two retired SAA officers and a former village mayor, who had been trying to escort unarmed Sunni rebels wishing to surrender to the Talkalakh police station.¹⁶³

Homs provides an example of how government plans were obstructed, or at least delayed, by hawkish NDF groups with vested interests in the war economy. After cornering opposition fighters in the Old City in 2012, the SAA and its militia allies in Homs put in place a siege that cut off access to food and medicine to starve out the insurgent enclave. Many of the checkpoints and positions surrounding the area were manned by Saqr al-Rustom’s NDF fighters. Rustom’s group appears to have profited from its control over whatever limited trade and traffic existed, and it grew so influential in Homs that its involvement became indispensable for any agreements between the government and the besieged rebels, according to a London School of Economics study based on interviews with local negotiators.¹⁶⁴

In October 2013, a three-man team was delegated by the Homs rebels to seek a cease-fire on their behalf. The Syrian government received the group in Damascus, where it had a series of “encouraging” meetings with senior Syrian officials and with the Iranian
embassy. Their government liaisons then informed the rebels that Assad had handed the issue to Bassam al-Hassan, who told the delegates to return to Homs and speak directly with Rustom. According to the rebel negotiators, Rustom proved more intransigent than his ostensible superiors. Although he accepted the idea of letting civilians leave the besieged area, he rejected the idea of a long-term cease-fire with the rebels, instead vowing to “crush them one by one.” The talks ground to a halt.

Nevertheless, the Homs rebels reached an agreement with the government a couple of months later, with the help of the United Nations. The agreement stipulated that the government allow both rebels and civilians to safely evacuate Homs to rebel-held regions further north, after which the Old City would return to government control. But when the deal began to be implemented, NDF members shelled a humanitarian corridor established by the United Nations and the Syrian Arab Red Crescent. The shelling was apparently an attempt to block the agreement’s implementation. Assad ended up having to dispatch Maj. Gen. Mohammed Dib Zeitoun, the head of the General Intelligence Directorate, to impress on the NDF that the president wanted the deal to succeed. As a postscript to the affair, NDF groups then briefly clashed with other loyalist fighters from the SSNP as both militias moved into the emptied Old City. The conflict had an implicit sectarian dimension—in Homs, the NDF was virtually all-Alawite and the SSNP was in large part Christian—but more likely represented rivalries over loot and territory.

In spring and summer 2017, the Syrian president was again forced to send out Dib Zeitoun on a mission to rein in unruly militias—this time in Aleppo, where Sami Oubri’s wing of the NDF was deeply embroiled in looting and organized crime. After retaking eastern Aleppo in December 2016, fighters from the NDF and other militias had continued to prey on local business, abuse civilians, and impose exorbitant “escort fees” on traffic and goods entering the city. Regime-connected businessmen repeatedly complained, and an influential member of parliament from Aleppo, Fares Shehabi,
castigated the militiamen as “thieves, thugs, trash.” Dib Zeitoun was dispatched to Aleppo to oversee a clampdown, and the SAA’s regional Security and Military Committee forced Oubri to hand over the NDF center to his former operations manager, Col. Emad Hassan.

Tensions have also appeared within the NDF itself. In 2017, the new leader of the Homs center, Khaledoun Abu Ali, drifted into conflict with his predecessor, Rustom, who was then based at the NDF’s General Secretariat. Details are scarce, but there appears to have been a power struggle: the General Secretariat reportedly had cut off salary payments to subcommanders loyal to Abu Ali, and Rustom stood accused of having ordered a failed attempt on Abu Ali’s life. In a call-in interview with a Homs radio station, Abu Ali accused Rustom of thinking “he is the state in Homs,” and erupted: “We didn’t fight for a man like Saqr al-Rustom to come and lead a mafia with power and money and killing innocents.” It remains unclear how the affair ended.

Despite such examples of internal friction, the overall unity of the loyalist camp has remained impressively strong, and by 2019 the Syrian government’s effort to maintain control over otherwise disparate militias appears to have been successful. Intra-loyalist rivalries certainly exist, but serious violent conflicts have been both brief and rare and typically appear to have been rooted in financial, personal, or clan rivalries. So far as it finds any expression at all in the public sphere (for example, online), intra-loyalist political criticism typically remains phrased in pro-regime terms—as an attack on corrupt figures cheating the system, rather than on the system itself.

Abu Ali’s radio interview may illustrate the point. To publicly attack a powerful loyalist figure like Rustom was a flagrant breach of political etiquette in Assad-controlled Syria, where unsanctioned politics and open disagreements have been taboo since the Ba’ath Party seized power in 1963. But Abu Ali was careful to frame his criticism as an appeal to the state and the president. He framed Assad as a defender of lawful authority and institutional rule, in contrast to Rustom, whom he accused of illicit activities, abuse of
power, and personal greed. Rhetorically, it resembled nothing so much as a provincial lord appealing to the king for redress against a transgressing rival.\textsuperscript{171}

In sum, the NDF was, at its peak, a borderline hybrid actor, a fusion between a state-run project and nonstate elements that operated with private Syrian and foreign (Iranian) support. It still evinces some of the characteristics of a hybrid actor: it is a major security provider with some degree of financial autonomy from the government, and NDF leaders engage in the limited provision of services. Nonetheless, the NDF shows no sign of propagating a distinct ideology or of collective political ambition, and instances of NDF–state tension have been few and local in nature. Wary of the NDF’s potential for divergence from state interests, the Syrian government has worked from the outset to counteract its evolution into a genuine, autonomous hybrid actor—first by channeling Iranian support and loyalist nonstate militancy into an SAA-linked framework, and subsequently by keeping the NDF structurally dependent on state services. Should the Syrian state weaken further, or if the Assad regime were to break apart at senior levels, the NDF’s latent potential for autonomous evolution could swell quickly. As yet, no such conditions are on the horizon, but nevertheless it is a risk to which Syrian authorities seem well attuned.

\textbf{Relationship with Patron (Iran)}

Although Syrian officers and senior regime figures were instrumental in establishing the NDF and in leading its operations thereafter, the group would not have been created without support from Iran’s IRGC. According to the U.S. government, by the end of 2012, shortly after the first elements of the NDF were formed, Iran was already providing “training, advice, and weapons and equipment” as well as “routine funding worth millions of dollars” to the emerging militia.\textsuperscript{172} Some NDF recruits were even flown to Iran to attend specialized training programs, studying unconventional warfare at facilities that also appeared to be servicing Lebanon’s Hezbollah.\textsuperscript{173}
For a number of reasons, Assad’s critics have tended to exaggerate Iranian influence in Syria, including in relation to the NDF. Exaggerating Iran’s dominance in Syria has been a useful mobilizing tool for Syrian rebels, as it frames Assad as a puppet of foreign occupiers. It has also been a way to attract support from anti-Iranian and anti-Shia circles in the Sunni Gulf states, such as Saudi Arabia. Last but not least, the Iranian presence is a major driver of Israeli pressure on the regime and of U.S. involvement in Syria. Donald Trump’s policy has been torn between two contradictory impulses: pulling U.S. troops out of Syria and remaining in Syria to pressure Iran. Assad’s government has, conversely, been keen to stress the NDF’s Syrian character and downplay Iran’s role. At stake is the question of whether Iranian support for the NDF has also translated into Iranian proxy control. Given that both the Syrian security apparatus and the IRGC’s external operations wing, the Quds Force, are notoriously secretive, it is unlikely that the exact backstory to the NDF’s creation will ever be fully known. Some information has nevertheless filtered out, including in a posthumously published account by IRGC Brig. Gen. Hossein Hamedani.

Until his death near Aleppo in October 2015, Hamedani was a key figure in the IRGC’s Syrian operations. In interviews for a Persian-language book published after his death, excerpts of which are available in Arabic translation, Hamedani insists that Iran and Hezbollah were the primary drivers of the NDF project, against objections from suspicious, apathetic, and disorganized Syrian officials. In one passage, Hamedani describes traveling to Damascus alongside Quds Force leader Qasem Soleimani in January 2012. Once in Syria, the team continued to Homs and was introduced to Rustom and a local Shia cleric, “Sheikh Mohsen.” On the IRGC’s urging, Rustom and the cleric recruited 2,000 Alawite and five hundred Shia fighters, who were armed and trained by the Iranians. The IRGC team then appears to have developed a more ambitious training program, but faced resistance from Syrian officials, who feared the consequences of a broad mobilization of the population, including Sunnis, and who
were unwilling to let the Iranians work within the SAA. “We spoke to Mr. Bashar al-Assad,” Hamedani is quoted as saying,

and we agreed with him that we would first begin training the young men. If the army then saw a need for them, it could use them [in its own ranks] and they had to be fully prepared. The Syrian army was unable to conduct training because it was preoccupied with battles and was spread out across different regions. Therefore, we called on the youth to mobilize in the governorates of Damascus, Latakia, and Tartous, and a part of the Homs governorate that was under the control of the Syrian regime.178

However, according to Hamedani, the Syrian government continued to reject elements of the IRGC’s plan. Frustrated at the lack of cooperation, the Iranians at one point asked to return home but were told to stay put by Iranian supreme leader Ali Khamenei. In a dramatic flourish, Hamedani reports that the full scope of his plan was approved by Assad only in March 2013, when, he says, the government was on its last legs:

In March 2013, the terrorists were getting close to complete victory. They were receiving major support from Saudi Arabia, Qatar, the [United] Arab Emirates, and other Western states. The siege was being tightened to the point where it reached close to the Presidential Palace in Damascus, and they took over the areas around it. It was a very difficult night. We sent our family members to a safe location and Assad, who felt that the game was up, was thinking of escaping to another state.

In the final proposal I made to Bashar al-Assad, I told him: “Now that we are close to seeing the Presidential Palace fall in opposition hands and everything is coming to an end, you must accept our proposal.” He said: “What is that?” I said: “Open the weapon stockpiles to arm the
people, and they will repel those terrorists by themselves.” He approved the proposal, and, thank God, on that night Syria was saved from certain defeat as the people expelled the takfiri terrorists from the surroundings of the Presidential Palace and went on to remove them from the cities. This force formed what is known as the National Defence Forces, which is today fighting Da’esh [the Islamic State] and the Nusra Front and the rest of them.179

Of course, Hamedani’s account is impossible to take at face value. In several respects, it comes across as self-serving, for example by constantly stressing Iran’s centrality and framing the IRGC, Khamenei, and Hezbollah as being wiser and more attuned to the reality in Syria than the Syrians themselves. Furthermore, there is certainly no evidence that the regime was days or weeks from collapsing in March 2013. That spring may well have been the lowest point of the regime’s fortunes, and rebels were active in the capital’s suburbs, but neither Damascus nor the Presidential Palace were, properly speaking, under siege. And although Hamedani’s timeline roughly matches the known evolution of the NDF, it appears to place the launch of the project several months too late. It is clear that some NDF units had already formed in 2012, and the group was the subject of several media reports starting in January 2013.180 However, the first instance of large-scale offensive action by NDF fighters seems to have happened during the April-May 2013 retaking of al-Qusayr, which also marked Hezbollah’s officially recognized entry into the war. In terms of chronology, this development seems like a good fit with Hamedani’s dramatized reference to Assad green-lighting some form of IRGC plan in March 2013.

Synthesizing Hamedani’s narrative and other information, it is possible to form a reasonable (albeit speculative) hypothesis about the sequence of events. An IRGC team certainly could have arrived in Syria in January 2012, as Hamedani reported. It also is reasonable to assume that Hassan was assigned by Assad to facilitate the IRGC
mission—even though Hassan does not appear to play any part in the Iranian narrative—given that he would later come to manage the Syrian end of the NDF project. Through Hassan, the IRGC effort would have been directed toward his nephew Rustom in Homs, which led to the training of an initial batch of fighters. The IRGC apparently wanted to keep building on this initial success, pitching a more ambitious plan for the widespread generation of militias and hands-on Iranian/Hezbollah involvement with the SAA’s war effort. Per Hamedani’s narrative, it met with resistance and foot-dragging from officials in Damascus. However, the IRGC and its Syrian partners nonetheless managed to stand up a proto-NDF branch in Homs in mid-2012 and later began to add new centers in Latakia, Damascus, and elsewhere. A partially built-out militia network seems to have been in place by early winter 2012. Final approval for additional elements of the Iranian plan, perhaps relating to full-blown Hezbollah intervention or other direct IRGC involvement, may (per Hamedani’s narrative) have been held back until spring 2013, culminating in the Quseir operation. From that point on, through the beginning and middle of 2013, the NDF apparatus continued to expand across Syria.

**Iran’s Uncertain Continuing Role**

In sum, Iran appears to have had a considerable role in the creation of the NDF. However, its subsequent influence over the organization is harder to pin down. In Lebanon and Iraq, the IRGC has been able to establish Shia Islamist groups that are ideologically and religiously linked to the Iranian leadership and its doctrine of the Rule of the Jurisprudent, but no such thing would have been possible with the NDF, whose recruits hailed from many different ethnic and religious groups but presumably were mostly Alawites invested in the Ba’athist order, few of whom would have had any interest in Islamist politics, Shia or otherwise. Further complicating matters for the IRGC—so far as it ever intended to turn the NDF into an Iranian proxy force—the Syrian government seems to have imposed tight
control mechanisms on the NDF through leadership appointments and by keeping it structurally dependent on the SAA and the state.

As we have seen above, central elements of the project appear to have been steered by Hassan, a close collaborator of the president. The first batch of governorate-level NDF leaders seems to have been selected with a premium on trust and loyalty. Key posts were handed to relatives and friends of the Assad family and of Hassan, and SAA career officers appear to have filled many other positions. The default allegiance of such figures surely must have been to the Damascus government or to their patrons within the Syrian regime, and not to Iran. No less importantly, the NDF remained dependent on the SAA for logistical and other support, and ordinary NDF fighters continued to live with their families in areas ruled by the Syrian government, relying on the state for any number of mundane needs.

In other words, there is little to recommend the view that Iran “controls” the NDF in any meaningful sense, or that the IRGC leadership even had the ambition to do so. The primary objective of Iran’s assistance to the Assad regime appears to have been to save it, not to cannibalize its remains—an objective that could have changed, however, had the state collapsed despite Tehran’s best efforts. Even so, intense Iranian involvement with the NDF clearly created inroads for IRGC operatives, helping them gather sensitive information, build trust with key leaders, gain leverage over individual commanders or groups, and disseminate their messaging and ideology. The IRGC may also have drawn on NDF structures and cadres to support other Iranian-led projects in Syria. For example, a eulogy for former SAA Special Forces major Ahmed Maalla Maalla, published in the journal of the Syrian veterans’ association, notes that he helped create the Tartous branch of the NDF, but goes on to explain that Maalla’s “excellent reputation” led to him being called on to work directly with the “friendly forces”—a common euphemism for the IRGC and Hezbollah. In fact, the NDF is far from the only group in Syria that Iran backs, and a separate network known as the Local Defense Forces (LDF; Quwat al-Difaa’ al-Mahalli) seems to have an even closer
relationship with the Iranians. In seeming contrast to the NDF, for example, the LDF contains visibly Hezbollah-linked Shia factions, and there is at least some evidence of Shia proselytization in its ranks.

IRGC leaders do appear to have pushed for the NDF’s preservation and institutionalization in postwar Syria, presumably to retain access and influence. While Iran is normally careful not to visibly interfere in Syrian domestic affairs, Mohammed Ali Jafari, the IRGC commander at the time, reportedly spoke in favor of the permanent retention of the NDF in 2017, and said that Assad “knows the importance of the NDF and will surely make it legal in Syria”—in other words, a standing force—“in order to confront future threats.”

Iran’s desire to maintain the NDF in postwar Syria is somewhat problematic for the Damascus leadership, as it struggles to recover from years of war. The United States, Israel, European nations, and the Arab states of the Gulf oppose Iran’s presence in Syria. Some of these nations have also attempted to enlist Russia’s services in rolling back Iranian influence in Syria, so far with little success. To add a further layer of complexity, rising tensions in the Gulf and a tightening of U.S. sanctions on Iran may constrain Tehran’s ability to support Assad’s government in the future. Although Iran’s connection to the NDF is hardly a central front in Tehran’s conflict with Washington, it is nonetheless one piece of a larger puzzle that may influence the militia’s future prospects in Syria.

In contrast to Lebanon’s Hezbollah or groups within the Iraqi PMU, there is little evidence that the NDF meaningfully responds to Iranian directives over those of the Syrian government. It certainly is not a straightforward Iranian proxy. Instead, it represents a middle-way outcome between a state-run Syrian project and a hybrid actor as defined in this report. To fully attain hybrid actor status, the NDF would likely require sustained external support in a context of continued Syrian state disintegration, pulling its leaders deeper into governance and service provision. Absent such a situation, a more probable future is that the NDF will continue to be integrated into the SAA, perhaps with Russian support, while Iran shifts its attention toward
smaller and more explicitly Tehran-aligned factions, which may be
drawn from within the NDF, the LDF, or other militia constellations.

Amal of Lebanon

Lebanon’s Amal movement debuted in 1975 as a precursor to Hezbollah, and for a time it thrived as a hybrid actor in parallel to Hezbollah. In the late 1980s, in fact, during the final stages of the Lebanese Civil War, Amal (with Syria’s backing) fought a series of deadly battles against Hezbollah (with Iran’s backing) in one of the more dramatic manifestations of war between hybrids with overt foreign backing. Yet by the 1990s, Amal had fully disbanded its militia, and staked its fate and that of its constituents on its role as a patronage-rich political party within the state. Amal and its constituency today depend on state riches to thrive. Amal’s path has paralleled Hezbollah’s; today, Amal often operates as Hezbollah’s political partner. And though Amal’s patronage and corruption pose yet another challenge to the viability of the Lebanese state, Amal still decisively supports Lebanon as a state. Amal does not directly promote the ambiguous state of fragmentation that best suits hybrids.

Although Hezbollah has become almost synonymous with Lebanese Shia politics in the international press, the militia-cum-political party is not the only representative of Shia political thought and action in Lebanon. The Amal party also continues to boast a large Shia constituency. Today, Hezbollah and Amal are almost always on the same side of politics in Lebanon; since 2005, they have run in joint electoral lists in local and national elections. Local news media outlets have dubbed them the “Shia duo.” But Amal is not a mere sidekick to Hezbollah. It is an actor in its own right, and in some sense continues to rival Hezbollah for the leadership of the Lebanese Shia community. What is distinct about Amal is that, unlike Hezbollah—and despite Amal’s historical roots as a militia—it does not exhibit behavior or ambitions that would make it a hybrid actor. Rather, it has transformed into a political party that is fully invested in the Lebanese
state. Though it depends heavily on patronage to maintain popularity with its constituency—and in doing so furnishes some services that a state traditionally provides—this is simply a hybrid-actor-like feature of the party. Amal does not directly provide security to its constituents, nor does it supplant or seek to replace the state.

**History and Founding**

In Lebanon’s Shia community, Shia-dominated militias emerged before the establishment of Shia political parties—in contrast to the sequence of organization for other confessional groups, which were parties before they were militias. At the outbreak of the Lebanese Civil War in 1975, the Shia community had long suffered from lack of political representation and power. During the early years of Shia mobilization of the 1980s, localized allegiances and a lack of solidarity among Lebanese Shia militias were commonplace. Amal originally was established as a Shia militia in July 1975—it predated Hezbollah, and its senior leaders, such as Husayn Musawi, were among the most notable Lebanese founders of Hezbollah. The party’s name, which means “hope” in Arabic, is an acronym for Afwaj al-Muqawamah al-Lubnaniyah, or the Lebanese Resistance Detachment. Amal was the armed branch of popular Shia imam Musa al-Sadr’s Harakat al-Mahroumin (Movement of the Deprived), which Sadr had established the previous year. Although the Movement was putatively nonsectarian, it had been founded by a prominent Shia cleric and launched at a rally in the Shia-dominated city of Baalbek, which left no doubt that the “Deprived” in its name referred to the Shia.

Eventually, Amal subsumed the Movement as a military and political organization. Several events bolstered the new militia as the locus of Shia political expression in Lebanon. Among these events were the disappearance of Sadr in Libya in August 1978; the Israeli invasions of Lebanon in 1978 and in 1982; the 1979 Iranian revolution; and the growing disillusionment with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), which many Shia viewed as having provoked Israeli attacks and invasions. Insecurity emerged as one of the biggest
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concerns of the Lebanese Shia community, and Amal attracted the Shia that had hitherto been drawn to nationalist and leftist parties. The organization garnered wide support, funds, and weapons, but its infrastructure remained relatively underdeveloped and its leadership structure weak.\(^\text{189}\)

The leadership that replaced Sadr was nonclerical, and individual clerics had little to do with Amal’s day-to-day operations.\(^\text{190}\) Nabih Berri, who became the head of Amal after Sadr’s disappearance in 1980 and has been the party’s leader ever since (and the speaker of parliament since 1992), rejected the Islamic national model, and today still stresses the integrity of a multiconfessional Lebanese state.\(^\text{191}\) In its 1983 convention, Amal reorganized its structure. It eliminated pro-Iranian elements that were critical of Berri’s centrist policies, and deemphasized the military aspect of the organization to secure more economic gains and enhance the social standing of the Shia.\(^\text{192}\) Amal sought to extend governmental authority and legitimate state governance and, in turn, extend its own authority through government bodies. Under Berri, Amal has worked with a spirit of pragmatism, attaining government positions, and distributing state patronage to its Shia constituency.

The Taif Agreement of 1989, which paved the way for the end of the civil war, required all militias to disarm, except for Hezbollah. Amal transformed entirely into a political organization, although one with a considerably muscular street presence. Amal has come to represent the more moderate, ostensibly leftist secular portion of Lebanese Shia politics. In its charter, Amal identifies as a nonsectarian, nationalist Lebanese movement that advocates secularism and supports the concept of Lebanese national sovereignty. Amal embraces Islam, but it is not an Islamist party, nor is it known for religious fanaticism. Instead, it professes the importance of Islam as a cornerstone of Arab civilization.\(^\text{193}\) Whereas Hezbollah was established as a military organization opposing Israeli occupation, Amal, since its founding, has focused its efforts on pushing for institutional reform, and has supported the role of government in resource redistribution.
Its main success has been funneling state resources into the Shia community in the form of development funds, construction projects, education, and jobs. The movement has always sought to advance Shia interests, but within the framework of the Lebanese state. In distinction from Hezbollah, Amal is committed to Lebanon as a “distinct and definitive homeland,” and has a thoroughly moderate religious character. Amal has advocated a “general overhaul of the sectarian political system,” whereas Hezbollah has held that no reform would solve this fundamentally oppressive structure of governance and that it must be uprooted. Hezbollah and Amal have thus had opposing methodologies for change.

Amal does not appear to seek the same autonomy from the state that Hezbollah and other hybrid actors work to maintain. It does, however, enjoy several elements of hybridity. It indirectly provides protection and political cover for its constituencies, and provides social services from within and without state institutions. In doing so, Amal perpetuates the weakness of state policy and political structures. To retain these hybrid elements, Amal must maintain the confessional Lebanese state, despite the party’s professed commitment to a nonsectarian order. Thus, Amal denounces confessionalism but still plays by the rules of confessional politics. However, unlike Hezbollah, Amal does not pledge allegiance to Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini’s Rule of the Jurist concept, which positions the Iranian supreme leader as the guide of Muslims everywhere. Instead, it explicitly limits its political program to the existing Lebanese nation and state structure, in its fragmented, penetrable form. It is unsurprising, then, that Amal’s cooperation with Lebanon’s political system has caused it to represent, in the words of security analyst Rodger Shanahan, “the very system it was set up to oppose.”

Relationship with Patron (Syria)
From its founding, Amal aligned itself with Syria, then led by Hafez al-Assad. In the early years of the Lebanese Civil War, Sadr gave his imprimatur to the Alawite sect (the sect to which Assad belonged) by
acknowledging them as Muslims. This significantly boosted the prestige of the Alawites in the Muslim world, even though other clerics have denounced the sect’s heterodox form of worship as being too distant from the teachings of Islam to be considered part of the religion, Shia or otherwise. Syria provided training for the Amal militia, as it did for other groups active in Lebanon, such as the PLO and Fatah. Even after the civil war ended in 1990, Berri maintained personal ties with Syrian figures such as Syrian vice president Abdul Halim Khaddam; chief of staff Hikmat al-Shihabi; and Maj. Gen. Ghazi Kanaan, head of Syrian military intelligence in Lebanon. Berri did Syria’s bidding in Lebanon and, in return he reaped political benefits that allowed him to stay in parliament. For example, Syria pushed Hezbollah to form a joint electoral list with Amal when the latter’s electoral victory was jeopardized in the 2000 parliamentary elections.

After the end of the civil war, Amal, in coordination with Hezbollah, changed its focus from militia operations to alliance-making, constituent representation, and other activities common to political parties in parliamentary systems. In 2000, Bashar al-Assad became president of Syria, after his father’s death. The new Syrian president grew closer to Nasrallah and weakened Berri’s central role as Syria’s connection. Still, Berri was careful to maintain a good rapport with Syria. Even after Syrian troops withdrew from Lebanon in April 2005, Berri continued to align with Hezbollah’s pro-Syria Lebanon axis, and emphasized the importance of maintaining bilateral relations and diplomatic ties between the two governments.

Yet even though Berri maintained a close alliance with Syria, Amal was not a Syrian proxy, as more recent events have shown. Tensions have risen between Berri and the Syrian government since the outbreak in 2011 of the Syrian crisis. Despite Hezbollah’s military involvement in the Syrian war alongside the Syrian regime, Amal has followed Lebanon’s “dissociation” policy. The policy, approved by the Lebanese cabinet in 2017, calls on “the Lebanese government, with all its components” to dissociate itself from any “conflicts, struggles, or wars, as well as the internal affairs of Arab countries to safeguard
Lebanon's political and economic relations with its Arab brothers.” The break with Syria was far from total. Although the policy of disassociation might seem to be a passive condemnation of the Syrian regime’s behavior, it has in fact allowed Amal to avoid commenting on the events in Syria, even when they affected Lebanon. In 2012, the Amal-affiliated minister of foreign affairs and emigrants, Adnan Mansour, refused to send a letter of complaint to the Syrian government over border violation by Syria.

As part of its pragmatism, Amal has always acknowledged the centrality of the Lebanon–Syria nexus. In his 1987 book, *Amal and the Shi’a*, Augustus Richard Norton wrote that Berri had a talent for “intentional indecisiveness” and a “policy penchant for keeping all options open.” This assessment is even truer today. By 2016, Amal had revived its ties with the Syrian government. Amal-affiliated minister of agriculture Ghazi Zaïter has visited Damascus twice since 2017, and Berri condemned the decision to exclude Syria from the 2018 Arab Economic Summit in Lebanon. “I will not accept any Arab meetings without Syria,” Berri said at the time.

**Relationship with the State (Lebanon)**

Amal is fully integrated into the Lebanese state. It conducts certain activities outside of state systems to cater to its constituents, but it does not do so in competition with the state, and the party does not exhibit ambitions to replace the state. This stands in stark contrast to Hezbollah. Hezbollah participates in Lebanese state structures and politics, but this is the lesser part of its activities, and it seems to do so mostly as a way to hedge its bets and maximize its influence, and not because it is seeking to submit to the state, at least in the near term. Hezbollah has its own military, training grounds, and securitized zones in Lebanon, and intervenes in conflicts outside the country.

Hezbollah’s power also gives it more muscle and control over the Shia street. Ever since Amal’s relationship with Bashar al-Assad soured, some analysts have claimed that Amal depends on Hezbollah’s electoral support for its survival. To some degree, Hezbollah’s
brawn also limits Amal’s ambitions; the fact that observers often view the latter as a sidekick to the former says more about the power imbalance that has emerged than it does about Amal’s ambitions and self-perception. Hezbollah likewise needs Amal. As part of the “Shia duo,” Amal acts as the domestic moderator to Hezbollah’s transgressive actions. Amal helps represent Hezbollah’s interests in the Lebanese government, and provides a more moderate option for a concerned Shia public.

Amal has maintained a relatively good standing for its constituency by manning ministerial posts, coopting state institutions and local agencies, and setting up its own nongovernmental social service network. Today, supporters of Amal are more interested in the party’s patronage networks than in its ideological position. Whereas Hezbollah set up a social service network that is entirely parallel to the state’s services, Amal uses a more diversified strategy. Amal saw state institutions and government positions as central to Shia social revival. Moreover, Amal supporters have huddled around the personality of Berri. Berri has been the leader of Amal since 1980, and Lebanon’s speaker of parliament for almost three decades now—no small feat in an environment replete with bickering elites and political stalemate. Today, Berri is seen as the most important arbiter among Lebanon’s sectarian political elite, and the only Shia politician that can calm public concern abroad over Hezbollah’s actions.

Amal relies on a corrupt, sectarian, and regionalized political system that allows it to retain its hybrid elements. In this, it differs little from many other Lebanese political parties. It also shares these traits with Hezbollah: both control different municipalities and so oversee different development projects by international nongovernmental and governmental organizations that are compelled to channel their funds through local government institutions. Also, Berri has emphasized his version of Lebanese nationalism by appointing more Shia to key governmental positions and offices, and by using government budgets to reallocate funds for the development of the South and Bekaa regions.
Apart from state-related means for service delivery, Amal has set up a modest parallel social service network, mainly run by Berri’s wife, Randa. In 1984, Randa established the Lebanese Welfare Association for the Handicapped (LWAH), a self-described non-governmental organization. As part of its activities, LWAH runs a sophisticated health care facility in the south of Lebanon called the Nabih Berri Rehabilitation Compound. Berri’s son Bassel Berri has recently become the chancellor of Phoenicia University, a newly registered private university that is widely viewed in Lebanon as being influenced by Amal.

In contrast to true hybrid actors, Amal does not have an armed wing. Amal can provide social security for its constituency through nepotism, patronage, and clientelist networks, or neighborhood security through its strongmen. However, what Amal lacks in military power, it makes up for in street power. If necessary, Amal can deliver chaos, instability, and insecurity. In 2018, when one politician called Berri “a thug” in a video recording, Amal supporters took to the streets, burning tires and blocking roads. Amal did not face any official punishments or other repercussions from Lebanese security agencies for the disturbances.

Amal provides a case study of an entity that has moved from being a nonstate actor with hybrid characteristics, as it was during the civil war, to being a political party that works almost entirely within the state’s systems. Amal’s patronage networks, provision of social services, and relations with a foreign government exceed most traditional notions of the role of political parties. But in the context of Lebanon, with its weak central government and profusion of powerful political parties—many of which have roots as militias—Amal’s expansive behavior is not particularly unusual. The party has an enduring alliance with Hezbollah—a hybrid actor par excellence—and the vast majority of its constituents have the same sectarian identity as Hezbollah’s. Still, these facts alone do not make Amal a hybrid actor, any more than other powerful political parties in Lebanon.
The Kurdish Parties of Iraq

The dominant Iraqi Kurdish parties operate a duopoly in Iraqi Kurdistan, a region that has possessed considerable autonomy from the central Iraqi government since the United States extended military protection to the area and its leaders in 1991. The Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), established in 1992, constitutes a near-state or unrecognized state. Since 2003, it has engaged in a push-pull relationship with Baghdad as the KRG and the Iraqi national government struggle over legal authority and budgets. The dominant parties in the region, the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), operate as a type of hybrid actor in the context of an unrecognized state. They are similar political parties that have armed wings but also engage in economic and political affairs. They aspire to become state actors and have built state structures; at the same time, they benefit from the gray area between state and nonstate. For instance, the KDP and PUK largely have resisted integrating their armed forces into the KRG—their own government structures—revealing the difficulties in achieving a monopoly over violence in the region.

However, unlike the main hybrid actors in this report, the KDP and PUK are different insofar as they have formed their own de facto government, one that is relatively independent from the Iraqi government and enjoys enhanced constitutional rights under the post-2003 (asymmetrical) federalist structure of the Iraqi state. The KRG has many of the trappings of statehood. It has its own parliament and cabinet (resembling a state), governs a relatively defined territory and population, and has the ability to engage in foreign affairs. The KRG benefits from support and close relations with a surprising array of foreign governments, including the United States, Israel, Turkey, and Iran. It enjoys de facto authority over its territories, and at times extends its territory, such as when it conquered Kirkuk in August 2014 and managed to hold the city until October 2017. However, it is not a formally recognized state.
As such, the KDP and the PUK are hybrid actors in the context of their own unrecognized state as well as in the context of the Iraqi state. The KDP and the PUK refuse to submit completely to the KRG or the central government in Baghdad, keeping one foot outside the structures and maintaining informal economic and military structures. Some of these armed forces—known as peshmerga, which literally means “those who face death”—have integrated into formal KRG structures as part of the Regional Guard Brigades (RGBs) under the KRG’s Ministry of Peshmerga or the KRG Ministry of Interior’s military police, the Zeravani. Most of the peshmerga, however, remain part of either the KDP or the PUK. This resembles other hybrid actors such as the PMU, which often speak of integration but prefer to keep their power apart from state institutions that they do not trust. Notwithstanding these divisions in loyalty, it nevertheless is common today to refer collectively to the armed forces of Iraqi Kurdistan as a single “peshmerga.”

Iraqi Kurdistan captured the attention of many politicians and citizens in Western capitals during the fight against the Islamic State. In the summer of 2014, as the Islamic State conquered much of northwestern Iraq, the KRG, under the leadership of the KDP and the PUK, looked to Washington and other Western capitals for help. The disaster presented an opportunity to put Kurdistan on the map and develop its fledgling state structure—two things that KDP and PUK leaders were eager to do. Their strategy involved stressing the fighting capability of their peshmerga forces. Even as the Iraqi military collapsed in battles against the Islamic State in 2014, Kurdish leaders argued that the eight peshmerga brigades remained intact and continued to prove crucial in the battle against the Salafi-jihadist group.209

This section focuses specifically on the KDP and the PUK with regard to the KRG. The two parties do not trust each other. That is one reason that neither fully submits to the KRG, even though both deeply participate in it. Submitting to the KRG would mean potentially submitting to the other side. In the 1990s, the PUK and KDP
fought a civil war; in the aftermath, the security apparatus of Iraqi Kurdistan became more centralized under the KDP, and the PUK peshmerga was weakened. Nonetheless, during this period, the KDP and PUK peshmergas continued to control separate areas of Iraqi Kurdistan. The KDP is strongest in the governorates of Erbil, Duhok, and parts of Nineveh, whereas the PUK is strongest in the governorates of Sulaymaniyah, Kirkuk, and parts of Diyala. Despite multiple efforts to unify them, the two have remained fractioned.

Security

Both the KDP and the PUK provide security to their respective areas, bolstering their claim to speak on behalf of the residents. They rely on their independent armed forces. In 1946, Mullah Mustafa Barzani took control of the peshmerga when he became minister of defense and commander of the Kurdish Army in the short-lived Mahabad Republic, a Kurdish state carved out of Iran. Barzani’s peshmerga was a cross-Kurdish tribal paramilitary organization. The peshmerga split in 1975, and the two resulting factions became the fighting forces of the two major Kurdish parties. Each party also has its own intelligence service, the Parastin (KDP) and the Zanyari (PUK). These intelligence services are sophisticated and supported by international intelligence agencies, with which they worked closely during the fight against the Islamic State, for example.

For much of the second half of the twentieth century, the two parties effectively maintained security and de facto authority in Iraqi Kurdistan. Prior to the 1990s, however, these efforts were mostly covert, because international actors did not want to recognize the Kurdish authorities. In 1991, the United States, France, and the United Kingdom changed policies and pushed for the United Nations to establish a safe haven that would become Iraqi Kurdistan, formalizing the KDP and the PUK’s authority.

The KDP and PUK armed forces are equipped with heavy weapons, including artillery, tanks, personnel carriers, and antitank weapons. The peshmerga does not have its own air support and relies on
rudimentary equipment. Following the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, the peshmerga maintained their status of independence from the Iraqi government. Article 121 (5) of the Iraqi constitution states: “The regional government shall be responsible for all the administrative requirements of the region, particularly the establishment and organization of the internal security forces for the region such as police, security forces, and guards of the region.”

The provision of security through the control of an armed group has proved essential for political power and maintaining constituencies and patronage networks in Iraqi Kurdistan. When the Change Movement (Gorran) emerged as a split from the PUK and formed as an opposition party in 2009, its leadership faced difficulties operating in politics, partly because it did not have a peshmerga force and could not provide security. Despite the split, the PUK sustained its popular legitimacy partly because it could still claim to enjoy coercive control. To further its claims to representation, KRG leadership wished to showcase its ability to provide stability and security in the precarious neighborhood.

**Service Provision**

Through the use of both the KRG and their own political party offices, the KDP and the PUK have institutionalized their service provision. On the formal KRG side, ministries such as agriculture and water resources, electricity, education, health, and planning provide for citizens and as such build constituencies.211 KRG public spending is more than 50 percent of its budget.212 Most of this spending pays the salaries of citizens, leading some to argue that the KRG is a bloated bureaucracy using salary payments to maintain legitimacy.

Over the years, the KDP and the PUK have worked to ensure economic self-sufficiency. The KRG’s revenue streams are based primarily on oil sales ($7.9 billion in 2018) and payments from the government of Iraq ($2.4 billion in 2018).213 To gain more economic independence, the KRG developed a pipeline from oil fields around Kirkuk that runs only through KRG territory toward Turkey.214 This
move ensured that the KRG could, to some extent, generate revenue without having to rely solely on payments from Baghdad. The KDP and PUK peshmerga also collects revenue from a variety of sources, including taxation at checkpoints and many businesses inside and outside Iraqi Kurdistan.215

Like other hybrid actors, the KDP and the PUK rely on ideology to cement power. In this case, the use of Kurdish nationalism allows the groups to maintain a following, positioning themselves as the leaders of the Kurdish cause and against Baghdad. When their legitimacy is under threat and their constituents grow restless, the groups fall back on nationalism to shore up their appeal. For instance, following the fight against the Islamic State, the KDP leadership pushed for an independence referendum. Although the referendum was nonbinding and it was already clear from a similar referendum in 2005 that the Kurds wanted independence, the leadership used the vote to regain a sense of nationalism. As a result, its constituents were reminded of the KDP’s role in the historic fight for Kurdish rights. The referendum helped successfully head off a popular challenge from Gorran that would have upended the long-standing political balance in Iraqi Kurdistan. PUK and KDP constituents rallied around the flag to reassert their support for the KRG and its parties.216

**Foreign Affairs**

The KDP and the PUK also engage in foreign affairs, both via the KRG as well as political parties in their own right. In 2014, as the Iraqi armed forces collapsed and retreated in the face of the Islamic State onslaught, the KDP and PUK leadership sought to develop the peshmerga as the West’s main ally in the fight against the self-styled caliphate. Iraqi Kurdistan’s chief of staff, Fuad Hussein, cited the weakness of the Iraqi armed forces when speaking to American officials less than a month after the Islamic State had captured Mosul: “80 percent of the Iraq army has collapsed,” he said.217 His point, it seemed, was that the West should support the Kurdish groups as the more trustworthy and effective ally.
Many Western leaders turned to the Kurdish peshmerga as an official state ally. Even Germany went against its traditional reluctance to participate militarily in international conflict and provided the peshmerga with the MILAN antitank rocket. During a press conference in Erbil with German defense minister Ursula von der Leyen, KRG president Masoud Barzani (2005–17) claimed that German support was integral for the peshmerga in its fight against the Islamic State. Various foreign capitals now engaged openly with the KRG and provided the Kurdish groups with training and weapons. Not only did the West rely on the peshmerga to fight the Islamic State in Iraq, but Western governments also helped send KDP peshmerga to fight in Syria, as part of the battle for Kobani in September 2016.

In sum, the KDP and the PUK are noteworthy case studies because they resemble hybrid actors: they are political parties that operate inside and outside state institutions to engage in political, security, economic, and social affairs. Although both parties have worked to develop the trappings of statehood, the KRG is not a state. The Iraqi constitution grants the federal government exclusive authority over “formulating and executing national security policy, including establishing and managing armed forces to secure the protection and guarantee the security of Iraq’s borders and to defend Iraq.” However, the KDP and the PUK have weakened the KRG’s statehood by their refusal to submit their capabilities, power, and legitimacy to the KRG, instead keeping most to themselves. As such, they compete and cooperate with the state (in this case, the de facto state), matching this report’s definition of the hybrid actor but in the context of an unrecognized state. In this sense, they are hybrid actors with regard to both the KRG and the government of Iraq.

The Iraqi Awakening

The Iraqi Awakening (in Arabic, the Sahwa) refers to a multiyear, broad-based realignment of Sunni tribal groups and former insurgents that saw former opponents of the United States turn against the
Islamic State in Iraq (ISI)—the successor to al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), which officially dissolved in October 2006. The manner in which that process evolved varied and depended on the time, place, and manner in which those shifts took place. As they took sides against ISI, these groups began fighting alongside and receiving support from the U.S. military. At its peak in 2008, the Awakening movement is estimated to have included nearly 100,000 fighters. With considerable credibility as a result of their military achievements, significant resources based on their partnership with the U.S. military, a constituency eager for effective representation, and a political vacuum stemming from the violence and chaos of the war, the Awakening and its key figures seemed well positioned to transform those assets into durable hybrid power. However, as this case study shows, the movement ultimately fell short of achieving hybrid actor status.

The Organic Emergence of a Movement

The initial realignment emerged organically, and began before the 2007 U.S. troop surge ordered by the George W. Bush administration, when Sunni tribes in Ramadi started actively organizing and fighting against AQI. Though the Awakening first emerged in Ramadi, its immediate successes encouraged both the U.S. military on the ground and Sunni tribal and insurgent leaders to replicate the model elsewhere in Anbar governorate. The bottom-up nature of the U.S. military effort was heavily influenced by the dire security situation in the governorate, which the U.S. Marine Corps’ intelligence chief had described in 2006 as having been “lost” by the United States. In an introduction to the official U.S. Marine Corps anthology of U.S. and Iraqi perspectives on the Anbar Awakening, the authors described it as an “indigenous movement to partner with U.S. forces to rid the region of al-Qaeda in Iraq [that] grew over time from multiple sources, coalesced in mid-2006, and blossomed in 2007.”

As a result of the movement’s success, the United States sought to extend the Awakening model to Baghdad and other areas of the country with more diverse populations than Anbar, with
its overwhelmingly Sunni Arab population. As the United States recruited new fighters elsewhere in the country, often engaging directly with former insurgents, it formalized these contacts and began referring to these groups as the Sons of Iraq. Owing to the imprecision with which the terms were used, even by U.S. military leaders, there is some confusion as to the relationship between the Awakening and the Sons of Iraq. In general, it is fair to say, as Najim Abed Al-Jabouri and Sterling Jensen have written, that “the Anbar Awakening and the Sons of Iraq program were two different initiatives, the former an Iraqi initiative and the latter an American one.”

As of October 2008, there were 94,000 fighters in the Sons of Iraq program. Among Iraqis, however, such distinctions were ignored, and the groups were referred to as Awakening groups regardless of geographic location.

The United States led the process to replicate the Awakening; it did not arise from agreements between the U.S. and Iraqi governments. As such, the Awakening groups operated outside central government authority, and as the movement expanded in mixed areas of Iraq, the Shia-led political order in Baghdad viewed it with skepticism. With an eye toward future withdrawal, the United States was keen to reach agreement with Iraq on future support for such groups more broadly, seeing them as a key to sustaining security gains. The United States eventually reached agreement for Iraq to integrate 20 percent of the fighters into its official military, with the remaining fighters vetted for other civil service positions or provided training to allow for transition into other employment. In October 2008, as part of the broader transition toward full Iraqi assumption of security control and U.S. withdrawal, Iraq began incrementally assuming responsibility for the Awakening fighters.

Following the military success of the Awakening, the armed actors who directed the turn against ISI sought to parlay their military achievements into informal and formal political power. As the Iraqi civil war receded, the Awakening and its leadership seemed well positioned to fill the political vacuums that had emerged in
Sunni-majority areas of the country and to act as a political counterweight in other, mixed areas of the country. However, despite the myriad failures of the Iraqi state, the Awakening failed in its attempts to influence political life and institutionalize political power among Iraq's fragmented Sunni community. Further, its inability to continue to project military power ensured that the coalition of groups would not be able to function as a sustainable and effective hybrid actor, despite the temporary backing and assistance it received from the United States.

The Awakening was composed of widespread and separate groups of local actors with no broader organizational structures and no formal connectivity binding them together. Initially, their unifying motivation was a reaction against the advance of AQI. As one-dimensional as this purpose was, it marked a momentous shift in the dynamics of the war. Later, the broader fight against the Islamic State represented a struggle that most Iraqis and their leaders finally could agree on, across lines of sect. As a result, the rise of the Awakening helped to reduce violence in the country—violence that stemmed from both the civil war and the anti-U.S. insurgency—and seemed to portend an important political opening for Iraqis. That political opening, however short-lived, allowed for the hesitant exploration of cross-sectarian politics and the possibility of loosening the country's rigid ethnosectarian political framework.

This major shift in the trajectory of violence and the changing political climate that emerged with the Awakening also set in motion a prolonged discussion and debate within the U.S. military and among U.S. national security experts as to the causes of the reduction in violence. The American views that emerged from these discussions were often simplistic and blinkered, focusing on troop increases, changing tactics, and steadfastness. These shallow analyses played a large part in distorting U.S. military thinking and planning. The relative success of the Awakening convinced some U.S. military planners that they had unlocked a more appropriate method for engaging nonstate actors not only in Iraq but also in other conflict settings. Soon after,
as U.S. attention was shifting to the war in Afghanistan, similar arguments were deployed in support of launching Afghan tribal militias as a supplement to U.S. and Afghan conventional forces.

Unexpected New Alliances

The Awakening’s initial cooperation with U.S. forces came as a surprise to American and Iraqi officials alike. In the aftermath of the 2003 invasion, Anbar had gained a reputation as a hotbed of resistance to the U.S. occupation. But the various conflicts that had ravaged Anbar governorate since the invasion soon changed many local leaders’ calculus about relations with the foreign army. First, within Anbar, AQI was threatening tribal leaders’ power. “It had begun to push them aside,” writes military analyst Carter Malkasian, “edging in on their territory and cutting into their smuggling business.”226 The nonaligned Sunni tribes also became direct targets of AQI, as the latter sought to establish its supremacy within the Sunni-majority areas of the country. More broadly, the sectarian civil war, as opposed to the anti-U.S. insurgency, had become the most immediate threat to the country’s minority Sunni community, particularly in mixed areas. Moreover, Iraq’s Sunnis had effectively lost that war and suffered unsustainable casualties in the process.227 This stark reality shifted the calculation for many Sunni fighters who had been involved in both the insurgency against the United States and the sectarian civil war.

The political challenges for Iraq’s Sunnis in the post-2003 political order were complicated by their previous role under Saddam Hussein’s Ba’athist regime and their lack of political organization following Saddam’s fall. Beyond their collective reservations and skepticism toward the country’s emerging post-Ba’ath politics, Iraq’s Sunnis were not prepared to contest political power, particularly as a distinct minority. Their lack of preparation stood in distinction to Iraq’s Shia and Kurds, who had organized in exile over many years.228 The de-Ba’athification process, which disproportionately affected Iraqi Sunnis, compounded the predicament. The question of Sunni political participation and representation became a major feature of
the early years of the post-Saddam order. Even though every post-
Ba’ath government included Sunni representation, broad swaths of
the Sunni community nonetheless felt that they had been excluded
from the new Iraqi political order. Neither did that representation
provide effective political leadership on the particular issues that
affected Iraq’s Sunnis and animated their grievances with the new
political dispensation. In the words of Iraqi constitutional lawyer
Zaid al-Ali, the exercise of “merely ensuring that there are minis-
ters from each of Iraq’s main communities—Shiites, Sunnis, Kurds
and minorities like the Chaldeans and Turkmen[s]—will not ensure
that they will represent those communities’ interests, let alone the
national interest.”

The expansion of the Awakening and the heightened U.S.
political pressure for formal integration of the Awakening into the
security organs of the Iraqi state and for a broader national recon-
ciliation process seemed to augur a new opportunity for Iraqi Sun-
nis—a respite from the serial catastrophes of the post-Saddam era.
With their newfound clout derived from their tactical achievements
against ISI, informal forms of authority, and patronage sources, the
Awakening appeared ready to grasp that opportunity. In the 2009
provincial elections, political parties and candidates linked to the
Awakening performed well and were able to capture a significant
share of representation in Anbar. Writing in 2009, military and
security analyst Michael Knights described an armed group coales-
cing around an identity of hybridity with both informal and formal
means of advancing their political interests:

The last twelve months have witnessed the Awakening
movements being absorbed into a range of official politi-
cal and security institutions of the Iraqi state. Sahwa
leaders have been incorporated into a strengthening web
of local government institutions such as District Devel-
opment Forums and Neighborhood Advisory Councils.
Many Sahwa leaders participated in provincial elections in
January 2009; the most successful Sahwa candidates were in Anbar, where Sheikh Abd al-Jabbar al-Rishawi (known as Jabbar Abu Risha) led the Iraq Awakening Council to a leading position on the provincial council.232

A Fleeting Political Opportunity

For the Awakening groups, however, this political opening was short-lived, undermined by Iraqi political and geographical realities and the finite nature of outside assistance and support from the United States. Initially, the Iraqi central government had a mostly positive perspective on the Anbar Awakening, owing to Anbar’s unique status as Iraq’s only Sunni-majority governorate and the obvious security gains achieved by the effort. The government did not reject the prospect of integrating the Anbar members of the Awakening into the Iraqi security forces: it was thought that Awakening groups’ local focus did not represent a political threat to Baghdad.233 But when the Awakening expanded beyond Anbar, the central government and Iraq’s key political players took a sharply different view of the movement.

When Baghdad began to take steps to curtail the influence of Awakening groups in mixed areas of the country, it constantly emphasized the ways in which Anbar was different. In 2009, following a series of high-profile arrests of Awakening figures, Ministry of Defence spokesman Maj. Gen. Mohammed al-Askari lauded the Awakening in Anbar. He argued that it was a reaction to the rise of the Islamic State, and emphasized that its efforts represented a basis for political reconciliation. But he also went on to describe branches in other governorates as “harboring an ulterior motive—the desire to take advantage of incorporation into the security apparatus in order to assist those still intent upon carrying out guerrilla operations.”234 Similarly, Vice President Adel Abdul Mahdi (who would later become prime minister) described Awakening groups with suspicion. “Certain groups took up the Sahwa banner, in Baghdad and elsewhere, even some terrorist groups,” he said. “Sometimes we can’t distinguish between the two—the original Sahwa and the falsely
created Sahwa. The pretend Sahwa [is] these groups who are waiting for the right moment to strike.”235 Brig. Gen. Nasir al-Hiti, commander of the Muthanna Brigade in Abu Ghraib, described members of the Awakening as “like cancer” that the Iraqi government had to remove. As late as 2010, and despite his government’s hesitant approach to the Awakening, then prime minister Nouri al-Maliki distinguished among the groups. “We all know that this blessed phenomenon started in Anbar,” he said. “Whenever the patriotic forces and the tribes combine forces in the name of national security, victory comes.”236

The government’s stark hostility to Awakening groups that emerged beyond Anbar ensured that they would not be provided with an alternative source of patronage once U.S. support reached an endpoint. Although the security gains proved beneficial at both a local and national level, the Iraqi state did not understand its relationship with these groups as one of dependence. Baghdad was not only unwilling to provide such support, but also opposed the groups’ existence and launched various crackdowns meant to quash them.

**Diminishing U.S. Support Heralds Demise**

The finite nature of U.S. support was perhaps the critical factor in the eventual failures of the Awakening to sustain its military power and extend its political influence. In addition to providing military support and assistance, U.S. forces also sought to enhance their clients’ economic self-sufficiency by awarding different types of contracts to their new security partners. Through military mechanisms such as the Commander’s Emergency Response Program, the Department of Defense streamlined this process and created the basis for patronage networks that enhanced the reputation and clout of U.S. clients.

Following its withdrawal from Iraq in 2010, the United States had no feasible means of continuing to provide military support to its armed nonstate Sunni allies without the explicit permission of the Iraqi government—which had no interest in allowing such arrangements to continue. “When we had a large military presence there
used to be a U.S. colonel with every Sunni tribe, but we couldn’t sustain that kind of contact from the embassy in Baghdad,” said former U.S. ambassador to Iraq James Jeffrey in 2014, describing this inevitable change. “It’s also very tricky for the embassy, because we are diplomats and guests in Iraq by the permission of the government, and they didn’t think we were there to run around with the Sunni tribes.”

On a political level, the demographic distribution of Iraq’s Sunnis also hindered their ability to politically organize in an effective way. Other than in the overwhelmingly Sunni Anbar governorate, Iraqi Sunnis are, in the words of the International Crisis Group, “a heterogeneous, plural community, spread over provinces” and “encompass several confessional and ethnic groups.” It did not help that Awakening groups lacked an ideological orientation beyond the localized instrumentalization of tribal and sectarian identity. The Awakening also did not have any strong ideological overlap with either its patron or the government of its own country. It shared with Washington an antipathy to ISI, but little else, and faced deep-seated mutual mistrust and a fundamental divergence in political aims with Baghdad. Without a coherent political structure, enduring foreign or domestic backing, and the means to provide patronage, these local actors were unable to sustain their immediate hold on power or expand their profile.

Though the Awakening’s failures were most acute outside of Anbar, they also were evident in the governorate from which the movement arose—a territory that had seemed to possess some of the components necessary to allow the Awakening to emerge as a credible, sustainable hybrid actor. The United States had been concerned about the eventual fate of the Awakening, specifically in how the Shia-led central government might treat it following a U.S. drawdown. Those concerns mounted with the slow pace of integration and the erratic and incomplete nature of payments for Awakening members. To remain relevant to Baghdad following the U.S. withdrawal, Awakening groups would have needed a grounding in local
influence and power. But Awakening figures, crippled by fragmentation and a lack of formal political organization, fared poorly in the 2010 parliamentary elections. Deprived of external backing and receiving only limited support from the central government, even the groups in Anbar receded in terms of presence and relevance.

Two additional factors helped fatally weaken the Awakening in Anbar. First, Maliki’s increasingly sectarian and centralizing impulses produced a backlash among Iraq’s Sunnis that generated protests throughout Anbar. The rise of the protest movement created a dilemma for Anbar’s tribal leaders, as Malkasian writes:

Most of Anbar’s tribal leaders backed the protests, yet in doing so they weakened their own control. They depended on the government for money, salaries, and privileges, but the protests forced them to choose between abandoning these perks or being discredited in the eyes of their tribesmen. And by accepting the legitimacy of mass political activity, the tribal leaders implicitly undermined their own authority. This enabled AQI supporters who had formerly been under the tribal thumb to come out, rally the people, and implicitly challenge the leaders who were now bereft of government support.

As the insurgency regenerated and gathered force, the Awakening and its tribal leadership also became a prime target for what came to be known as the Islamic State, which undertook a coordinated and targeted assassination campaign against key Awakening figures.

The cumulative effect of these various challenges and setbacks was the eventual demise of the Awakening as a political and military force. “We cannot fight them now,” lamented an Anbari tribal leader in 2013, speaking in 2013, as the Islamic State gained military momentum. “They will kill us and get revenge because we fought them with American support. Today this government is not able to protect or support us.” By the time of the Islamic State’s breakout military offensive in Anbar in 2014, tribal forces were no longer a
credible fighting force that could stem the momentum of the revitalized group. Despite belated attempts by Baghdad to revitalize tribal forces after the fall of key urban areas in the governorate, the efforts produced little: the Awakening was “dead.”

Although the Awakening briefly appeared on a trajectory to survive as a powerful, U.S.-backed Sunni hybrid actor in a Shia-centric Iraq, its quick demise illustrates the fluid nature of armed groups in fragile conflict zones. In particular, the Awakening experiment was hampered by the evaporation of foreign support from the United States, and by frontal pressure from the Iraqi state.

The Islamic State

The Sunni jihadist organization known as the Islamic State (also known by the deliberately derogatory Arabic acronym, Da’esh) is difficult to fit into existing theoretical models. It has operated neither as a normal nonstate actor nor as a proxy of another government. But it is not a normal state entity, nor, properly speaking, is it a hybrid actor of the type investigated in this report. The Islamic State has combined typical nonstate actor practices with ideas explicitly antithetical to the state system. At the same time, however, the Islamic State has shown fairly advanced state-like governance and a religiously inspired ideology that, with its strong, idiosyncratic notions of statehood and sovereignty, distinguishes it from al-Qaeda-style Salafi-jihadism. In the eyes of Islamic State leaders themselves, their “caliphate” is in fact not only a state, but the world’s only legitimate state—it is all other governments that have rebelled against the divine order that the Islamic State seeks to uphold and embody. The territorial rise and fall of the Islamic State’s caliphate helps clarify the hybrid concept by its difference: the Islamic State stepped out of the hybrid category through its quest to perform statehood exclusively on its own terms.

The group was originally created as the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) in 2006, by al-Qaeda’s Iraqi franchise and several smaller Iraqi Sunni insurgent groups. After repeated setbacks and losses in the
2007–10 period, ISI began to recover and expand into Syria in 2011, initially under the cover of a front group, the Nusra Front. In 2013, a messy internal split saw ISI rebrand itself as the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (often known as ISIL or ISIS), which would operate openly in both countries. Dissident members in Syria retained the Nusra Front moniker and pledged allegiance directly to al-Qaeda’s international leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri, instead of the Islamic State leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Over the following year, the Islamic State drifted into violent conflict with other Syrian rebels and jihadists, including its erstwhile allies in the Nusra Front and al-Qaeda.

In mid-2014, the group, still calling itself ISIS, capped a series of military victories with a declaration that Baghdadi had been anointed caliph of the Islamic world. The group’s name was shortened to the Islamic State, reflecting its new claim to unrestricted sovereignty over the world’s Muslims, and apocalyptic and messianic themes began to surface in the group’s propaganda. (For ease of reading, this case study henceforth uses the name “Islamic State” for the group for the entirety of its history.) In Fallujah, Raqqa, Mosul, and other Syrian and Iraqi cities, the Islamic State established a durable, state-like monopoly of force through startling displays of brutality. As its international notoriety grew, the group won new adherents across the world, with independent Salafi-jihadist organizations and al-Qaeda dissidents pledging allegiance to Baghdadi as far off as in Afghanistan, Libya, and Nigeria.

As it turned out, however, declaring war on the entire world had its drawbacks. Under fire from several intervening nations, including the United States, Iran, Turkey, and Russia, the group’s fortunes have declined since 2015. Nearly all of the ostensible caliphate in Syria and Iraq had been lost by 2017, and U.S.-backed Kurdish forces crushed the last Islamic State enclave in Syria in early 2019. However, even as a fugitive hiding in areas controlled by others, Baghdadi continued to style himself caliph and the Islamic remained committed to the improbable vision of itself as a “state” (“dawlah”) rather than a mere “group” (“jama’ah”).
Pretensions to Statehood

Being a state implies a claim on sovereign control, which leaves little room for groups working outside the Islamic State system. From its perspective, such groups are nonstate actors. In practice, however, the Islamic State view of other Sunni jihadists has varied over time, reflecting not only a shifting context but also the group’s internal evolution.

The group’s early “state” in Iraq appears to have handled like-minded organizations pragmatically if often brutally. Sunni Islamist factions were encouraged to join the state project, sometimes through threats and violence, and ruthlessly persecuted if they tried to actively oppose it. However, the early Islamic State in Iraq did not, in general, portray the separate existence of such groups as a punishable affront in and of itself, and it had no quibble with the idea of other groups operating beyond Iraq. Although this early incarnation of the group was no longer an official al-Qaeda branch—al-Qaeda’s Iraqi cadre had officially dissolved into the newly declared state in 2006—it maintained a collaborative relationship with al-Qaeda’s international leadership and appears to have recognized the latter’s primacy outside Iraq.249

“The relationship of the Islamic State with the jihadist groups, and especially with our brethren in the Ansar al-Islam group [in Iraq], is a solid relationship,” explained an Islamic State official in an article published in 2008, when the group was far weaker than at its apex six years later. “The bond is one of method [“manhaj”] and creed [“aqidah”], and we are all in the same trench. There is intelligence and military cooperation, and although we desire a unification of the ranks and encourage groups to pledge allegiance to the Islamic State, it isn’t an obstacle to working with our beloved brothers, the truthful mujahideen, and we would not deny their virtues in this blessed jihad.”250 In practice, members of other Iraqi insurgent groups, like Ansar al-Islam or the Islamic Army, complained that the Islamic State in Iraq treated them arrogantly and brutally, including
by arresting and assassinating their leaders, and they often repaid such offenses in kind. These skirmishes probably had as much to do with the cutthroat nature of Iraqi insurgent politics as with the Islamic State’s particular ideological pretensions.251

In post-2011 Syria, too, Islamic State operatives at first worked pragmatically and covertly within a factionally diverse Sunni rebel and Islamist movement. The idea that the “state” operated on a higher level of legitimacy than its allies resurfaced in April 2013, when Baghdadi dropped the Nusra Front cover, changed his group’s name to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, and revealed the group’s presence in Syria. But even then, Baghdadi said the Islamic State would “extend our wide hands and open our arms and hearts to the factions doing jihad for the sake of Allah Almighty and the proud tribes,” inviting them to join without threatening punishment if they did not.252 In this spirit of collaboration, Islamic State fighters at first fought side by side not only with the rump Nusra Front splinter and other Syrian Salafis, such as Ahrar al-Sham, but even with U.S.-backed fighters operating under the Free Syrian Army banner.

However, as competition with al-Qaeda and other rebels intensified through 2013, the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria retreated deeper into its idea of privileged statehood. Rival groups now found that the Islamic State rejected the insurgency’s normal mechanisms for conflict resolution, such as joint sharia tribunals and arbitration by independent religious scholars. The Islamic State argued that, as a state, only its own courts had jurisdiction over its internal affairs. To allow nonstate groups any say in the matter would be to “infringe on the right of the Muslim sovereign and his state.”253 This attitude prevented easy resolution of local conflicts and poisoned the overall mood. In January 2014, full-scale civil war erupted among the insurgents, and the Islamic State broke away irrevocably from the rest of the rebellion. The resulting polarization between figures that supported either the Islamic State or al-Qaeda and the Nusra Front accelerated the Islamic State’s drift toward ever more maximalist ambitions and a fixation with its own nature as a state.
On June 29, 2014, the declaration of Baghdadi’s caliphate ended any lingering ambiguity as the Islamic State took its claim to divinely inspired statehood to its logical end point:

We clarify to the Muslims that with this declaration of [a caliphate], it is incumbent upon all Muslims to pledge allegiance to [Baghdadi] and support him (may Allah preserve him). The legality of all emirates, groups, states, and organizations, becomes null by the expansion of the [caliphate]’s authority and arrival of its troops to their areas. . . . As for you, O soldiers of the [rebel and jihadist] platoons and organizations, know that after this consolidation and the establishment of the [caliphate], the legality of your groups and organizations has become invalid.254

The declaration of a caliphate extinguished all possibilities of compromise or hedging. Rival groups now had to make a choice between submitting to Baghdadi or entering into conflict with his followers.

Many Syrian and Iraqi Sunni Islamists chose the former and joined the Islamic State, believing it to be the safer bet: Baghdadi’s group had just conquered Raqqa and Mosul, was unprecedentedly powerful, and treated rivals with blood-curdling cruelty. Those who continued to reject the group responded angrily to Baghdadi’s perceived usurpation of Islamic legitimacy. “The reality of this so-called state, or the so-called caliphate, is that it rules by power and oppression,” warned the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood.255 “The restoration of an Islamic caliphate is a prophecy of the Prophet Mohammed, peace be upon him, but we don’t believe that it has any relationship with the [Islamic State] declaration,” said Hassane Abboud, the head of Ahrar al-Sham.256

Internationally, most well-known jihadist scholars denounced the Islamic State caliphate as “premature, ill-prepared, illegitimate, and generally a bad idea at this time and in the hands of al-Baghdadi,” according to the Dutch academic Joas Wagemakers.257 However, for
a younger and more action-oriented generation of jihadist radicals, raised on Internet lectures and YouTube combat videos, Baghdadi’s decision to implement divine law here and now proved irresistible.\(^{258}\) Thousands of new recruits began flooding in from the Arab world and Europe to join the Islamic State, tipping the global intrajihadist balance of power away from al-Qaeda for the first time since the September 11, 2001, attacks.

**The Islamic State’s Governance**

The Islamic State matched its claim to statehood with a dedicated effort to govern captured areas in a state-like fashion. Between 2014 and 2017, and even later, the Islamic State “built a state of administrative efficiency that collected taxes and picked up the garbage,” wrote journalist Rukmini Callimachi after a *New York Times* examination of thousands of Islamic State documents captured in Iraq.\(^{259}\) Its authorities issued marriage certificates, regulated market prices, registered vehicles, banned trademark infringements, and organized school exams. They also ran the armed forces, the police, prisons, and courts, and performed other basic state functions.\(^{260}\)

For as long as it lasted, and on its own extreme terms, the Islamic State’s state-building project appeared remarkably successful. However, it was not all Baghdadi’s doing, as the Islamic State relied heavily on inherited administrative tools. The Sunni rebel factions that preceded the Islamic State in Syria had shown little talent for governance, typically looting public institutions when entering an area and jostling with each other over spoils and power. In sharp contrast to their predecessors’ anarchic and short-termist behavior, the Islamic State made a point of reviving captured state institutions and dragging employees back to work, while also putting its own ideological stamp on their activities.\(^{261}\) In Mosul, the Iraqi government’s Directorate of Agriculture was kept operational but rebranded as the caliph’s Diwan of Agriculture and brought into conformity with the Islamic State version of sharia law—female employees were fired, men were told they could no longer shave their beards, and...
meteorological services were shut down since rain is “a gift from God.” However, captured institutions also were increasingly directed to carry out money-making schemes to fill Islamic State coffers, such as sales of confiscated Christian and Yazidi homes and farmland.262

The quest for financing and resources was a constant concern, and the economy was the area where the Islamic State most resembled “hybrid” nonstate actors that operate inside or alongside a state.263 To secure profits from Syrian oil and gas installations, Islamic State leaders made pragmatic under-the-table deals with middlemen connected to the Damascus government, rival Sunni rebel groups, and even Western companies.264 Institutional funding and public sector salary payments from the Iraqi and Syrian governments provided additional income and helped sustain governance functions in territory under Islamic State control.265 After the Iraqi government cut off salary payments to Islamic State–controlled regions in mid-2015, the group became more dependent on tax collection—an area in which it showed real talent. As Callimachi writes:

Ledgers, receipt books and monthly budgets describe how the militants monetized every inch of territory they conquered, taxing every bushel of wheat, every liter of sheep’s milk and every watermelon sold at markets they controlled. From agriculture alone, they reaped hundreds of millions of dollars. Contrary to popular perception, the group was self-financed, not dependent on external donors.

More surprisingly, the documents provide further evidence that the tax revenue the Islamic State earned far outstripped income from oil sales. It was daily commerce and agriculture—not petroleum—that powered the economy of the caliphate.266

At no point, however, does the Islamic State appear to have received direct state support. To be sure, it indirectly profited from state funding to the broader Syrian insurgency, including by skimming supplies intended for other rebel groups or purchasing weapons
from those groups. The Islamic State also may have profited from quid pro quo exchanges and from extorting states, for example by holding hostages. Even so, the group appears to have been largely self-funded through taxation, oil and gas income, and institutional rents, helping to guarantee its independence in the face of state and nonstate enemies alike. However, although the longer-term economic sustainability of the Islamic State’s state-building model appears dubious at best, it failed because of political and military opposition—and not because of flaws in the model itself. Islamic State governance simply could not survive the international onslaught triggered by the jihadists’ aggressive, provocative policies and their gleeful broadcasting of videotaped atrocities.

Even though the Islamic State’s governance project was conceptually at odds with the hybrid actor model, its dramatic rise and fall showcases the centrality of the state and stateness to the rise of hybrid actors and of other competitors to the state authority. Only in the context of a collapsing, distracted state could a group such as the Islamic State rise to such a scale, mounting an ambitious local challenge to the state system as such—and it could claim the administrative prowess of its caliphate only because it was able to incorporate existing state administrative institutions.
III. State Sponsorship

The use of proxies or nonstate allies is hardly unique to the Levant or the Middle East. In fact, during the Cold War the United States and the Soviet Union regularly used proxies as a means to limit the potential for superpower conflict and escalation, despite the serious costs imposed by proxy conflict. Traditionally, the logic underlying the use of proxies was clear in that it allowed patrons and sponsors to avoid “bearing the political, financial, and military burden of direct intervention.” In the present-day Middle East, the use of proxies and nonstate actors has been a practicable means for power projection and regional competition. This is particularly true for Iran, which has long-standing capacity in developing and sustaining partnerships with nonstate and militant actors. Iran also has been the most successful state in supporting and producing hybrid actors capable of influencing both their states and societies. Other states, including the United States, Israel, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates, have invested considerably in proxies and hybrids. At the present historical juncture, however, none have done so as consistently and as effectively as Iran.

Iran has tempered the ideological motivations for its regional policy—it no longer seeks to export its revolution to the entire region—but it can still draw on its ideological ties with nonstate groups to create, cultivate, and sustain powerful substate actors. Iranian calculations as to when to intervene are most often governed by opportunity, in the form of conflict, degree of centrality to Iranian
strategic goals, prospects for success, ease of access, and the nature of international ramifications. In this sense, Iran views Syria and Iraq much differently than it views, for example, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. Indeed, Iran views Iraq as a first-order priority, and Syria as a key arena for its ability to grow its regional influence; by contrast, relations with nonstate actors in Saudi Arabia and Bahrain are useful only in that they allow Tehran to propagate its “defense of our Shia brothers” line and enable it to be a nuisance to Saudi Arabia, its regional rival. This combination of pragmatic decision making coupled with ideological coherence once interventions are underway has proven successful in advancing Iranian influence, particularly in the current era of regional destabilization and conflict. But the practice of cultivating multiple competing power centers also comes with serious costs, and to date Iran has proven willing to bear them.

Iran’s main rivals have experimented with a variety of different approaches. In some more recent cases of post–Arab uprisings such as Libya, Syria, and Yemen, Iran’s rivals have engaged in revisionist intervention. For example, the United Arab Emirates’ military intervention in Yemen might fit the same model of foreign sponsorship of hybrids. So might some historical cases, such as Israel’s sponsorship of the Lebanese Forces. In other cases, Iran’s rivals have upheld the status quo and tried to prop up existing states.

Tehran’s success in the use of proxies is largely a function of structural advantages unavailable to Iran’s key competitors and rivals. For various reasons, those states have not been able to recreate the conditions that allow for ideological, religious, political, and strategic convergence that typify Iran’s most successful partnerships in the region. Though they are unlikely to be able to create convergence on all these issues, they may be able to achieve it on some. Those deficiencies have been on full display in recent years as those competitors, in the form of the Arab states of the Gulf, Turkey, and the United States, have all sought to cultivate nonstate partners, to decidedly mixed effect.
The Qualified Success of Iran

The Islamic Republic of Iran's reliance on proxies and nonstate actors was born out of its revolutionary ideology. After the 1979 revolution, through numerous speeches and writings, Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini established a duty to export Iran's Islamic revolution and to wage, by whatever means, a constant struggle against the perceived oppressor states. Today, the influence of Iran's revolutionary ideology over state policy has receded somewhat, as national interest and pragmatism have gradually taken over. But Tehran's reliance on these nonstate actors continues to fulfill a number of objectives. Iran uses proxies to pursue its interests, expand its regional influence, deter conventionally superior forces from attacking Iran, and deter foreign interference in the region, which it considers to be within its sphere of interest. In distinction to its regional competitors, Iran's ability, in the words of analyst Afshon Ostovar, “to develop and sustain a clientage of allied co-religionist Shia militant organizations across the region” has enabled it to effectively project power throughout the region's conflict landscape. Over the past few years of near-constant conflict intervention, Iran has made significant progress in improving its proxies’ deployability, interoperability, and capacity to conduct unconventional warfare. It has moved beyond the revolutionary zeal that characterized its regional policy in the immediate aftermath of the Islamic revolution. But when it has chosen to project power—as a function of pragmatism, opportunism, or defensiveness—it has benefited from the ideological coherence that generally characterizes its interactions with its proxies and partners. In this sense, ideological ties, which encompass religious, political, and strategic views, have been a necessary but not sufficient condition for producing the most effective and sustainable patron-client relationships.

Analysts often perceive Iran’s control over its proxies and partners as tight and total, but the reality is more nuanced than that. Indeed, the degree of Iranian control over such groups is dependent on its interests in the area in which the group operates, its involvement
in the group’s creation, and Tehran’s relationship with and trust in the group. For example, the degree of Iranian involvement in and control of Hezbollah’s actions is different from that of the Houthis in Yemen. For that matter, control and influence over these groups are desirable, but some degree of deniability is also key: Tehran does not want to appear responsible for all actions these groups take, as that would diminish the groups’ effectiveness for Tehran.

Iran’s relationships with nonstate actors in the Middle East is a source of power and influence. But for others in the region and outside it, it is a nuisance. Countries in the region point to Tehran’s relationship with nonstate actors as proof of its hegemonic ambitions and its desire to meddle in Arab affairs in order to destabilize the region. They attribute the prolonging of regional conflicts to Iran and the way it relies on nonstate groups. The Arab states of the Gulf regularly single out Tehran’s relationship with its proxies as the cause of regional tensions, calling on the United States and its European allies to cease appeasing Tehran and address its regional ambitions.272 “In Iraq and in Lebanon, the effects of regional interference are . . . stark,” said Sheikh Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, Bahrain’s minister of foreign affairs, in a 2018 speech. Iraq’s and Lebanon’s pursuit of prosperity, he added in a different address later that year, is impeded “by Iranian-backed groups or individuals who place loyalty to the Islamic Republic over the national interests of their countries, resulting in bad governance, inefficiency and ultimately political paralysis.”273 Al Khalifa also attributed the stalemate in Yemen to Iran’s influence over the “terrorist” Houthis.274 Similarly, in June 2019, the spokesperson for the Arab coalition fighting in Yemen attributed the worsening of the war to Iran’s direct control of the Houthis, and their desire to control the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait.275

The Contingent Significance of Religious Identity

Iran’s control of regional nonstate actors varies according to the group and the country it operates in, and the importance of the group’s operating arena to Tehran. A proxy group’s devotion to Iran’s ruling
principles also varies. Generally, when groups do not proclaim loyalty to the Islamic Republic’s Rule of the Jurisprudent—the Shia principle that gives custodianship over the people to the “Islamic jurist” (a position filled by Iran’s supreme leader)—it results in more limited Iranian control over their final decision making, giving greater weight to whether the proxy group itself wants closer ties with Tehran or not.276

Such religious ties, and a broader ideological and strategic affinity, have allowed Iran to cultivate enduring, disciplined relations with its closest partners and proxies. Other groups, such as the Houthis in Yemen, who are Zaydi Shia, present a different model of partnership. Though the Zaydis share similar worldviews and follow the same minority Muslim faith as Iran’s leadership, they are a minority in the Shia community; their religious doctrine and beliefs are markedly different from the Shia in Iran, Iraq, and elsewhere in the region.277 In fact, by some measures, Zaydi beliefs are actually more similar to Sunni Islam than Iranian Shiism.278 In addition, the group’s grievances are local and material, and hardly related to their religious beliefs: they are demanding equal access to political and civil rights and proportional representation, ending corruption, and curbing the spread of Salafism.279

As a result, the Houthis have maintained a degree of independence from Tehran, and wage war against the Yemeni government and the Saudi-led coalition irrespective of what Tehran wants. For example, according to U.S. intelligence, in 2015 Tehran ordered the Houthis not to enter Sana’a, in anticipation that this would lead to a conflict.280 But the Houthis ignored Tehran’s advice, leading to the beginning of the conflict with the Saudi-led coalition.281 Even two years into the war in Yemen, the Quds Force of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) reportedly tried to influence the Houthis into being more cooperative with Tehran and improving their targeting and strategy, to no avail.282

Thus, it is limiting to assess the relationship between Iran and its proxies and partners based solely on religious kinship and loyalty to the Rule of the Jurisprudent. According to the scholar Narges Bajoghli,
what actually binds [Iranian proxy and partner] groups together is not an adherence to specific theological doctrine—if that were the case, Iran would not have close relationships with certain Palestinian factions, nor with Iraqi Kurdish groups, to say nothing of ties to Bashar al-Assad in Syria or the Houthis in Yemen. . . . When one pays close attention to the discourse of these groups, from their official statements to their media output, the emphasis is on sovereignty and the fight against imperialism. Of course the symbolism of Islam as a cultural and political identity is also present, but it is not the driving force.283

In other words, Iran’s relationship with certain groups throughout the region is based in part on its image as a force battling imperialism and foreign interference in domestic affairs—a goal that Khomeini outlined in numerous speeches following the establishment of the Islamic Republic. This regional posture reflects another important dimension to Iran’s ideological appeal that is distinct from its engagement with more doctrinaire coreligionist groups. Iran’s 1979 revolution, while Islamic in nature, was also a struggle against the shah—a ruler the revolutionaries saw as an American puppet who did not have the interests of his nation at heart. In addition, Khomeini envisioned the Islamic Republic as the defender of minorities and the oppressed. Article 154 of the Islamic Republic’s constitution states Iran’s support for the “struggles of the oppressed for their rights against the oppressors.” These views reflected the notion that “Iran and the Islamic world more broadly are in an existential conflict against Western imperialism,” as Ostovar has put it.284 This revisionist posture is distinctive and attractive to groups that are motivated to redraw the status quo, despite the potential costs of receiving patronage from Iran.285 Nonetheless, such affinities toward Iran based on Iran’s antagonistic regional posture are far more susceptible to changes in regional climate, as has been the case throughout the Arab uprisings and the ensuing period of conflict.286
Recent comments from Houthi leaders do, however, make clear that continued engagement can deepen bonds over time despite the lack of complete ideological convergence. The prolongation of the war in Yemen and the utility and effectiveness of Iran’s relatively modest intervention have deepened relations between the Houthis and Iran. What began as a covert and deniable engagement has gradually grown into a recognized and public relationship. In a recent visit to meet with Iranian supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the Houthi envoy Mohammad Abdulsalam told Khamanei that “We consider your leadership to be the continuation of that of the prophet of Islam . . . and Imam Ali . . . and we consider your stance inspired by Imam Ali . . . in support of the oppressed people of Yemen in accordance with Imam Khomeini and a source of blessing and very heartwarming.” While stopping short of full-spectrum ideological commitment, the evocative religious rhetoric of the Houthi envoy reflects the way that religious ties, whether deeply or shallowly grounded in traditional doctrine, can be emphasized to strengthen relations. From the perspective of Iran, granting this form of public audience with the supreme leader is similar to the way in which it deals with its closest proxies.

A comparable pattern can be discerned when examining the degree of control Tehran has over the followers of Muqtada al-Sadr in Iraq and Hamas in Palestine. Members of both groups have maintained a relationship with Tehran, yet Iranian investment in their movements has not translated into direct Iranian control over their actions and decision making. In these cases, by virtue of the provision of assistance and supplies, Tehran maintains a degree of influence over the groups, and advises them on policy decisions, but this does not mean they simply follow Tehran’s orders.

**Changeable Motivations for Sponsorship**

Particularly with respect to its relationships with Sunni clients, Iran faces built-in limitations in terms of the depth, sustainability, and effectiveness of relations. In its approach to Palestinian militant
groups, Iran has sought to emphasize the commonalities that flow from a commitment to political Islam and a commitment to anti-Israel regional politics. Iran has thus been able to exploit its unique posture to forge ties with Sunni groups, particularly as these groups have only limited access to alternative sources of support. Prior to the deepening of sectarian polarization and conflict that began in the wake of the 2003 U.S.-led invasion of Iraq and that accelerated after the failed Arab uprisings that began in 2010, Iran’s regional posture and positioning provided a pathway for forging ties and relations with Sunni Islamist groups in a few different countries in the region.

Iran initially welcomed the Arab uprisings of 2011, and Khamenei suggested that Iran’s Islamic revolution was “a role model for these popular movements.” But as the nature of regional conflict has evolved, Iran’s ability to exercise soft power and maintain its ties with such groups has suffered. In the intervening years, Iran has become a more sectarian actor, building deeper and more effective ties with Shia militant groups, while its links with Sunni actors have diminished. A particularly stark example of this dynamic can be seen in Iran’s relationship with Hamas, a long-standing Iranian client that previously had housed much of its external senior leadership in Damascus. As the contours of the conflict in Syria evolved and took on an increasingly sectarian cast, Hamas chose to relocate its senior leadership and effectively broke with Iran. There are more recent signs of rapprochement, but the turbulent nature of the relationship is testament to the vulnerability of these types of cross-sectarian partnerships that lack full ideological convergence.

Iran’s command and control over its proxies also depends on the level of trust it has in the group. For example, given Iran’s involvement in the establishment of Hezbollah, the deep ties between Iran and the group, and the success of the movement, Hezbollah remains a fairly self-guided actor over whom Tehran has considerable influence. According to a Tehran-based Iranian academic, “the link between Iran and Hezbollah is very close. It takes two to three weeks for the cabinet to see the supreme leader, but Hassan Nasrallah will be granted
an audience faster and with more ease than [Iranian president Hassan] Rouhani.” The academic added that the situation is “the same” for Qasem Soleimani when the Quds Force leader seeks a meeting with Hezbollah’s leadership. But Tehran also recognizes that if Lebanon is “going to be a nation state” then “Hezbollah can’t be the only political player in town.” In other words, as this report has shown, Tehran allows Hezbollah considerable leeway in devising its political and policy priorities in Lebanon, the group’s main area of operation.

The Popular Mobilization Units (PMU) in Iraq follows a similar pattern. Historically, Iran’s relationship with Iraq’s Shia communities has been tumultuous, as this report’s case study on the PMU has shown. Despite this tumultuous relationship, Iran works hard to maintain and expand ties with Iraq’s Shias, considered a key constituency for Tehran. Iraq is, after all, a key area of interest for Iran, in which it has political, economic and religious interests it must secure. Tehran also remembers that the last time it was at odds with a strong Iraq, it faced eight years of devastating war.

In addition, much like the Houthis in Yemen, different Shia groups in Iraq also have their own interests, which at times are not in line with those of Tehran, making their loyalty to Tehran more fluid than Tehran would like. Nevertheless, the long-standing political and religious kinship and ties between such groups and Tehran has given Iran a significant degree of influence over them—or at least among certain Shia factions in Iraq. When Tehran trusts an organization and its leaders, it welcomes their willingness to consider Iranian interests in their decision making, and can give them extensive leeway to conduct daily business in Iraq. This can be seen in the case of the Badr Organization, a PMU faction led by reliably pro-Iranian Hadi al-Amiri. Amiri has continued to engage with U.S. diplomats in the country, despite his own ideological leanings and the escalating tensions between the United States and Iran. By contrast, the relative infancy of the nonstate actors that coordinate with Iran in Syria means they receive greater guidance from the IRGC in their decision making and actions.
Importantly, even if the actors in question are considered proxies of Tehran, if their interests diverge from those of Iran’s, then it is possible that they will not follow Tehran’s advice or wishes because the pursuit of their own interests generally remains the source of their local power. Other groups have no choice but to accept Iranian assistance, as was the case for Iran’s outreach to the Shia Hazaras in Afghanistan during the country’s 1989–92 civil war, when anti-Shia Afghan militants targeted that ethnic community. But according to Iran expert Alex Vatanka, there “is a rich record of this community resisting Iranian attempts to impose its ideological preferences on them.” Many non-Shia groups that work with Tehran are reticent to accept Iranian overlordship and have grown weary of its ideology. In addition, in some cases there is value for the group in question to demonstrate their relative independence from Tehran—knowing that generally, the perception that the group merely follows the orders of an external patron without consideration for the local cause or its constituency will diminish its support base. In such cases, groups will make their support to the Islamic Republic seem more grassroots and voluntary, rather than one that is imposed from the top down.

For Tehran, the reliance on nonstate actors with local support is a useful model, but their partial autonomy can be an additional difficulty and a nuisance. This was the case with the outbreak of the war in Yemen following the Houthis’ takeover of Sana’a contrary to Tehran’s advice. The same can be said of Hamas’s 2012 decision to withdraw support for Bashar al-Assad in Syria—in direct opposition to Iranian efforts. It is challenging for Iran to manage the independence of its chosen nonstate actors, but the Islamic Republic’s leadership considers it a natural result of its preferred model and continues to work with the relationships as best it can.

**The Magnitude of Iran’s Support**

The extent of Iran’s assistance to foreign militias and nonstate actors in the region has been the cause of much debate. There is little consensus on the magnitude of aid. The United States estimates
that Iran spends about $1 billion a year on proxies in the region; other estimates have suggested Iran spends $15–20 billion in Syria alone. Generally, Tehran’s assistance is deliberately opaque and nontraceable, varying widely according to the importance to Iran of the group in question. Conversely, overt transfers of assistance are deliberately designed to be grand political statements of support for the group in question.

Tehran has devoted significant sums of money to maintaining the links it has with nonstate actors in the region—and this despite the internal economic difficulties it faces. One of the leading criticisms of the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran was that it supposedly provided a cash windfall that Iran would pour into its nefarious activities in the region. But Tehran’s regional operations have been relatively stable despite its economic troubles and the sanctions: it continued its support to regional proxies even when faced with the most draconian sanctions following 2010, and again, following the reimposition of sanctions under U.S. president Donald Trump.

One of the reasons that Tehran is able to maintain a steady stream of support for these groups despite internal economic difficulties is that it does not draw the money it uses to fund its chosen groups from budgets that are under public scrutiny. The majority of the funding comes from significant sums that are under the direct control of the supreme leader’s office and the IRGC, and hidden from public view, as explained below.

The IRGC
After the 1979 revolution, the emerging Islamic Republic needed to consolidate its power. This involved carrying out two significant measures. First, the leader of the revolution, Khomeini, preached the spread of the revolution outside Iran. In fact, it committed, in the words of Vatanka, “to a mission of mobilizing the mostazafeen, so-called downtrodden Muslims, against what Tehran labelled unjust rulers. This refers to Muslims in general and did not distinguish between Shi’a and Sunnis.” To that end, Tehran began to
create or establish ties with various nonstate actors and minority groups in the region, including Hezbollah in Lebanon and the Badr Brigades in Iraq. The second measure was the implementation of military purges to eradicate those who might harbor sympathies for the deposed shah and ensure the loyalties of remaining personnel; coupled with the devastating eight-year Iran-Iraq War, this culling of the ranks greatly weakened the Iranian military. To ensure the security of the regime and the revolution, the Islamic Republic created organizations, such as the IRGC, that were intended to operate both within Iran and outside its borders. Today, many key security files are either directly held by the IRGC or shared between the IRGC and the government and its Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Iran’s management of its relations with nonstate actors in the region is largely within the mandate of the IRGC, making it a powerful actor in Iran’s foreign relations.

Following the 1979 revolution, Iran’s military was split because its loyalty to the revolution was questioned by those who had just come to power. Iran’s traditional military, known in Persian as the Artesh, had been established in its modern form by Iran’s previous ruler, Reza Shah. The revolutionaries viewed it with extreme suspicion; under the shah, the army had collaborated with the United States, a key enemy of the revolution. As a result, the Islamic Republic established the IRGC as a paramilitary organization, and charged it with providing a counterweight to the traditional military and spreading the values of the revolution inside and outside Iran.

Today, the IRGC has expanded to include members and former members in all spheres of life in Iran, from the parliament, to ministries, and including the national security council. Though estimates vary widely, it is thought that the Guards count between 120,000 and 300,000 members. However, the IRGC’s notorious plainclothes militia, the Basij, can mobilize up to an additional 600,000 people. Since the revolution, the IRGC has grown in number and importance. Today, it operates under the supervision of the supreme leader and conducts overt and covert operations at home and abroad. It is
professional and voluntary; has air, sea, and land components; and oversees key Iranian military programs, including its ballistic missile, nuclear, space, and drone programs, and Iran’s cyber activities. The IRGC’s navy, for example, is separate from Iran’s national navy, and is tasked with patrolling the country’s maritime borders, including the Strait of Hormuz, through which a large portion of the world’s oil is shipped. The IRGC is composed of several branches, including two organizations known for their counterintelligence and covert operations in the region and beyond: the Ansar al-Mahdi and the Quds Force. The IRGC owes part of its strength to its solid relationship with the supreme leader and his office, which Iran analyst Karim Sadjadpour describes as “increasingly symbiotic, politically expedient for the Leader and economically expedient for the guards.” The supreme leader is the commander in chief of the IRGC and “appoints [its] senior commanders, who, in turn, are publicly deferential to him and increasingly reap benefits by playing a more active role in political decision making and economic activity.”

The IRGC is a real economic and political powerhouse in Iran, controlling billions of dollars’ worth of projects. The Guards have stakes in many industries, especially infrastructure, telecommunications, and the energy sector. Their influence over the economy grew with subsequent waves of sanctions. Today, they control a substantial portion of Iran’s economy—estimates of exactly how much vary widely, from a little less than a third to two-thirds. What is undeniable is that the IRGC is involved in almost every key sector in the Iranian economy, and continues to enrich itself through the significant shadow economy. Both the office of the supreme leader and the IRGC have developed their income as a result of vast business networks, which have gained in strength and size following the imposition of multiple rounds of sanctions on Iran. Indeed, as sanctions made it more difficult to maintain business links to Iran, small and
medium-sized Iranian businesses could not continue to operate in an environment of ever-increasing costs and significant barriers to trade. The only organizations with the ability to overcome the costs of business were giant conglomerations directly owned by or with significant ties to either the IRGC or the supreme leader's office. As a result, contrary to what the calls to squeeze Iran's elite aimed to achieve, the sanctions further strengthened the hold of the elite in the Iranian economy. Most notably, they strengthened the IRGC, and provided it with the means to continue its involvement in the region, including its support to regional nonstate actors.312

The IRGC's influence on foreign policy and security policy grew as its size and finances did, and as the opportunities for intervention proliferated across the region. Since the 2009 elections and the failed Green Movement that contested their results, IRGC control over the domestic sphere has grown further, as its forces attempted to secure the Islamic Republic, at times even undermining the work of the Ministry of Intelligence. Most of the regional security files, including Iran's work with and influence over regional proxies and nonstate actors, fall within the remit of the IRGC.313

Iraq, for example, is a key arena for Iran, particularly since 2003. Iraq and Iran have been enemies, rivals, or strategic partners at various points in history; have religious, economic and political ties; and share more than nine hundred miles of porous border.314 Iran's foreign policy for its western neighbor has been the cause of internal bickering between the IRGC and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as the latter tried to regain greater influence. The work of setting regional policy and coordinating with Iranian regional nonstate allies falls to the IRGC's elite unit, the Quds Force. The Quds Force mandate extends specifically beyond Iran's borders, initially intending to export the revolution. Today, Quds Force commander Qasem Soleimani answers only to the supreme leader, though he continues to hold frequent meetings with different parts of the government.

As the head of the Quds Force, Soleimani holds direct influence over Iran's relations with regional nonstate actors. He has been
developing personal relations with the leadership and membership of key groups in the region—activities that Tehran has often advertised. In 2014, Iran launched a public relations campaign aimed at both domestic and foreign audiences. This campaign was designed to burnish Iran’s image, which had been harmed by the 2009 protest movement, and to highlight its actions against the rise of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.\(^{315}\) The campaign highlighted Soleimani’s good personal relations with key figures in the region, beginning with the Badr Organization and peshmerga commanders.\(^{316}\) At the same time, it aimed to showcase the IRGC commander’s relations with multiple tribes and different religious and ethnic groups, in the hopes of reducing perceptions that Tehran was solely a sectarian actor.\(^{317}\) The campaign presented the IRGC as helping the homeland, giving it newfound popularity and legitimacy within Iran. But with greater popularity and awareness of the actions of the IRGC came greater public scrutiny, including the beginning of a campaign launched by Rouhani to contain their influence.\(^{318}\)

Iraq has been a laboratory for IRGC experimentation, and an example of the success for its model of establishing relationships with and control over local nonstate actors. During Saddam Hussein’s rule, many key Shia figures took asylum in Iran.\(^{319}\) As a result, 2003 invasion upended the regional order, and created in Iraq a political void and an opportunity for Tehran. The IRGC benefited from its long-standing ties to Iraqi expatriate groups, such as the Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution in Iraq, which had been founded by pro-Khomeini Shia activists in Iran during the 1980s, and the council’s military wing, the Badr Brigades (today’s Badr Organization). In the years following the 2003 invasion, members of these groups and others friendly with Iran began to occupy influential positions in Iraq’s political and military establishments, effectively expanding the reach and influence of the IRGC. The Guards also promoted the development of a new cadre of more extreme and more outwardly pro-Iranian allies among Iraq’s Shia militants; these were drawn upon to target and harass U.S. forces in the country.
The Islamic State takeover of large swathes of Iraqi territory in 2014 was a major concern to Iran, especially when the group came close to the Iranian border. It developed a strategy to counter the Islamic State in Iraq by relying on local forces, which it assisted economically, politically and militarily. In this way, it organized its interests under the umbrella of the PMU. Iran also drew on local actors beyond just the Shia militias, which helped delegitimize and undermine the Islamic State. After initial hesitation, Iran supported the Baghdad government and various Kurdish, Shia, and Sunni groups’ efforts against the Islamic State. Tehran’s efforts were successful in part because Soleimani had long maintained good relations with a diverse roster of groups and important individuals in Iraq—including Sunnis, Kurds, and Shia—and had been involved in key deliberations within the Iraqi government since 2003. Historical and cultural ties also bolstered Iran’s coordination with Iraq’s Sunni-majority Kurds. Iranian attempts at working with Arab Sunnis in Iraq were less successful. Marginalized Sunnis had grown wary of Tehran and its support for the Shia government, and Iran managed to recruit only a few hundred Sunni fighters.

In the fight against the Islamic State, Iran provided a range of assistance to myriad actors in the region. Importantly, despite its initial strategy of leading the campaign by relying on local forces, it sent IRGC commanders to oversee and lead the militias it worked with, and even committed Iranian combat troops. It also provided indirect assistance through its backing of Lebanese Hezbollah, which was supporting the fight against the Islamic State.

Yet Tehran’s strategy to fight the Islamic State had certain inconsistencies that underline the way in which Iran pursues different tracks simultaneously in pursuit of major objectives. For instance, Tehran also coordinated ground operations with the U.S. forces that were conducting airstrikes to drive back the Islamic State. The Rouhani administration led this push to coordinate with Washington. At the same time, and despite its overtures to non-Shia groups, IRGC-led Shia militias further exacerbated sectarian
divisions in the country, including by persecuting Sunnis, flying Shia flags, and plastering pictures of Iranian religious leaders in recaptured territories.  

**Changing War Strategies**

Though Iran’s model of increasing its regional influence through the use of local nonstate actors throughout the region has been relatively consistent, the way it draws on these actors has evolved. In Syria, for example, Iran brought in advisors to help the Assad government conduct its campaign after conflict broke out in 2011. Iran also drew on local militias as foot soldiers for the government’s air campaign, providing assistance and advice to pro-Assad fighters. Iran also coordinated its efforts with the Russians once they joined the fight, allowing Tehran to learn from them. Iran is reported to have deployed 10,000 personnel to Syria from 2011 to 2014, including combat troops, and to have suffered 2,100 dead by 2017.  

In addition, Tehran has leveraged new, militant Shia clergy throughout the region (as well as domestically) to boost their power. This allows them to have greater fighting numbers and a more significant impact in battle. For example, Tehran drew on the Fatemiyoun Brigade, an Afghan Shia militia allied with Bashar al-Assad, whose members are Afghan seminary graduates of Al-Mustafa International University in Qom, Iran. Originally a small group of volunteers and refugees tasked with defending the shrine of Saida Zaynab near Damascus, the brigade has grown in number and strength. But this was not the only group of foreigners Tehran was drawing on in its fight in Syria. Following a rocket attack on the Saida Zaynab shrine in 2013, Shia Pakistani jihadists formed the Zaynabiyoun Brigade with support from Tehran, and the brigade recruited Pakistani Shia seminary students studying in Iran. Tehran also relies on Iraqi Shia militias in Syria, which include several militant clergy members, though they seemed to have only conducted operations jointly with other groups in Syria, likely because the majority of Iraqi Shia fighters were involved in combating the Islamic State in Iraq.
The IRGC’s use of these groups has helped Tehran contribute to turning the tide of war in Syria in favor of the Assad government. Tehran seems to want to keep these groups as separate brigades in Syria, rather than unifying them under an umbrella organization as they were in Iraq. Naturally, Tehran does not want them to become too powerful—it would be better if they remain dependent on Iran. It seems likely that Tehran continues to draw lessons from its model of relying on local nonstate actors in regional warfare and policymaking, and adapting its approach according to the particular context on the ground. But drawing on this new wave of Shia militancy will further politicize and radicalize Shia authority, as the Shia clergy militias gain influence throughout the region.

In the past few years, Tehran has made serious progress in effectively deploying its proxies in the region, in its capacity to conduct unconventional warfare successfully as a result of these deployments, and in its proxies’ interoperability. As a result, despite serious constraints ranging from successive waves of sanctions, to international political and even military pressure today, the IRGC has continued to be involved in the region, strengthened its influence throughout the Middle East, maintained pressure on U.S. forces deployed in the region, and successfully increased its popularity in Iran and the sense of nationalism surrounding them by portraying themselves as defenders of Iranian territorial integrity, particularly following the rise of the Islamic State in neighboring Iraq. But the IRGC has not succeeded on every level. Its reliance on overly sectarian groups, particularly in Iraq, has turned some local populations against it, increasing resentment of Iranian presence. In addition, the IRGC’s public relations campaign, whatever popularity it may have gained the corps, also means that the Guards are now under greater public scrutiny.

The IRGC largely succeeded in implementing its model of working with nonstate actors to increase Iran’s influence in the region despite continued internationally enforced pressure and efforts to contain Iran. But it remains to be seen whether this strategy will continue to yield the same level of success. Much depends on the Guards’
standing among the groups they support in the Arab world (and among those groups’ constituencies) and their popularity at home.331

Regional Competition

The use or support of nonstate actors, including hybrids, is hardly unique to Iran. Other regional states and key international players, like the United States, have sought to accomplish political and military goals in this manner, particularly in the kind of open-ended conflict that has proliferated in the Arab world following the serial failure of the uprisings that began in late 2010. Nonetheless, those other countries’ experiences have highlighted the structural advantages Iran enjoys in this domain, and it is highly unlikely that other states will enjoy the same sort of success that Iran has achieved. At the same time, other comparisons reveal that, when Iran’s structural advantages are not as strong, the results of its partnerships with nonstate actors are more checkered.

Foremost among Iranian structural advantages is the ideological cohesion between patron and client. This is a reflection of the fact that, as Ostovar writes, “supporting foreign militants has been central to the Islamic Republic’s grand strategy since its establishment.”332 Shia militancy grew and developed in lockstep with the revolutionary vision of the early Islamic Republic, coming out of Tehran’s ideological framework and later sustained under its tutelage. In comparison, Sunni militancy arose in opposition to the Arab republics and, in later years, to the monarchies of the region. This fundamental difference ensures that the efforts of other regional and international states to cultivate nonstate allies and partners almost certainly are based on thinner ideological connectivity and weaker bonds of trust, and are much more volatile with respect to unintended consequences. As a vanguard actor, Iran has credibility with its militant clients that cannot be easily replicated. Whereas the Sunni states of the region are often themselves the targets of militant actors, Iran’s strategic vision is more aligned with the outer spectrum of Shia militancy.
That posture is further enhanced by Iran’s revisionist stances, which highlight key differences with its competitors and rivals. Iran’s closest nonstate allies share its regional orientation and its core antagonisms. Central to that worldview is hostility to the United States, Israel, and foreign involvement in the region. The closeness in perspective of these allies has created much greater opportunities for sustainable coordination, as Iran’s strategic orientation has remained fairly constant despite the tempering of its initial revolutionary fervor. In contrast, Iran’s regional competitors and rivals are all part of the United States’ regional security architecture. As U.S. clients and allies, the key Sunni Arab states and Turkey relate differently to nonstate actors, in particular those of the militant variety. Iran remains embedded within the structures of Shia militancy and has not been outflanked by its clients or other state sponsors.

In this sense, Iran remains overtly committed to militancy—notwithstanding its parallel commitment to pragmatism—in a manner that is not open to its regional competitors, despite instances in which those states have engaged with militants and sanctioned groups. The ongoing civil war in Syria illustrates this phenomenon. First, there is no credible evidence to suggest the existence of overt state support and funding for the Islamic State—the most violent and ideologically extreme Sunni actor in the conflict. However, there is considerable evidence for passive forms of support for the Islamic State, such as lax and irresponsible Turkish border control. Although Turkey’s passivity at the border fell short of actively providing sanctuary for the Islamic State, the group benefited from Turkey’s neglect for a number of years. Similarly, hardline Islamist factions benefited from private fundraising and charitable giving from the Gulf, which could not have operated without an environment of lax enforcement. But the Sunni states involved in the war in Syria have not, for a variety of reasons, contemplated direct support for the outer boundaries of Sunni militancy. This reticence reflects their reputational concerns, their alliance and partnership structures, their relative inexperience in engaging in this manner, and their concerns
over the longer-term ramifications of such endeavors—particularly with respect to unintended consequences and potential blowback.

Even when states have offered support to Sunni rebel groups and armed actors in the Syrian war, assistance has been offered with unease and difficulty. In an effort to attract outside support and patronage, various hardline Islamist groups have, at several junctures, sought to differentiate themselves from more problematic actors, such as the Nusra Front. Ahrar al-Sham, which enjoyed productive battlefield relations with the Nusra Front and lauded the latter’s warfighting contributions, still sought to contrast itself with Nusra in an effort to legitimize the group and to allow for the possibility of outside assistance.

Western governments and their allies in the region have a demonstrated track record of refusing to deal directly with a subset of extremist groups, even when those groups are willing to work in concert with Western interests. This self-imposed limitation usually takes the form of terror designations or sanctions against groups with extremist ideology or especially violent tactics. In Syria, the United States and its allies allowed designated or proscribed militant groups to benefit indirectly from Western aid but withheld direct assistance. In contrast, Iran is willing to work with virtually any armed group that will accept Iranian assistance and serve a minimal Iranian interest—even in limited circumstances sectarian Salafi-jihadist groups that are ideologically opposed to Iran’s policies and the very existence of Shia Muslims. This flexibility distinguishes Iran’s approach to hybrids from that of many of its competitor states.

There is also a fundamental difference in the ways in which Iran and its competitors function within the international system. First, Iran’s regional posture and worldview have placed it at odds with much of the Middle East and North Africa. To compensate for its lack of natural allies, writes Ostovar, “Iran’s revolutionary leaders sought to develop allies at the substate level.” Second, the strategic benefits afforded Iran through these relationships and Iran’s ideological convergence with its clients have all combined to ensure continued Iranian support for these groups, despite the reputational and
legal exposure those ties create. Iran continues to display a willingness to endure the international costs and reputational damage. In contrast, Iran’s competitors are unable to provide this type of direct, overt support for formally designated terrorist groups. Most foreign interventionist powers prefer a close relationship with a state to a closer relationship with a hybrid or proxy, when such a partnership is on offer. Iran cannot be said to have total control over its partners, but it does not run the same types of risks faced by other states, where there is either limited or no strategic alignment. In the case of regional Sunni powers with an investment in the status quo, it comes as little surprise that their engagements with revisionist militants have been fraught, since the Arab state system itself is often a key target for Sunni Islamist extremists.

Still, this does not mean that Iran exclusively partners with non-state actors, nor that other countries completely eschew them. Iran’s choice about whom to support, and how, greatly depends on local priorities. In Iraq, for instance, Iran cultivates ties with hybrids and proxies, but also invests in its partnership with the national and local governments. In Syria, Iran valued its partnership with the president over its investment in the National Defence Forces, helping establish it as a pseudogovernmental entity instead of driving toward full-blown hybrid status. The United States and regional governments sometimes rely on proxies and hybrids for military operations or for political moves that are considered risky or unpalatable, or require plausible deniability for their sponsors. Iran’s ideology affords it unique opportunities as it cultivates partnerships. As a result of the greater convergence of ideology and interests among Iran and its allies, it has been much better placed in managing the impact of this type of engagement with armed proxies and militant groups.

Beyond the Middle East, Pakistan provides an instructive contrasting example of contemporary state sponsorship of militancy. Pakistan has been more successful than Iran in weathering the international opprobrium and fallout that has resulted from its policies with respect to militant groups such as Lashkar-e-Taiba and the
Afghan Taliban. However, even though Pakistani strategic planners believe their support for militants has been successful both in its asymmetric competition with India and in the protection of what they have deemed to be their strategic depth in Afghanistan, they have been unable to fully control the effects of militancy on their society and state. The unintended consequences of that support have produced their own forms of domestic blowback and insurgency. Iran, by contrast, has not suffered in the same manner.

Iran’s unique experience is also a function of the country’s distinct position as one of the few Shia-majority states, and perhaps the only option, that Shia militant groups have when seeking international support. Functionally, there are no alternatives for nonstate Shia actors, and, in some cases, none for Sunni militant groups, either.

As a revisionist power, in certain instances Iran’s goals have been framed negatively in terms of thwarting the goals and undermining the interests of the United States and its regional partners. In those instances, playing the spoiler—as opposed to pursuing more ambitious political goals—offers Iran varied points of entry into certain regional conflicts.

Lastly, and crucially, Iran enjoys an advantage because it has been engaged in the cultivation and support of nonstate groups for decades, and those efforts have only accelerated over time. Beginning with its immediate postrevolutionary efforts to cultivate militant allies, Iran has had continuous, uninterrupted engagement with militant partners. In more recent years, two major regional disruptions created significant strategic openings that have aided Iran’s efforts. First, the 2003 invasion of Iraq eliminated a key Iranian rival and security vulnerability, while providing Iran with a major political and military opportunity. The institution of electoral politics in a Shia-majority state also ensured, for the foreseeable future, a Shia-led political order and friendly relations between Iran and Iraq. Second, the failed Arab uprisings that began in 2010 initiated a tumultuous period of conflict ripe for Iranian intervention. Syria in particular, with its long-standing alliance with Iran and its strategic centrality to
its regional policy, was an obvious national security interest for the Iranian leadership. Syria’s relative importance and the early setbacks suffered by the Assad regime not only necessitated Iranian support for various nonstate groups but also, as noted above, triggered direct Iranian intervention. This novel form of direct intervention is further testament to the practical experience and capacity built up through its recent interventions. Iran’s careful selections of the specific areas and conflicts in which it has intervened have allowed it to benefit from the existence of natural allies and assured access.

On the whole, these interventions have produced tangible gains for Iran, and yet they have come with serious costs, including the withering of Iranian soft power in much of the Arab world and the sectarianization of its power projection. This latter point has been a particularly large sacrifice for Iran, as its ability to sustain its relationships with Sunni militant partners has suffered. These dysfunctional patron-client relationships in which Iran does not enjoy ideological, religious, strategic, and political convergence with its militant clients offer a useful point of comparison with the similarly checkered record of its Sunni rivals. In spite of various Sunni regimes’ transactional dalliances and engagements with Sunni militants, the two groups have never overcome their fundamental divergence in end-state political aims. Likewise, Iran’s efforts at engaging Sunni militants have been undermined by a similar lack of connectivity and overlap. Stresses resulting from Iran’s sectarian mobilization have exposed these gaps. In this sense, cases in which Iran has not been afforded the full benefit of its structural advantages help to illuminate the sources of its success. In those instances in which Iran is capable of engaging in only a more transactional and limited capacity, as with its engagement with Sunni militants such as the Taliban, al-Qaeda, and Hezb-e-Islami, it displays much less control over its partners and has produced more inconclusive results. Even in instances in which Iran has engaged with more ideologically aligned Sunni groups, such as Hamas, those relationships have proven less durable and have not grown into a full-spectrum alliance.
IV. Policy Implications

Hybrid actors differ from traditional proxies and other militias because of their complex relationships with states. Hybrids draw some of their power from states, and at the same time, in many contexts hybrids compete directly with the state. Hybrids can function as a Trojan horse for interventionist foreign powers; at times, and even sometimes simultaneously, they can operate independently of those sponsors. They figure as a significant and standing addition to the landscape of power. Any coherent policy response depends on a clear understanding of hybrids: armed groups that can operate in concert with the state, in parallel to it, and in competition with it.

Policy that aims to promote security and good governance ought to take into account the special constraints and challenges hybrid actors pose. Policymakers cannot simply ignore the existence of hybrids, dealing only with their sponsor or host states. Hybrids matter because of their state relations, their coercive power, and their constituencies. An effective policy must account for them as centers of power and decision making in conflict zones where significant interests are at stake.

Promoting Rule of Law

Security and accountability benefit when major power players are embedded in a legal framework that revolves around the state, and in which both hybrid actors and the central government are subject to the same rule of law. In conflict zones with eroded central
authority, policymakers should not seek solutions that are impractically idealistic. For example, Iraq will not quickly develop a single cohesive, credible, and just national authority with rule of law. But it can consolidate law and authority under the umbrella of the state, in a manner that incrementally promotes norms and values consistent with Iraqi preferences, Iraqi law, and the conventions of international treaties and institutions to which Iraq is a party.

Our study of hybrids, and the new concepts that we have developed, suggest an array of approaches for policymakers, including the following:

- Engage with hybrid actors and incorporate them, even incrementally, into state, multilateral, and international institutions.
- Use policy tools to encourage sponsors of hybrid actors to modulate their influence over hybrids.
- Constrain hybrid actors by strengthening host states and security institutions that are broader and more domestically legitimate than the hybrid’s militia.
- Consider incorporating hybrids—even those that are destabilizing—into functioning states as a suboptimal but practical path to stability and accountability, intended to improve the behavior of both the state and the hybrid.

Hybrid actors today pose one of the most significant obstacles to consolidating state authority. Realistic solutions cannot be based on an unfounded hope that troublesome or powerful hybrids will simply disappear. Hybrids cannot be wished away. Other types of groups, such as classic nonstate proxies or aspirants to full statehood, merit different analytical and policy treatment than hybrids.

**States in Conflict**

An honest reckoning with hybrid actors connects directly to our understanding of the eroded power of the state. Fundamentally, the success of nonstate actors has been dependent on conflict, the
erosion of governmental authority, and the resulting weakness of states. As with the most militant actors, conflict presents opportunities for nonstate groups. This is perhaps self-evident, but it is indisputably true that “wars, state collapse, and geopolitical upheaval” have provided and will continue to provide a fertile backdrop for these opportunities. Those opportunities have been furthered by the deepening and accelerating nature of regional competition and the more frequent resort by influential regional and international players to employing nonstate allies to achieve policy ends.

The strongest hybrid actors arise in the vacuums created by weak and fragile states and eventually become the greatest challenge to the strengthening of state sovereignty. The greatest opportunity for nonstate groups is presented by those states and societies that have been fundamentally altered by open-ended, multyear conflict. Although Iraq traditionally had been accustomed to strong centralized governance and repression, the period before the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003 had seen Saddam Hussein’s regime systematically degraded through a cycle of war and sanctions. When coupled with the prolonged period of chaos and conflict that followed the overthrow of the Ba’athist regime, Iraq experienced a multidecade process of institutional decay and a retreat of the central state. In such conditions, it is unsurprising that nonstate and hybrid actors have been able to flourish. The example of the Syrian NDF offers an alternative example of a weakened state that still sought to exercise strong centralized authority and remained capable of managing nonstate actors within the areas under its control. This more limited vacuum, while damaging to the regime, did not cripple its ability to project its practical and symbolic centrality. A longer-term lack of control over territory, such as Idlib governorate and the Syrian Democratic Forces-held portions of northeastern Syria, will create greater challenges for the reassertion of centrality while creating practical opportunities for nonstate groups in those areas to develop hybrid characteristics. Prolonged conflict conditions and more extended gaps in governmental authority produce outcomes much more favorable to nonstate actors.
These negative trends have been strengthened by the failures of the international community at conflict prevention and mitigation and postconflict stabilization and reconstruction. Such failures have created real dangers to international peace and security. There is no easy answer to these dilemmas, particularly at a time of increased international economic uncertainty, rising populist politics, accelerating climate change, great power competition, and diminished collective security. The need to reverse these trends is as acute as the gaps in capacity to do so.

The necessity for strong and functional states is clear, but the legacy of such states in the region is checkered at best. Strong states, such as Saddam Hussein’s Iraq or Syria under the Assads, have been most successful in producing brittle stability through repression and fear. The harm that strong states have inflicted on their own people and rival powers has created lasting legacies, among which is suspicion of strong centralized authority among victimized segments of society. Those suspicions are understandable, yet have produced their own institutional legacies that undermine the ability to produce effective governance.

Even in instances where states and governments are intent on producing gains in governance, the challenges resulting from decades-long dysfunction and misrule remain steep. The overall landscape is grim and the ability to induce sustainable positive change is limited. As such, the issues of nonstate and hybrid actors and how best to respond to them on both the domestic and international levels remain central to the future of the region and a key determinant of regional peace and security.

Partition Is Not the Answer

New realities on the ground, in the form of powerful and sustainable hybrid actors, are now a fundamental feature of the region and must be addressed. As a practical matter, it is unlikely that hybrid or quasi-state actors will receive de jure recognition as new states. With
the notable exception of the secession of South Sudan in 2011, the international climate has been nearly universally hostile to recognizing and formalizing state fragmentation in postcolonial areas, including in the Middle East. Hybrid actors and quasi-states are therefore unlikely to produce a formal redrawing of the regional state system. Fears of negative precedent and destabilizing cascade effects in this tense, unstable area have created deep-rooted caution with respect to secessionist movements and the prospect of new state formation. This means that the traditional boundaries of the regional order will continue to frame the ways in which host states and outside actors engage with hybrid groups.

As in the recent past, these realities are likely to mean that there will be further attempts to confer formal recognition on certain actors as legitimate but still nonstate entities, either through ambiguous bilateral relationships or by promoting federalism and similar concepts as a way to legalize such groups within a preserved state framework. This can be seen in the constitutional treatment of the Kurdistan Regional Government and the asymmetric federalism that typifies the Iraqi constitutional order. The legacies of colonialism have created enduring suspicions about such efforts, and citizens in the region have regarded any attempts at creating decentralized models of governance, whether by national governments or by foreign powers, as a prelude to partition. Nonetheless, they continue to offer one pathway for enhancing autonomy without full de jure recognition of separatism. These kinds of arrangements could have particular salience for the future prospects for Kurdish self-rule in Syria and South Yemeni separatism. On the less statelike end, the region also has seen direct diplomatic engagement with powerful hybrid actors, such as Hezbollah. This type of engagement remains fraught and difficult to balance with support for regional states, but simply choosing to ignore hybrid actors that have emerged as effective political and security actors will neither diminish their relevance nor strengthen the central state. Further, the most effective hybrid actors have enmeshed themselves within their host states...
and, as such, have formalized their presence within various levels of government.

For outside actors seeking to strengthen state structures and limit the negative impact of nonstate actors, it is critical to differentiate among hybrid actors and proxy groups. As Michael Knights argues in the context of Iraq, “Many average citizens have relatives who fought honorably in the [Popular Mobilization Units] structure primarily for the benefit of Iraq, not Iran or pro-Iranian militia leaders. The U.S. government arguably alienates potential allies when it publicly criticizes the [PMU] phenomenon in a generalized manner.” Further, in the case of Iraq, there are also relevant distinctions to be made between full-fledged proxies of Iran, as opposed to other elements of the PMU that are more rightly understood as Iranian allies and partners. Such distinctions matter a great deal in terms of explaining the motivations of nonstate groups and predicting future behavior.

In determining how to engage with hybrid actors, outside actors must be cognizant that they are rarely in a position to pick winners. Outside intervention and support for certain groups can help shape the role of nonstate groups, but efforts at “integrating unfavoured actors into unpopular political settlements” are likely to be ineffective and potentially destabilizing. This is not to suggest passivity. Outside actors should instead incentivize “a process of bargaining and integration that rewards cooperation, and that applies punitive measures where actors violate the rule of law and/or cause harm to society.” Western governments have frequently resorted to terror designations to sanction individual militants and sometimes entire groups or entities. The European Union has often followed the lead of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France in designating groups. The international community has been more circumspect; United Nations sanctions, for instance, have been applied to the Taliban, al-Qaeda, and the Islamic State. Terror designations are inherently political, since they do not extend universally to all groups that engage in illegal violence targeting civilians. Their utility has also been subject to debate; even the United States, which is the
most vocal advocate of bans and terror designations, has engaged in indirect contact with proscribed groups or allowed indirect aid to flow to them. Yet at the same time, proscription has served as an effective sanction against groups, at a minimum making it harder for them to operate internationally or receive overt political and military support. Designation has been more effective against individuals than entire groups.

The desire of hybrid actors, in contrast to classic proxies, for recognition and legitimacy offers a useful avenue for pressure and incremental change. Governments interested in steering the course of hybrids or integrating them into the state will need to engage directly with those hybrid groups. Bans and terror lists, however, make such contacts difficult. Even aid workers and low-level officials from the military, diplomatic corps, and intelligence services might consider themselves legally barred by their own governments from even the most minimal communications with members of designated groups. A further complication is that governments historically have found it much harder to remove groups from terror lists than to designate them. Bans on engagement create a dilemma for policymakers who seek to change the behavior of proscribed groups but find themselves unable to gather information or explore potential solutions.

The case studies in this report offer some suggestions for ways forward. For example, in Iraq, the largely autonomous militias of the PMU have, in a period of a few years, been formally integrated under state authority. The legal framework that normalized the PMU is profoundly flawed, and reflects the weakness of the state that negotiated it with Iraq’s hybrids and their sponsors. The years to come will show whether the state is able to translate its nominal legal powers over the PMU into genuine authority, but the Iraqi approach suggests one policy framework for integrating hybrids more closely into the state. The Syrian government’s thus-far sustained authority over the NDF and other loyalist militias is another ambiguous example of a state consolidating authority by both institutional and informal means. Lebanon’s Hezbollah provides a third, cautionary example:
in a context where domestic power centers and foreign governments refuse to engage with a significant hybrid—and crucially, refrain from investing seriously in state power as an alternative to a hybrid—the hybrid can become as strong as the state, or at least, too strong to subordinate.

**Dealing with State Sponsors**

The depth and breadth of hybrid actor activity, particularly of Iranian-backed groups, suggests that this set of challenges will remain for the foreseeable future. In initiating analysis and formulating policy responses, it should be clear that while Iran has structural advantages in supporting or creating nonstate and hybrid groups, it does not have magical powers. When Iran’s structural advantages are weaker, its partnerships with nonstate actors have produced more limited and mixed results. However, in those instances where structural factors align, it is difficult for outside actors to either frustrate or break such bonds. Nonetheless, those cases of maximal alignment, such as with Hezbollah or the PMU, are unique, and should not be conflated with other partners, such as the Houthis, who have productive and increasing relations with Iran but do not represent the most optimal version of alignment. Furthermore, Iran remains constrained by these more limited kinds of relationships. As the example of the NDF illustrates, Iran can go only so far with money, arms, and smarts if operating in a context shaped by locals, where it does not have the same geographic proximity or full ideological convergence.

Even though such limitations tend to check Iranian ambitions, Iran’s interactions with nonstate groups have proven strategically significant and a major amplifier of Iranian influence. In the landscape of contemporary conflict and intervention, Iranian-backed hybrid actors have proven much more reliable and predictable from the perspective of their patron and not prone to outflanking Iran or surprising it. While Iran has experienced setbacks in the form of failed
efforts at support and engagement and ruptures of relations, its failures have not proven destabilizing to the regime or the state.

It should also be noted that the scope of ambitions will influence the possibilities for success in cultivating nonstate groups. The challenges in institution-building on a national scale differ in material ways from substate efforts focused on nonstate and hybrid groups. Hybridity explains the success of some of Iran’s ventures in the region—it is possible to cultivate an enduring hybrid by weakening a state by supporting competing alternatives. It is far harder to build a strong state in a context where the state is already significantly eroded. In practice, for example, it has been easier to build the PMU’s ragtag band of hybrid militias than to build an effective national police force under the Ministry of the Interior—both ventures that Iran has attempted to support in Iraq, with unequal results. Similarly, it is easier to support Hezbollah than to help build an effective national army in Lebanon. Such examples might suggest the inherent weakness and limits of Iran’s otherwise successful approach to cultivating hybrids.

The nature of Iranian efforts has also changed in recent years, taking on a much more significant transnational scope and focus. The transnational goals of Iranian-backed partners and proxies represent a new reality for Shia militancy and a new challenge for international policymakers. As the transnationalism of Shia militancy increases, it is worth considering whether this phenomenon will fundamentally alter the trajectory of radicalization among Shia militants and the tactics of Shia groups.

In contrast to these more successful models, the Sunni states of the region and other outside actors, like the United States, face serious challenges to their ability to establish or support effective nonstate or hybrid actors. Some regional states are investing heavily in support for nonstate groups; an example is the United Arab Emirates’ activity in Yemen. But the institutional capacity of regional states continues to lag behind Iran’s. Furthermore, the lack of an
ideological framework for engaging with nonstate actors will continue to limit reliability and effectiveness of those efforts.

The track record of dealing with and engaging nonstate and hybrid actors should breed caution in those states who seek to advance policy aims in this fashion. Exigent circumstances and reluctance to intervene in military conflicts directly explain the rationale for doing so, but the outcomes of such engagements have at times undermined strategic goals or created more persistent longer-term challenges. Even in the best of circumstances, without serious oversight, strategic or ideological convergence, and a long-term commitment, the results of such efforts are unpredictable and potentially destabilizing.

The rise and outsized influence of hybrid actors reflects underlying state fragility. The power of hybrids now also poses a serious impediment to the reassertion of state authority and accountability. Many factors and outside sponsors have driven the proliferation of hybrids; they are not simply a function of Iranian regional policy. In today’s complex conflict zones, hybrid actors form a distinct and significant reality. From a policy perspective, incremental approaches are more likely to yield results than proposals that seek to establish, or reestablish, clear unitary authority in conflict zones. However, past and current practice suggest that policy choices can influence the trajectory of hybrid actors, especially when policy takes into account the stateness and autonomy that distinguish hybrids from traditional proxies. The most viable path for managing hybrid actors lies in the state: patiently integrating hybrids into the state while reasserting state authority, competence, and accountability. Like other armed groups and nonstate actors, hybrids have thrived in a climate of regional dysfunction and conflict. At a regional and systemic level, only a renewed focus on conflict resolution, peacebuilding, and statebuilding can curtail the destructive impact of hybrid actors. Hybrids are but one manifestation of the vacuum left by eroded security and governance. Ultimately, the catastrophic impact of violent conflict remains the key driver of suffering and instability, and the central crisis for people of the region.
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